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PREFACE 

During the year 1955-1956, the Southeast Asia ProGram of Cornell Uni
versity undertook the preparation of a volurae on son1e selected features of 
conteri1porary social organ1.zation and culture in Thaj_lanc�, one in a series 
of country handbooks sponsored by the Human Relatio.ns 1�rea Files, Inc., of 
}Jew llaven, Connecticut. 

The present bibliography is an annotated list of the ��ublished or 
readily available source r,:aterials used by the staff of the Cornell Thailand 
Research Project in the preparatiJn of the hancbook and reflects, therefore, 
the sociolo�ical orientatiol1 of tl1at book. Historical, economic, and politi
cal subjects have been covered only to the extent necessary to 9rovide bacl·:
ground inforrnation for the rnain study. In the study ample use was also made 
of the large collection of unpUDlished notes, field reports, and miscellan
eous papers available in the files of the Cornell Southeast Asia Program and 
of tl"1e Cornell Research Center, Bangk:ok. Tl1ese materials have not been 
included in this bibliography, since they are not available to the general 
reader. 

The titles of publications in Thai have been 6iven in transliteration 
only, togetl1er with an :nglisl1 translatiol1 of tl1e title. A basically pho
netic system of transliteration has been used. Tl1e s:1r3tem is that recom
mended by tl1e· iloyal Institute of Thailand in 1935· and outlined in the 
Journal of the Thailand Research Society of ��rch, 1941. The only devi�
tions fror,1 this system have been rnade in the case of personal names; "There 
an individual Is 01m transliteration of his name is kno1-1n, it is used even 
if it c�iffers frorn the system. 

Any topical break:down of bibliographical entries is inevitably somev1hat 
arbitrary. l�ucl1 of the znaterial on Thailanc1 . is broadly descriptive and deals 
with problems of the country as a wl1ole rather than witl1 specific aspects 
of the culture. .:,ntries in this bibliography are not cross-indexed; they 
will be found under the heading wl1ich is 1nost closely descri�:>tive of the 
main topic covered in the publications. Thus, for example, the student 
interested in labor should refer not only to the section on ":Cconomy," but 
also to the section on 11Ethnic Groups,e11 since ethnic Ci:1inese are an in1por
tant element of the labor for.ce in Thailand. 

This bibliography sup�lements and complements a number of previous works. 
The comprehensive bibliography on mainland Southeast Asia by Zmbree and Dot
son is by now several years out of date; in any case, its main emphasis is 
anthropological and it is but sparsely annotated. The :)'earl)r bibliographies 
publisl1ed by tl1e Far ::astern Jl.ssociation are limited to the mere listing of 
titles of ,u�lished books and articles,and only an unannotated list of books 
is issued by the American Institute of ?acific Relations. The Thailand 
section of the selected Southea�t Asia bibliography of the Library of Congress 
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includes a total of only thirty-two titles; the detailed annotations provide 
a valuable introduction to the more common general works on Thailand but offer 
little to the person with a specialized interest in the country. 

A by-Prod·uct of research for a handbook d.ealing only with certain aspects 
�r modern Thai society, the present bibliography can make no claim to be ex
haustive. Nevertheless, it represents a rather extensive survey of the more 
recent literature on Thai.land which could be examined by the staff of the 
Cornell Thailand Research Project for annotationeo The bibliograph.y is issued 
now in its present form in the belief that it will prove useful to students 
concerned with current developments in Thailand. The Cornell Southeast Asia 
Program would be glad to receive additionse1 corrections, and emendations in 
the hope that these may contribute to the eventual production of a more 
complete bibliography. 

Lauriston Sharp 
Frank J, I•Ioore 
Walter F. Vella 

Southeast Asia Progra_m 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, New York 
April, 1956 
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The Bangkok Post. Vol. 1- 1946-. Bangkok. Daily. 

The 1Jest :n6lish lancuage newspaper published. in Thailand. 

Chandruanc, I�umut. r-.y D oyhood in ..., iam. :.ew York: John Lay, 1938. Pp. xiv,.
226. 

Tl1is is a readable account of tl1e author I s chilc.hood; it [;ives an in
sight into the life of a Thai faraily from the beginning of this century 
to the 1932 revolution a.ncl shows tl1e changes brought about in the trad
itional vJ'ajr of life by ·:!;·estern influences. There is no other book in 
:.:;nglish c1.rai-1ing a similarly intimate picture of upper class Thai fam
ily life. After a period of government service a.nd some private ven
tures in the fields of publishing and the tl1eater, t<r. Chandruang is 
now reportedly engaged in business in northern Thailand. 

Chula Chakrabongse, Prince. Brought up in ::Zngland. London: G.T. Foulis, 
1943. Fp. 322; illustrations. 

r,
This autobiography by a high-ranking 1 hai prince, 1r1ho has spent 1nost of 
his life in England, .contains some first-hand comments on and descrip
tions of personalities and events in Thailand during the last years of 
the absolute monarchy and the first years of the constitutional recime� 

Credner, 1-lilhelm. Siam, das i.,and der Tai. (Siam, the isand of the Tai.) 
Stuttgart: J. ::ngelhorns i'!achf. in Stuttgart, 193.5. Pp. XVI, 422; illustra
tions; appendix; bibliography; index. 

This book is the only complete cultural geography of Thailand. 2ven 
though much of the statistical information is now some�iThat out of date, 
it is still an excellent general reference work. The author undertook 
the research for this book during a two years I stay in Il1ailDnd '( 1Y27�2:;)). 
The German 11 scientificn style occasionally makes the writing difficult 
to read. The bibliography is valuable, because of an extensive use of 
German and Dutch sources which are not usually cited in :nglish publi
cations. 

Cressey� George B. Asia Is Lands and Peoples. tJew York, Toro.nto, .uondo.n: 
McGraw Hill, 1951. Pp. x, 597; illustrations; biblio�raphy; index. 

A eood general geography of Asia. The coverage, however, is too 
broad to rr..ake it a useful source for detailed information on Thailand. 
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Crosby, Sir Josiah. Siarn: The Crossroads. London: liollis and Carter, 1945. 
Pp. vi, 174; illustrations; r11ap; index. 

This study of Thailand before '�orld 1-'iar II was written by a British 
foreign service officer ·wl10 resided in Thailand for more than ti-ro de
cades. The author gives a brief general description of Thailand during 
the absolute monarchy and. exa1nines in detail the changese· in Thailand 
after 1932. Some of his conclusions are dated or. biased; rnany, hoi-rever, 
are relevant to Thailand today. 

deYoung, John :. Village .LJife in i-.odern Thailand. Berkeley and Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 1955. Fp. vii, 225; maps; illustrations; 
appendices; biblioGraphy; index� 

r,:r. deYounc' s book is a general description of the life of the Thai 
�)easant: his villase orGanization, social or.ganization, life l1istory, 
economy, religious beliefs and practices, and the chancing scope of 
his ,;,rorld. The book's grsatest virtue is also its greatest weakness. 
The author Is information is stro.ngest by far on northern Thailand 
(deYoung has spent a .number of years doinG anthropological field work 
in a northern village), and he has many valuable and unique comments 
to malce on the patterns of Thai rural life in this area. Unfortunately, 
as far as his description of rural Thailand as a whole is concerned, 
deYoung frequently fails to mak:e it clear that patterns he describes 
are not necessarily, or not at all, true of other areas in Thailand. 
The value of the book is also seriousl�.r reduced by a rather large 
nurn1.)er of errors in basic facts regardin? Thailand., such as statistical 
errors and inconsistencies, incorrect dates, incorrect use .of Thai 
words, lack: of a uniform system of trarisliteration. The book, in short, 
is a valuable addition to the thin library of literature on present-day 
Thailand, but it is an addition that must be used with caution. 

Dobby, E.H oG. Southeast Asia. Hei-.r York: John \iiley �:: Sons, 1951e0 Pp. 415; 
index. 

Chapters 17 anc1. 18 (Pp o 259-287) deal respectively· i-1itl1 the natural 
landscape and the cultural and social landscape of '..hni.\.unct. : _L.::, fo1�1nc-r is 
discussed in somewhat technical terms, the text being highlighted with 
maps, some of which appear misleading. The inaccuracies of the latter 
chapter can be explained on the basis of the bibliographical citations: 
no books published after 1945 and no documents are listedo . 

Dt!>hrin:;, I(arl. Siam. Darmstadt: Folkwang Verlag, 1923. 2 Vols. I. Land 
und Volk:. (I • .Land anc. £-:-eople.) Pp. 60, 142; illustrations. II. Die Bil
dende I�unst (mit Ausnahr11e c'ter :'lastik). ( II. Tr1e Creative P .. rts /with the -
Exception of Sculpture?.) Pp. 60, 140; illustrations.-

The author was a Gerroan architect employed by I(ing Chulalongk:ornee Vol-
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wne I gives an excellent and concise general description of the country 
and people of Thailand. Volume II discusses Thai art, particularly 
Thai architecture and interior decoration, and draws attention to the 
influence of the Ramayana on Thai artq 

Ekert-Rotholz, Alice Mo Siam hinter der Bambuswand: ein ostasiatisches 
Reisebuch. (Siam behind the Bamboo Wall: An East Asian Travel Book�) 
Milnchen: Deutsches Verlagshaus Bong, 19530 Pp. 234; illustrationso 

This book contains excellent photograph.s, but tl1e text, by the wife of 
a Germ:1n dentist, long resident in Ba�1ekok, adds little to knoi-1ledge 
of Thailand which is not readily available in English. 

Elwin, Verrier o Chiengmai--Land of Smiles. Geographical Magazine, Volo 25, 
PP• 359-361; illustrations. 19520 

This is a travelogue-type description of Chiangmai, by a noted anthro
pologist. 

Embree, John F. and Lillian Ota Dotson. Bibliography of the Peoples and 
Cultures of Iviainland Southeast Asia o New Haven: y·ale University Southeast 
Asia Studies, 1950. Pp. xv, 821; addenda; mapo 

This bibliography, divided by topic, provides an invaluable guide to 
materials on Thailand, particularly to materiale.relating to the field 
of anthropology. Brief annotations are provided for some of the 
entries. The late Professor Embree of the Yale University Southeast 
Asia Studies program spent almost two years in Southeast Asia with the 
United States Information Offices in Bangkok and Saigon. 

Far Eastern Association. Far Eastern Bibliography. Ithaca, N. Y.e: Cornell 
University Press, 1947-. Annual reprint of the biblicgraphy issued in the 
Far Eastern Quarterlye. Superseedes Bulletin of Far Eastern Bibliography, 
Washington: Committee on Far Eastern Studies of the American Council of 
Learned Societieso Vols. 1-5, 1936-1940. 

The best bibliographic aid for cµrrent publications on Thailand. Not 
annotated. 

Fryer, D. W o The "Million City" in Southeast Asia. Geographical Review, 
Vol. 43, PP• 474-494; map. 1953 o 

This article, by a Senior Lecturer in economic geography at the Uni
versity of Melbourne,. discusses the development of five major cities 
in Asia, including Bangkok. ·eThe information given is too general to 
be of use in a detailed study of Thailand. 
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Gedney, 1·1 illiam J. •. :·eekl;y tleview of Sia1nese }:eriodicals . :no .  1-14, July 
29-0ctober 28, 1952. Bangkok. 

Translations of articles from the 'I'hai press and periodicals, published
briefly in Bangkok bJr an l�merican scholar of Thai language a.nd liter
ature, now on the staff of Cornell University. Each issue averages 
50 pages. 

Gordon, 1Jilhelm Friedrich. Thailanc, c.as neue Siar,1. (Thailand, the I--Iew 
Siam.) .Leipzig: ·;. iilhelm Goldman Verlag, 19!�1. Pp. 151; table; map. 

This general description of Thailand offers little material not avail
able in a number of publications in English. 

Graharn, 1Talter Armstrong. Siam. .London: 1-\lexander t·,oring, 1924. 2 Vols. 
Illustrations; folded ri1ap; appendices; in�ices. 

This is one of the best comprehensive surveys available; although
written originally in 1912 , much of it applies to present-day Thailand. 
Volume r· includes chapters on geography, h.:.story, social organization, 
ethnic groups, education, languace, and literature. Volume II takes 
up in detail industries, co1n1nerce and trade, cornn:unications, art, and 
religion • .  The author was a British advisor to the Thai government for 
many years. 

Graham, ; ;alter .1-i.rmstrong. Siam: A rianduook of Fractical, Con11-r1ercial, and 
Folitical Informr,tion. .Gondon: 11..lexander l\oring, 1912. Pp. xiv, 637; 
illustrations, folc�.ed map;r· index; ap)endix . 

The original edition or Graham I s later two volume t..rork on Thailand . 

Jumsair r1i9ri! �uang r-:anich. Geography of Sian1. Dangk:ok: Rung-.dueng-Dharm 
Press, 

., 

1948. Pp. 60; iap; illu�tratirons. 

This booklet atter,1pts to  sumrnC4rize all available inforrnation on tl1e 
:)hysical, political, and e con:>ri1.ic s;eograpl1y of Thailand . It an1ounts 
to little more than a random collection of facts ,  which have been more 
clee.rly presented in many other publications. 

Landon, iCennth f erry. Siam in Transition. Cl1icago: Un��versity of Chicago
Press, 1939. Pp. ix, 328; biblio�·ra9hy; appendices; folded map; index. 

This is a gooc broad survey of most aspects of Thai culturer. it
Ishould be read selectively, as a supplement to C·raham s older, but 

more complete work. The author is a .n Anierican gover.rune.nt official, 
lonG resident in Thailand. 

http:gover.rune.nt
http:con:>ri1.ic
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J ..:> •  1 · ' l  ·\ inc; e _,.- i · �;r:un. iie1,1 Iorl<:: �linehart, wi.si., 11;orman. 1954. Pp. 247. 

A novel set in northern Thailandd., wl1ich creates succesisfully for the 
reader son1e understanding of cormnunit�, life and key personages in a 
provincial town. 

l�acDonald, itlexander .  Bangkok ::ditor. 1-iew York:: J\!B.cntilla.n, 1949. Pp. 229. 

This book 1r1ritten by an . ·.merican journalist an0. founder of the Bangkok
?ost, gives a :;eneral backgroun� on journalism in Bangl{ok. It contains 
material on press ownership, the policies of various papers, and the 
problems of censorship, personnel and advertising . It also goes into 
some detail on the political events anc 9roblems in post-war Thailand • 

.., . r1�oore, \v. Robert . Scintillating 1.am. 1,iational Geographic l''.agazine , Vol. 91, 
pp . 173-200; illustrations; map. 1947. 

This article contains very general comments on Thai religion, customs, 
social values, anc languagei. 

Outram, Frank. Post-ivar Siam. The Geographical .i'.·..agazine , Vol . 20, pp. 140-
149; illustrations. 1947 . 

This article skims lightly over many aspects of Thai life, history, and 
artsi. 

Palle�oixi., I-:gr . Description du royaume Thai ou 3iam. (tes cription of the 
Thai J;ingdom or Siam. ) Paris: Vialat, 1854. 2 Vols. Illustrations; map. 

A :�eneral clescril)tion of Thailand at the middle of the nineteenth cen
-tury by the then r1eacl of tl1e �tornain Catholic n1ission in tl1e country. 

Peterson, 11. . D . C .  The Far �ast, a Social Geography. �ondon: Gerald Duck-
worth., 1950. Fp. 336; statistical appendix, illustrations; maps; index;
biblior-.raphies .  

A brief section on 'i 'hailand gives a concise, but somewhat oversimplified, 
summary of Thai political, social, and economic organization. 

Rangthong, Jaivid and !{im ICorv1ong. A I-Jew Guide to :Sangkok. 2nd edition. 
Eangkok: Hatha Dhip, 1950. Pp. ii, 290; illustrations; index. 

This book gives a Baedeker-type description principally of Bangkok and, 
to a much lesser extentd of other pla ces in Thailand. In a ddition to., 
factual current information of interest to tourists, the book contains 
an outline ot Thai history and a brief description of the Thai artsd. 
The pictures are mainl)' of Thai canc.ers and Buddhist temples 
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Sarasas, Phra . fJ�y Countrj' Thailand ( Its I-Iistory, Geof:raphy, and Civilization)i. 
2nd edition. Bangkok: Chetanadhara Chakrabandhu, 1953 . Pp. c, 192; illus
trations. 

This general des cription of Thailand by a Thai author is interesting 
inainly in s o  far as it tends to reflect national views tow·ard a number 
of problems. From the viewpoint of factual information or objective 
interpretation of events it does not measure up to the book by Virginia 
Thompson. The dedication "To the Japanese Heroes of Pearl Harbor" in 
the first edition of this book, printed in Tokyo in 1942, was omitted 
from the second edition. 

Sharp, Lauriston and Hazel Hauck, ICamol Janlekha, and Robert Textor. 
Siamese Rice Village: A Preliminary Study of Bang Chan, 1948-1949. Bangkok:
Cornell Research Center, 1953. Pp. f, JOO; appendices; table s; illustration. 

'I'his init:ia1·- report on· the findings of the 'Cor.nel·l R.esear.ch Proje:ic .. :t in-
Thailancl. gives valuable informationi- · on the social setting_ of Eang Chan, 
a vill·age . .  in the Central .F·lain. T he economic aspects of .. the- study -��ve 
b·e.en.imore'i:e.xh.austiveiy trea.,ted in Japlel<:hai1 s later doctoral dissertation. 

S iam Rath 1-ieekly Review. Bangkok. 

A weekly publication in �nglish, largely givinr, material translated 
from the Thai daily Sairam Rath. 

S iam Rath �;eelcly �leview. S iamese Glimpses : A Collection of ?ress .t·ihotographsi. 
Bangkok, n.d.  Pp. 66. 

This is a collection of full- or half-page photographic illustrations of 
Thailand ?reviously printed in publications of the Siam Rath Press .  The 
illustrations, t-.rl1ich bear brief textual explanations, range widely in sub
ject matter and.__ )_Jrovide one of the best available photoc;raphic records 
of iJresent-day 1 hailand. 

Siam Society. Journal of the :.ian1 Society, Vol. I- 1904-. Bangkok, London 
(etc. ) ,  1905-. ''ols. ;�-- J:II-.'.:C-�V, 1940-1944 issued as Journal of the Thailand 
Research S ociety. In -�nglish, French, German, and Thai. 

The interests of the Sia1n Society are largely in the arts, archaeology, 
history, folklore, and ethnography, and the journal over the years has 
contained a large number of valuable articles dealing . with inves tigations 
in these fields as they pertain to Thailand. The more recent issues 
usually contain a useful revieiv of recent Thai publications. Articles 
of particular interest or pertinence are listed separately in this 
bibliography. 

http:R.esear.ch
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.- .• . I!"\Siam �ociety. The .:.iiam ,Society :::?iftiet,.h i�1111iversar.y vommen1orative Publica-
tion: Selected .Articles from the Siam S ociety Journal. Bangkok, 1954. 2 Volsi. 

Jt colleiction of some of the best short. article.s published in the Journal 
of the Siain -Society, 1901:i-1953.. A.rticles t,t particular interest or 
pertinence are listed separately in this bil?liography. 

Sisukhon., La-9ng. Thiao 71 Cbangwat. (A Tour of . the Seventy-one -Provinces. )
Bangkok: Khlangwitthaya Pressi, 1954. Pp. xx., 1076; maps; illustrationsi. :

The author I s official duties--he is an aud-ito:t for the gove·rnment-
require him to travel extensively throughout Thailand. This book isi. 
an account of his .fir-st-ha.nd experience� in the priovincial capitals, .and is meant to serve as a touristsi' guidebook. It contains much 
information about the modes of travel. in Thailand. and the daily activ
ities in the various province·s .  

Siwasariyanon, : iitt. 1ife in Bangkok. Thailand Culture Serie-s, �Io. 16. 
Banblcok: llational Culture Institute, 1954. Pp. 16; illustraitions; map. 

This is largely a "tourist" description of Bangkok;i. its arcl1iteictural, 
cultural,  anc. recreational attractions . The author, a eovernment 
official, was at one time DirEctor of the Government Tourist Bureau •. 

Smith, lV:alcolm. A �hysician at the Cour·t of Siam. London: Country Life , 
19L.6. ?p. 164; illustrations; appenc1ix; biblior.:raph:y" 

This book gives valuable first-hand information on Thai court life and 
the leadinz Thai persoJlcllities durins the reign of I·:ongkut, Chulalong
korn anc' Vajiravudh. .l'he author spent many years in Thailand and during 
part of his stay he was officially attached to  the court as private
physician to Queen .Lother Saowapa. 

Spencer, J .:.  Asia :Sast by South. r-iew York: John vliley 8.: Sons, 1954. 
Also London: Chapman & !!all. Pp. x, 4.53; bibliography; indices.  

A good general geography of Asia. The coverage, however, is too broad 
to make it a useful s ource for detailed information on 'l1hailand. 

Standard; a ' ieekly rrewspaper for I.nternatio·nal l.eaders. Eanglcok. 

A weelcly r.iaeazine in ·:-)'lglish established in 1946. : :l1ile. the c ontents 
are largely 11 society news," the Standard generally offers a serialized 
article on sozne )l1ase of Thai cultural life . 



Stanton, �dwin F .  Brief Authority. I�ew y·ork: Harper -� Bros. ,  1956. Pp. xii
290; index. 

., 

These personal recollections of a former United States ambassador to 
Thailand r;ive an interesting account of the developments in Thailand 
durinG the crucial years fron1 1946 to 1953. :r-x. Stanton 's  sympathetic 
interest in the country makes this description of political events the 
background for a better understanding of the Thai peopler. 

Suvatti, Chote. Fauna of Thailand. Bangkok: Departrnent of Fisheries, 1950. 
Pp. 1100; index; bibliocraphy. 

An exhaustive, systematic classification of the animal life of Thailand. 
A one-hundred page bibliography lists the original articles published 
on the various species listed in the book. 

Thailand. Department of Publicityo Present-day Siam. Bangkok, 1949. 
Pp. 47; illustrations. 

This is a profusely illustrated government pampr.J.et on the n1ore attrac
tive and colorful aspects of Thai culturer. 

Thailandro Depart��nt of Publicity. Thai Pictorial. Bangkok, 1941. 

A publication of the Department of Fublicity, first issued in July 1941 
and discontinued at the outbreak of �-Jorld , iar II. Addressed to foreign 
readers, it was handsomely made up and outspokenly nationalistic. 

Thailand. :xecutive Committee of the :ighth Congress. Siam: General and 
I\:edical l•,eatures. Bangkok: Bangkok Times Press, 19300 Pp. 332; illustra-
tions. 

This book was prepared for the Far �astern Association of Tropical
Ii�edicine I s -.�ighth Congress, held in Bangkok in 1930. It includes 
sections on goverrunent, history, religion, literature, and art, but 
is devoted prin;arilJr to a discussion of health and sanitation in 
Thailand. It r,ives an e:;ccellent descriptio.n of medical facilities 
and general health conditions of the time, but is of course ve�y much 
out of date. 

Thailand. Ministry of Commerce and Communications. Siam, Nature and Indus
try. Bangkok, 1930. Pp. 324; index; appendix; illustrations; map. 

The information in this collection of descriptive articles by a number 
of Thai and foreign experts on various subjects is now largely outdarted. 
The book does serve, however, as a useful background for the understand
ing of recent developments in Thailand. 

http:pampr.J.et
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Thailand. 1- �itlistry of the Interior, I(ansamruat Sammano I�hrua thua Ratcha
anna�hak Thai P.S. 2490, (Population Census of Thailand, 1947 . )  Bangkok, 
1954. 7 Volsd. 

Tr1ese volumes of the latest decennial ce.nsus give detailed statistical 
information on population distribution and social conditions among the 
Thai people , for example., education and literacy, r,1arital status, occu
pation, citizenship, relisious affiliation. The text is in Thai and 
the statistical tables use Thai numerals. 

Thailand. �Iinistry of the .Lnterior. Departrnent of 1,;unicipalities .  Raingan 
.I(it�hakan kh9ng Thetsaban Pra�hampi P .s .  2496. (l._unicipal Affairs Yearbook, 

1953.  ) Banglcok, 1954. Pp. 609. 

A complete report on all phases of r,overnr11ental activity in the various 
Thai n1unicipalities (thetsaban) ,  including economy, public finance, 
heal th and ·welfare , anc: education. Text and figures are in Thai. 

Thailand. }iational ·:con::>1r.ic Council. Statistical Yearbook Thailand, 1916- . 
New Series, Vol. 1- 1953,. Bangkok. Annual . 

This yearly publication c;ives statistical informadtio.n on all as�:,ects 
of n�tional lifed. The usefulness of this volwne, like that of all 
Tl-iai statistical inforniation, is so1nei·1hat i:,11)aired by inaccuracies ,  
unexplained dis.crepancies between tables,  etc. The yearbook:, however, 
does provide sto. ti sties which are unavailable elseli1here . 

Thailand. i\Jational :conomic Council. Central Statistical Office . l�onthly
Bulletin of Statistics.  Vol. 1- June 1952-. Ean�kok. 

The basic source for current statistics on Thailand.  Included in the 
tables are data on climate , population, labor, education, currency,
trade , prices,  and ,roduction • 

•

Thailand Research Society. See Siam Society. 

Thompson, P .A .  Lotus Land, Being an Accountd· of the Country and the People 
of Svuthern Siam. London: T .  \..Jerner Laurie , 1906. Pp. xii, 312; illustra-
tions; index; folded map. 

A general description of Bangkok and central Thailand largely based on 
the author ' s  experiences.  The author was three years in Thailand and 
worked for the Royal Survey Departrnent of the Thai Governrnent. Ge.ner
ously illustrated with i)hoto�;raphs and sketches .  

http:con::>1r.ic
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Thompson, Virginia. Thai.i.and, the i�ei-v i:>iam. i\JelJ York: 1-.acinillan, 1941. 
Pp. xxxii, 865; tables; inde::t; rnap. 

Although somewhat out-of-date , this book, by a free-lance scholar 
on . still be considered tl1e standard referencesoutheast A.sia, can 
1..ror l<: on Thailandr. 

Timeless Thailand Faces a C1"1angin2 vlorld. l�ational Geograpl1ic r..agazine, 
Vol. 33, I·Jo. 2,  pp. 1.4-16. 1954. 

A very :;eneral "picturesque" descri1)tion of the co:.1.ntry and its 
politics. 

United .States. Department of State . Thailand: Its People and Economy. 
·r.�ashi ngton: Division of Fublica tions, Office of Public .r�ffairs, 1950. Pp. 8 .  

This pamphlet consists of a short and very general discussion of various 
aspects of Thailand ' s  government, economy , ,ress, health conditions� 
etc. 

United States. Department of State . Office of Intelligence Research. 
:xternal Research Report. Research �ist, No. 3: Research on Southeast 
Asia. \iashington, 1952-. 

A useful guide to some of the research work on Thailand now in progress. 

United States. Foreign Operations Administration. Country Series: Thailand. 
1 .Jashingto.n, 19.53. Pp. 8; illustrations . 

This is a brief survey of American financial aid and technical assis
tance to Thailand. 

United States. �ibrary of Congress. Orientalia Division. Southeast Asia; 
an Annotated Bibliograi.)l1�r of Selected Reference Sources, Compiled by Cecil 
Hobbs, Reference �ibrrarian for Southeast Asia. t·Jasl1ington, 1952 . Pp . ix, 
163. 

The brief section on Thailand (pp. 43-56) contains very detaile d 
information on the contents of thirty-two books and pamphlets on Thaiianc�r. 

United States. I•�utual Security Agency. East Meets West in Thailand. 
vlashington, n.do Pp. 20; illustrations. 

This well-illustrated booklet gives a bird 'rs-eye view of Thailand. 
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United States, i,:utual Security Agency. Southeast Asia . T Jashington, 1952. 
Pp. 54; illustrationsr. 

This survey of the t-1ork of the }Iutual S.ecurity Agency in Southeast 
Asia devotes six pages to Thailand . 

United States.  1 1ar Department. Army r-iap Service . Gazetteer to i:aps of 
Thailand: C orapiled under the Supervision of the United States Board on 
Geograpl1ical }James .  1 rashingto.n, 19h4 0 Pp. XIV, 972; folded maps . 

Lists of geographical places in Thailand, their exact location, and 
references to maps on which they can be found . The maps included in 
the bool<: show the areas of Thailand which have been mapped by various 

•agenciesr. 

Wood, iv.A .R. Land of Smiles .  Bangkok: Krungdebarnagar Press, 1935. 
Pp. 186; illustrationsr. 

Reminiscances of Thailand, principally its law �ourts , by a former 
British consul at Chiangmai.  T he author aims at entertaining rather 
than informing his readers. 

Young, Ernest. The ICingdom of the Yellow Robe . vlestminister: Archibald 
Constable, 1898. Pp. ix, 309; illustrations . 

This is an old, general a ccount of traditional Thai culturer. ��ny
of the author ' s  observations are now outdated, but the book retains 
historical value. 

HISTORY 

Ahmad, Hafiz ?-ianzooruddin. Thailand, Land der Freien. (Thailand, Land of 
the Freert» ) 1eipzigr lJilhelra Goldmann Verlag, 1943. Pp. 263; illustrations. 

A rather superficial history; rnost detailed on the seventeenth century
and the post-1932 period . 

Ajarananda . Cultural History of Siam. United Asia :  I.nter.nartional J.iagazine 
of Asian Affairs, Vol. 3, pp. 389-392. 1951, 

A good summary of the history of the Thai people from their origins
in China to the end of the nineteenth century, ·with special emphasis 
on the influence of Indian culture on the culture 01 ... Thailand. 

http:I.nter.na
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Coast, John. Some Aspects of Siamese Politics. New York: Institute of 
Pacific Relations , 1953. Pp. iii, 60; index. 

The author, formerly a member of the British Information Service ind.
Bangkok, gives a fairly straightforward account of political devel
opments in Thailand from 1932 to 1952d. His description of the efforts 
to foster Westernization and promote nationalism made by the first 
Pibulsonggram ad.ministration (1938-1944) is particularly rewarding. 

'-Coedes, George. Les etats hindouises d ' Indochine et d 1 Indones·ie . (The
Hinduized States of Indochina and Indonesia . ) . Paris: Boccard, 1948. 
Pp. xi, 466. 

The most distinguished scholarly study on the subject of Indian 
influences in Southeast Asia and the best history of Southeast Asia 
to 1500. The author is one of the foremost scholars of Southeast 
Asia and was at one time director of the Thai i!ational Library. 

Coed�s, George. Recueil des inscri,tions du Siam. (Collection of Inscrip
tions from Siam. ) Bangl�ok: The Bangkok Tilnes Press, 1924., 1929. 2 Parts 
in l Vol. Plates .  

An extremely valuable collection of translations in French and Thai 
of stone inscriptions found in Thailand. Part I is devoted to the 
inscriptions of Sukhothai, the earliest Thai kingdom in what is now 
Thailand. In addition to the translations, the volume contains photo
�raphs of the original inscriptions . 

Credner, Wilhelm. l(ulturgeographische Beobachtungen in der Landschaft um 
Tali (YUnnan) , mit besonderer . Ber�cksichtigung des Nan Tsao Problems . 
(Cultural and Geographical Observations in the Region around Tali f/.unnari/, 
with Special �\ ttention to the Problem of l�an Chao. ) Journal of the -Siam -
Society, Vol. XXVII, pp. 135-151; plates; maps; glossary. 1935. 

A discussion of the origin of the Tai peoples before their emigration 
to the southern Yunnan region. Professor Credner suggests, basing his 
conclusions on the type of cultivation carried on by the Thai, that they 
emigrated from Southern China westward. He discusses briefly the other 
peoples of the Yunnan area and the nature of the lar1d. The author is 
a German geographer, a specialist on Southeast Asia, who gathered the 
mate rial for tl1is article on a four and a half months ' field trip to 
Yunnan under the sponsorship of the Sun Yat-sen University in 1930. 

Damrong Rajanubhab, Prince . The Introduction of Western Culture in Siam. 
Journal of tl1e Siam Society, Vol. XX, PPo 89-100. 1926. 

This essay deals in general terms with the process of Westernization 
in Thailand under the absolute monarchy. Prince Damrong was Thailand ' s  
leading historian and s cholar of traditional Thai culture. 
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Damrong Rajanubhab , Frit1cei. The Story of the Records of Siamese History. 
The Siam Society Fiftieth Anniversary Publication, Vol. I,  pp. 79-98. 1954. 

This bibliograpl1ical essay is primarily concerned with Thai sources 
for history--insicriptions, clU'onicle s,  and the like--before 1800. 
This is a valuable anc unique essa�r on the traditional Thai approach 
to history. 

Graham, James D .  Openinss of Siam by the t-Iestern World. Unpublished 
taster ' s  Thesisi. University of ICansas, 1946. Pp. 161; bibliography. 

Summary of the relations between Siam and 1tlestern nations up to 
about 1900, with heavy ew�hasis on missionary activities.  

Hailey, Foster. Half of One vlorld. New York: :t4.acmillan, 1950. Pp. x ,  207; 
i.ndex.  

Includes a short chapter on Thailand s ince the war, based on a trip
made by the author for the New York Times through the Asian area in 
1946-1947. Good as  a summary of political events during that short 
period, but necessarily undetailed. 

Hall, D.G.E. A History of South-East Asiai. London: r-1a·cllllllan, 19.55. 
Also New York: St. !{artini1 s Press.  Pp. xvi, 807; maps; illustrations; 
appendices; bibliography; folded map; index. 

This most extensive history of Southeast Asia in a single volume was 
written by a Professor at the .London School of Oriental and African 
Studiesi. The text is divided into time periods, so that various 
periods of Thai history are related to the general flow of events 
throushout the area. There is a i,1eal th of detail on the pre-modern 
history of Thailand, but unfortunately the more recent events ,  partic
ularly since 1932, are covered only in the bar.est outline. 

Harrison, Briani. S outh-East Asia, a Short History. Londo.n: l'-Iac:millan, 1954 . 
Pp. xi, 268; illustrations; maps; index; bibliography. 

This history, written by a Professor of l1istory at the University of 
Hong Kong, is aimed at the general reade�. It provides, in short 
compass, a useful background for the unde rstanding of developments 
in Thailand, particularly during the period of ;uropean colonial ex
pansion in Southeast Asia.  The book contains a few maps, illustrations, 
and a s hort reading list. 

Landon, Kenneth Perry. Siam. In Lennox P. ... }�ills and Assiociates, The 1�ew 
1vorld of Southeast Asia, pp� 246 .... 272. l'-.;inneapolis : Universit)r of llinnesota 
·press� ·1950. 

This brief summary of events and trends in Thailand from 1932 to 1948 
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was t-1ritten by an l-1mer-ican c.:ove:rm;1c11t official, lonr;-time resident 
in Thailand, and author of several books and articles on modern 
Thailand. 

Ma Tuan.;,.lin .  (L.Bi. Griswold , tr. ) Nan Chao. :Sangkol<:: Privately Printed,  :
1949. Pp. 27. 

This thirteenth-century acciount by a Chinese h•istorian of the Thai 
kingdom of Nan Chao in southi-1estern China is one of the few records 
of the ea1rlJr history of the Thai people. 

r:Iartin, James V . ,  Jr. A History of the Diplomatic Relations between Siam 
and the United States of America , 1833-1929, 1929-1948. Unpublished Doc
toral Dissertation. Fletcher School of uaw and Diplomacy, 1948. 2 Vols. 
Bibliography; map. 

This detailed history of the di1Jlomatic contacts bet"t-1een Thailand and 
the United States is based in large part on State Lepartrnent documents 
in the United Stutes archives.  

1'Iai Hon I-Iuai.  (Sinlapachai Chanchaloem. ) I,19 Dlatle lae Krung Sayam. 
(Dr !. 3radley and Siam. ) Bangkok: l)erpitya ?ress,  1954. Pp. iv, 316. 

The author is a well-known writer of novels, comedies, biogrcphies,  
and historieis.  This bool<:, concerning an f .. merican missiionary ,;-rho came 
to Thailand durinc� the reign of ICin0 t:onkut, provides s ome inform
ation on Thai life in the nineteenth century. 

Silpapet, Kroen. The Ro:>,ral Portraits of H.K. King Paramindr Maha Prajadhi
pok. Bangkok: Siam Postage Stan1p Co.i, 1925. Pp. i, 58; illustrations. 
In English and Thai, 

An illustrated account of the rulers of the first seven reigns of the 
Chakkri dynasty, with particular emphasis on description of the court 
.ceremonieis during tlie reign of ICing Prajadhipok. Intererling princi
pally because of the pictures of miscellaneous court regalia. 

T hemps.on, Virginia e Thailand: �rationalism and Prosperity. Current History,
Vol. 23, PP• 97-101. 1952. 

A brief summary of political developments in Thailand since 19.32. The 
author is a i-1ell-known writer on Southeast Asia .  

h 

Thompson, Virginia and Richard Adloff. Thailand (Siam) . In Lawrence I�. 
Rosin�er and Associates, The State of Asia:  A Contemporary Survey, pp. 268-
291. New 'York: Alfred A .  Knopf, 1951. -

Gives a concise and y-3t comprehensive account of political and economic 
developments in the post-1-rar years up to 1950. r.;r. i1.dloff is the hus
band of X-·Iiss Th�c;on, and a freq ue.n t coJ..l.al>o1�a-tor on a rt icle s a.nd 
books on Southeast Asia. 

http:hemps.on
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Vella, �!alter F. IIistory of Siam during the Reign of Rama III, 1824-1851. 
Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation. University of California, 19.54. Pp. v, 
303; maps; illustrations; bibliography. 

This history of Thailand during the period irmnediately preceding the 
great influx of :}estern influences is valuable for the picture it 
gives of traditional Thailand. It is based lar��ely on Thai sources, 
and contains an annotated bibliography. 

vJales, Horace Geoffrey ,:uaritch. Years of Blindness. i1Je\v Yorl{: Thomas Y. 
Crowell, 1943. Pp. 332; index. 

In this book written during vJorld vJar II, Dr. Wales, a noted social 
anthropologist a.nc1 one-time advisor to the Tl1ai government, reviews 
the history of Ilestern imperialism in Asia and r11ak:es a strong plea 
for reformation of colonial policy in the period after the war. Two 
chapters are devoted to Thailand; one on the absolute n1onarchy during 
the 1920 • s, the other on the constitutional government from 1932 to 
1941. The latter chapter is a concise summary of political occurences 
during those years. 

irlood, lrJ.A .:'.l. A History of Siam, from the Earliest Times of tl1e Year A .D. 
1781, with a Supplement Dealing with More Recent Events .  Revised edition. 
Bangkok: Siam Barnakich Press, 1933. Pp. 300; index; illustrations 

This is the only history of Thailand in English. It is a very brief 
summary of political events to the reign of Rama VI, and is based in 
part on Thai sources.  The author 11as British Consul in Chiangmai. 

ECONOMY 

Andrews, James N. Siam, 2nd Rural Economic Survey, 1934-1935 0 Bangkok:
The Bangkok Times Press, 193.5. Pp. viii, 396; maps. 

Report of a survey of econoraic co.ndi•tions in rural Thailand conducted 
by a Harvard anthropologist under the joint auspices of the Government 
of Thailand and Harvard University. The survey corresponds to the 
earlier survey done by Zimmerman, although its presentation is sor11e
what more socially oriented. The· two tocether are uniJaralleled as·
sources of information on rural Thailand. The data include detailed 
figures on income, expenditure, investment, and credit. The discus
sion comprehends to some extent the social context, and makes recom
mendations for improvement and development. 
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Deverall, Richard. Thailand: Free Unionsd' Difficult Path. International 
Free Trade Union, Vol. 8, No. 5, p.  5; illustration. 1953. 

l't quick surru.1ary of tl1e · j_::>resent labor situation in Thailand from the 
point of view of trade u:niot1s and.d· their potential, by a competent ob
server, a \1ell-known writer on labor problems in 1-\sia and representative 
of the American Federation of £abor in Asia .  One must be prepared to 
discount his violent anti-conununist bias. 

Dulyachinda, r-�edhi. The Developraent of .Labour Legislation in Thailand. 
Internation Labour Review, Vol. 60, pp. 467-486.. 1949. 

This is an attempt to make it appear that Thailand is active in an 
area of legislation in which very little is being doned. A superficial
description of existing legislation is given, with no account of the 
effedt thereof, if any. The writer was a member of a government com
mittee on labor questionsd. 

Fogg, 3rnest L. Labor Or;;anization in Thailand. Indusdtrial and i.iabor 
Relations Review, Vol. 6, PP• 368-377. 1953. 

This discussion of the l1istory of labor and labor orgal1izations in 
Thailand is based on standard sources, suppleme.nted by personal 
observation of the author, a member of the fresbyterian fiiission in 
Thailand; it is one of the rnost recent useful publications on the 
subject. 

Gould, Josephds. freliminary �stimates of the Gross GeograJhical Product 
and Domestic National Income of Thailand, 1938/39, 1946-1950. Bangkok:d· 
Thailand, I�ational :-�conomic Council 1952 . Pp. 68.., 

These estimates by the :conomic 11.dvisor to tl1e Tliai government are nec
essarily tentative since the basic statistical information is incomplete 
and not always reliable . 

Gould, Joseph s .  Thailanc1.,  a Developing iconomy. India Quarterly, Vol. 8, 
pp. 311-334. 1952. 

A good summary statement of tl1e economic situation of Thailand and of 
plans then in progress for economic development. 

Gould, Joseph S .  Thailand I s tiational Income and its I•.18aning. Bangkok:
Thailandd., National �conomic Council, 1953. Pp. 25, 

This pamphlet is a general discussion of the concept of national in
come and of its application to Thailand. 
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Grist, Donald Hie Rice. 2nd edition. Lon.don: Longmansi., Green & Co.,  195.5 . 
Pp. xix, 333; tables; illustrations; index; bibliography. 

The author, a former official in the Azricul tural Service of l·.:alaya , 
presents a comprel�nsive discussion of rice agriculture throughout the 
world. A brief s0ction is given to a discussion of the e conomic 
conditions of the culti,.rator, 't,rhich insofar as  it relates to Tha iland, 
appears . to:- be based on out-dated or incorrect informaetion. 

Ingram, James C .  Economic Change in Thailand since 1850. Stanford: Stan
ford University Press, 1955. Pp. vi, 254; appendix; tableis; index; biblio
graphy; map. 

This is the only detaileci study of tl1e development and present state 
of the Thai economy, The author spent a year in Thailand on a research 
grant and is now a member of the Departrr�nt of �conomics of the Univer
sity of Horth Carolinai. 

International Labour Office, Indian Branch. Ji.sian .LJabour 1at-1s . l'Jew Delhi, 
1951. Fp. ix, 1285; appendices; indexi. 

Ler;islation on labour in various J\sian nations compiled by I.LC. 

Jacoby, Zrich H.  Agrarian Unrest in Southeast /is ia .  l:ei1 York: Columbia 
University Press, 1949. Pp. xvii, 287; maps; biblio3raphy; index. 

The section on Thailand is a comprehe.nsive summary of the pre-war
conditions of the Thai rice econo1ny; it is based largely on the 
surveys by Zimmerman anc: 1tndret-1s and the study by � �icl�izer. The 
author, at present an official of the Food and Agriculture Organiz
ation of the United .l�e.tions, did not anticipate the effects on the 
Thai economy of the glut in the world rice markets and the political 
developments in China; instead he bases his somewhat gloomy predic
tions of continued econo111ic stagnation and increasing friction between 
Thai and Chinese on pre-war s ocial and economic conditions 1-1l1ich are 
no longer applicable today. 

Janlekha , I(amol Odd. A Study of the Economy of a i'lice Growing Village in 
Central Thailand. Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation. Cornell University, 
1955. Pp. xiii, 421; bibliography. 

A carefully documented presentation of the economic data collected in 
the Cornell U.nivers ity study of the Thai village of Bang Chan by a 
Professor of ,:;conomics at the Thai College of J1,.griculture . The a.nalysis 
of the problen1s of farn1 ma.nagement and costs of rice production is 
especially interesting. 
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Kassebaum, John c .  Thailand Economic Farm Survey, 1953. Bangkok: Ministry 
of Agriculture, 1955 . Ppo 269; tables; mapo 

The author, an agricultural economist of the United Nations Food and 
Agriculture Organization, carried out this s1.ll'Vey as an initial task of 
the Division of Agricultural Economics in the Ministry of Agriculture. 
The report consists entirely of statistical tables, summarizing the data 
obtained on all economic activities of a representative sample of farmers 
throughout Thaeilandeo While this study· cannot be of interest to the 
general reader, it provides a valuable background of factual data to the 
student of Thai rural lifeo 

Ladejinsky, w. I.  Thailand 's  Agricultural Economy. Foreign Agriculture ,  
Vol. 6 ,  pp, 165-184; maps. 1942. 

A concise but somewhat pessimistic review of the state of agriculture 
in Thailand at the begi11ning of World vlar II. The statistiecal informa
tion in this article is drawn largely from the rural surveys of Andrews 
and Zimmerman .  The author, a prominent agricultural economiste, draws 
attention to the inefficient techniques of the Thai rice farmer , but 
his conclusions regarding Thai inability or unwillingness to accept 
technological impro�ements are not supported by more recent investiga
t ions such as the Cornell University field studies. Nor are 
Ladejinskyt s  observations on the burden of rural indebtedness and of 
tenancy borne out by the postwar findings of Kassebaumeq 

Lakshrnipathye, V e Labour Conditions in Siam, Asian Laboure, Vol. I ,  PPe 142-
159. 1948. 

The best recent report on Thai labor conditions, by a former secretary 
of the Indian Labour Forum. Based on personal observation and inter
views. 

Lasker, Brunoe Human Bondage in southeast Asia. Chapel Hill : University 
of North Carolina Press, 1950. Pp. 406; appendices; index. 

This is a study of slavery and other forms of forced labor in Southeast 
Asia by an eminent free-lance scholar. 

Love, H. He A Report on Plans and Progress with Rice Improvement in Thaeiland. 
The Natural Histor'J Bulletin of the Siam Society, Vol. 16, ppo 1-400 1954. 

The author, a Cornell Professor Emerituse1 describes the technical 
aspects of a rice-breeding program for Thailand and emphasizes the 
need for the careful selection and training of field staff. 
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Ma 1-Jen-huan. A i reliminary StudJr of the Rural Reconstruction t�ovement in 
Thailand. Tokyo: Rural r· ;elfare 3.esearch Institute, Internatio.nal Christian 
University, 1954. Pp. 43. 

The autl1or atteu1pts to survey tl1e activities of the. various national 
and international agencies and programs in the field of rural devel
opr,1ent in Thailand. Tl1e report is :based lare;ely on ·working papers of 
these agencies i-1hic�1, for the mostr. part, are not in ge.neral circulation, 
It is to be re:;retted, therefore, tl1at the report ar11ounts to little 
more than a random collection of quotations , instead of the analytical 
sumraary statement that the sources available to the author t-1ould have 
made possible. 

J:.'Iitchell, Kate L. Industrialization of the r ,restern Pacific. Institute of 
Pacific �elations Inquiry Se:r·ies. An :conornic Survey of the Pacific Area, 
Part III. 1,re1-1 York: Institute of Pacific Relations, 1942 . Pp. xvii, 322; 
index. 

The author, an out.standing writer on the economics of the Pacific area 
gives a brief view of r.£'hailand ' s  industrial position in the immediate 
pre-Pacific war period. 

Pachariyangkun, Upadit. Die Volkswirtschaft Siams und ihre internationalen 
Beziehungen. {The National EconomJr and Internatirc.,nal /frade7 Relations of 
Siam. ) Ber.n: Buchdruckerei Scl1enlcer, 19500 Pp. vii, 1.51; map. 

· This doctoral diesertatiol1 by a Thai student is based entirely o.n pre
.war sources. The book arnounts to little moi·e than an an,:1otated presen
tation of foreign trade statj_st5.csr. iJo atten1i:>t j.. s made to interpret or 
analyze the data. 'l'he book:, therefore, mak:es no �ontribution to a 
study of the present-da:y Thai econorr1yr:i and laclfs the historical depth 
and perspective so  well developad by Ingramo 

Pendelton, Robert L. The Agriculture of Siam. Foreign Agriculture, Vol. 10, 
PP· 15u-161. 1946. 

A review of agriculture in Tl1ailand, including the crops grown, methods 
of productio,1, and some sug�estions for irr.pr�veraants. T 11e article has 
a cletailed section on rice cultivation in the Banr;l{ok Plain o The author 
has spent ma.ny years in Thaila.nd as consultant to the Ministry of Agri� 
culture. 

Pillai, P.Pe , ed. Labour in Southeast Asia: A Symposium. New Delhi: Indian 
Council of llorld Affairs, 19u7. Pp . xi, 277. 

This book includes a reprint of an article originally published as 
"Labor Relations in Thailand, "  in the Monthl.y i..,abor Review, Vol . 58 . 
It provides a good summary of pre-l�·orld \-far II labor co.nditions in 
the country. 

http:Thaila.nd
http:statj_st5.cs
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Spitzer, H. I :. Siam ' s  Eco.nomic Problems . Far Eastern Survey, Vol. XV, 
pp. 139-141. 1946d. 

A brief review, by a for1ner official of the International Labor Or
Ganization, of the development of the Tl1ai economy and the dislocations 
resultin� from ··�orld tJar II . 

Thailand. 1-iinistry of Agriculture . lJational FAO Committee . Thailand and 
Her Agricultural Problems . Revised edition. Bangkok, 1950. Pp. 139; table s; 
maps; graphs; illustrationsd. 

This book 7,ives a good deal of trrorth,vhile background information on the 
physic.al basis of azricul tu.re in Thailand (soil, climate, biological re
sources ,  etc . ) ,  and is illustrated tiith a substantial number of useful 
maps .  

Thailand. r--Iinistry of Commerce and Communications. Department of Connnercial 
Intelligenced. Commercial Directory for Thailand. 1st- 1920-. Bangkok.
Annual. 

This annual publication gives factual information of i.nterest primarily 
to traders. 

Thailand. !Jatio.nal Econoroic Council. Sammano Kaset P.S.  2493. (Agricult1.1ral 
Census, 1950. ) Census beeins November 10, 1951. Swnmary of the results 
begins June 1, 1951. Series }Jo. I, B.ooks 1-Jl. Bangk:ok, 1954-1955. 

Tliis is the report of the first agricultural census ever undertak:�n 
in Thailand. Separate provincial reports are contained in Books 1-Jl. 

Thailand. I-Jational Economic Council. Sathan Kansetthakit kh9ng Prathet 
Thai. (The Economic Condition of Thailand. )  Vol. I- 1951?-. Annual. 

General survey of the economic situation in Thailand, including trade,d.
agricultural production, etc.,dfor the past year. Text is in Thai and 
statistics are given in Thai numerals. 

Thailand. National �conomic Council. Central Statistical Office . Economic 
and Social Trends . No . 1- December 1954-. Bangkol<:. Quarterly. 

This quarterly bulletin of the National Econon1ic Council has a some
what misleading title , since it actually consists mainly of tables and 
c�arts on various econo1nic subjects, such as national production, trade, 
and retail an� wholesale prices .  Issues averaGe about 12 pages in 
length. Both text and figures are in English. 

http:physic.al
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Thibert, }�rguerite. Training Problems in the Far �ast.  Report on Techni
cal and Vocational Training in the Far East, Prepared for the International 
Labor Organization and the United Nations iconomic Commission for Asia and 
the Far East. Geneva : International Labour Office , 1948. Pp. vi, 160. 

A survey of existing facilities and a discussion of their adequacy by
an official of t he International .Labor Organization; very brief on 
Thailand. 

Thor,1pson, Virginia . Labor l'roblen1s in Southeast Asia .  IIJew Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1947. Pp. xviii, 283; index. 

This compendium of information by a prominent free-lance scholar on 
Soutl1east .Asia provides a s urlllTlclry of available data primarily on the 
pre-vrar period. 

Thompson, Virginia and Richard l�dloff. The Statedr s Role in Thai Economy. 
Far �astern Survey, Vol. }C�I, pp. 123-127.  1952 . 

In this discussion of the po&twar economic policy of Thailand, the 
authors express their belief that the Thai government II has been moti
vated chiefly by considerations of political power and not by its desire 
to use (these )  resources for the public benefit. "  

United I1ations. Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East. Economi·c 
Survey of Asia and the Far East, 1947- . Lak:e SuccesSd(etc. ) ,  1948-. Annual . 

This annual ECAFE publication contains a wealth of data on economic 
matters in Thailand and other Asian countries, including information 
on Thai labor, population, and production. 

United Nations. Food and Agriculture Organization. Report of the FAQ 
Mission for Siam., liashington, 1948. Pp. vii, 125; index; bibliography; 
illustrations, tables; maps.  

An interesting summary of Thailand ' s  principal agricultural problems • •  
The report, in suggesting solutions to s on1e of these problen1s, gives 
much information on rural conditionsd. The text of the report is supplem
ented by excellent photographsd. 

United States.  Department of Labor. Directory of International Trade Union 
Organizations . 1iashington: Office of - International Labor .Affairs, 1954. 

A directory of foreign trade unions , giving basic organizational in
formadtion. 
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United States.  Departme.nt of Labor. Labor Relations in Thailand. }lonthly
Labor Review, Vol.  58, pp. 1169-1177; tables .  1944. 

The article gives a soundl?ut, brief summar)7 of the labor situation in 
Thailand as of the late 1J30d1 s .  The discussion includes government 
administration, occupations, viages and hours, and ind.ustrial relations . 
a reprint of the article can be found in P.P.Pillai, 1947. 

Unitee States .  Department of .Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics .  Congress  
of the Thai .Labor Union. rJotes on i..abor !.broad, Mo. 25, pp. 20-22d. Novem
ber 1951-January 1952d. 

This short history of the Thai 1'Jational Trade Union Congress, based on 
a Foreign Service Report by L.H. Olson, explains the constitution adopt
ed in November, 1951. 

Wickizer, �, .D. and rv;. K. Bennett. The Rice Economy of Monsoon Asia .  Palo 
Alto: Stanford University Press, 1941. Pp. xiii, 358; tables; diagrams; 
bibliography; index; appendices; maps . 

A careful description of Far Eastern rice agriculture and of the 
pre-World War II patterns of world trade in rice, by two members of 
the Food Research Institute of Stanford University. 

' 

Zimmerman, Carle C .  Siam, Rural .Gconornic Survey, 1930-1931. Bangkok: The 
Bangkok Times Press, 1931. Pp. vii, 321; illustration; folded maps. 

The first of two pre-World War II rural economic surveys which together 
ma�e up an unparalleled source of data on conditions in rural Thailand. 
with the cooperation of various departments of the Government of Thailand 
the author, a Professor of Sociology at Harvard University, sample-sur
veyed all regions of Thailand and collected a · great quantity of inform
ation on income and its sources, expenditures and their destination, 
investment and credit patterns, as well as various other social aspects
of Thai rural life. 

Z :iJnmerman, Carle c .  Some Phases of Land Uitlization in Siam. Geographical
Review, Vol. 27, pp. 378-393; maps; illustrations. 1937. 

This is a good geographic description of the area and gives much inform
ation on the origins of the Thai people and their early settlements .  
The maps of the principal areas of cultivation are interesting, but 
inevitably now outdated. 

http:Departme.nt
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Adams, A.c .s ,  Siara since the v-J'ar. Journal of the Royal Central i�sian 
Society, Vol. 36, pp. 114-123. 1949. 

Given as an after-diinner adcress, this lecture gives a fet-1 of the high
points of the post-war political and economic situation in Thailand. 
T he speaker was First �ecretary to the British Embassy in Dangkok. 

Chakrabandhu, M9m Chao Karawik. Force 136 and the Siamese Resistance 
l·�vement. Asiatic Review, Vol. 43, pp. 168-170; map. 1947. 

Brief description of the work of the British intelligence unit (Force 
136) with the Thai resistance movement during World War II. 

Chaya, Prem (Fri.nee Prem Eurachatra) and Aletheai. The Passing Hours; a 
Record of Five Ar,1azing Yearsi. Bangkok: Chatra Books, 1945. Pp. 95. 

These collected wartime ne1vspa1:>er editorials by Prince }:rem and his 
wife are of interest for the information they contain on aspects of 
the nationalistic proc�ram of the first administration of Pibulsonggram. 

Crosby, Sir Josiah. Observations on ?ost-i-1ar Settlement in South-East 
Asia.  International 1\ffairs, Vol. 20., pp. 357-368. 19L.4. 

This speech., given on June 1., 1943 by a former British J;.iriister to 
Thailand, includes a su1nniary of the Chinese minority position in 
Southeast Asia. Examples relate especially to Thailand. 

Deverall, Richard. A Report o.n Thailand. A1nerican Federationist, Vol. 61., 
1'Jo. 5, pp. 21-22i. 1954. 

Brief discussion of tl1e political a nci economic �itua tio.n in Thailand, 
particularly tvith respect to tl1e Chi,1ese and labor :Jroblen1s. .Lutl1or 
is representative of the American Federation of Labor in �sia. 

Dhaninivat, Prince (D. Sonalcul) .  The · 01c Siamese Conceptio.n of the Monarchy. 
Journal of the Siam S ociety, ,ro1. XXXVI, pp. 91-106. 1947. 

This is a brief analysis of royal poi..rers and limitations on royal potvers 
during the absolute monarchy; the author is a leading scholar of tradi
tional Thai culture . 
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Emerson, Rupert. Representative Government in .Joutheast l'.1.sia.  Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1955. Pp. vii, 197; index. 

Dr. Z:merson, Professor of Governrnent at 11arvard University, discusses 
succ inctly anc1 autl1ori ta t:i.vely the deficiencies of representative 
governri1ent it1 Thailande. 

Heine-Gelderne., Robert Go Conceptions of State and Kingship in Southeast 
Asia.  Far Eastern Quarterly, Vol. 2, PP• 15-30. 1942; also Cornell 
Southeast Asia Program, Data Paper No. 18.. Pp.· ii ., 120 1956. · · : 

This is probably the best brief article on the ancient oonception, 
occurring throughout Southeast Asiai that there is a relationship 
between the social order and the cosmos .  The conoeption that the 
state , led by a divine king, is a microcosmic representation of a 
macrocosmio state, is carefully analy·zed and shown to have been a 
device used by old Southeast Asian kings to maintain their political 
authority. The author is  one of the foremost scholars on Southeast 
Asia. 

King, John Kerry. Thailand' s  Bureaucracy and the Threat of Communist 
Subversion, Far Eastern Survey, Vole XXIII, PP •  169-173� 1954. 

The author foreesees that under certain conditions the Thai oivil 
servios , especially in the Province s ,  may grow restless--and hence 
susceptible to Communist propaganda--as a result of a feeling of 
isolation from and negleot by the military in control of the govern
mente(/ He also stresses that "the contr1ast in economic status between 
the ��gular bureaucracy and the political in�group provides a source 
of continuing dissatisfactiono" 

Lanc,on, I(etlneth Perryo Thailand., The Annals of t he America.n Academy of 
Folitical and S ocial Science, Vol, 226, pp. 112-119. 1943 :a 

This article deals mainly with the changes in 9olicy of the government 
after the 1932 coup. It has material of intereste·eon the Chinese and 
on social values o The author i-Jas lonz resident in Thailand, has written 
many books anc1 articles o.n the country, and is now an official in the 
United States Government. 

Marshall Pibul Hastens Slowly. The Economist, Vol.  CLX1.'VII, p.  306. 1955. 

A brief article on the attempts of the Thai government to introduce 
some der,1ocratic reforms , especially the establishment of political 
parties to contest the 1957 elections. 

Rao, P.R. Ramchandra. Impressions of Thailand. United Asia : International 
V�gazine of Asian Aff�irs, Vol. 5, pp. 253-254. 1953. 

Short �)olitical a nc� econon1ic survey of Thailand by a correspondent of 
the publication. 
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Reeve, W.D.  Public Administration in Siam. Lo.ndon and New York: Royal 
Institute of International Affairs, 1951. Pp. vi, 93; index. 

The author, for many years an advisor to the Customs �ivision of the 
Thai r1inistry of Economic Affairs, offers a good, but limited descrip
tion of the organization of government services . 

Roucek1 Joseph s .  Geopolitics of Thailand. 1rJ'orld Affairs Interpreter, 
Vol. 24, PP• 273-283. 1953. 

This article, by a Profess or of Political Science and Sociology at 
the University of Bridgeport, gives a brief coverage of geographic 
setting, agriculture, communications, people, foreign relations, and 
the strategic position of Thailand. It is somel,1hat general and not 
always accurate . 

Sharp, Lauristono Peasants and Politics in Thailand. Far Sastern Survey, 
Vol. 19, pp. 157-161. 1950. 

This a brief and excellent description of the political attitudes of 
Thai peasants. The author describes the involvement of Thai peasants
with political affairs, their feelings toward the government, and some 
of their attitudes toward the government ' s  modernization program. 

Siam Bans the Soap Boxes. The Economist, Vol. CLXXVIII, PP• 553-554. 1956. 

Brief article on the reimposition of autocratic controls by the Thai 
government early in 1956--abolition of the "Speal<:ers I Corner, "  arrest 
of four MP ' s  on their return from a visit to China. It discusses re
cent developments in the political parties a.nd the power structure of 
the present regime. 

Siam Heads off Communism. The Economist, Vol. CLXXIV, pp. 6J5-6J6. 1955. 

Short article o.n the success of the Thai Governn1ent i.n warding off 
communism at homed. T he author states that the Thai have a high· -stan
dard of • 1ivi.t1g, that th.e .7: -ha.i. ·government provides many public ,�ervices, 
and thus conunui:iisri1 can have little appeal to tl1e T hai people . 1 he 
author is not critical of the autl1oritaria;_1 methods of the Pibulsonggram 
administration, probably because of l1is strong anti-comraunist bias• 

.Siam, "Land of the Free ."  The Economist, Vol. CLUV , pp. 919-920; map. 1955. 

A brief article on the threat of communism in Thailand. The author 
emphasizes the external threat, the Free Thai movement, but discusses 
also  reasons why he feels the Thai are not susceptible to communist 
propaganda within the country. 
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Thompson, Virginia. Governmental Instability in Siam. Far Eastern Survey, 
Vol. l'VII, pp. l85-189. 1948. 

This article deals prilnarily v1ith the day-today political events lead
ing to the coup dd1 etat which restored Pibulsonggram to power in April 
1948, but gives also some incidental information on the attitudes and 
expectations of the Thai. The author is a v1ell-known and prolific 
writer on Southeast Asian problems . 

Udyanin, Kasem and Rufus D. Smith. The Public Service in Thaila.nd: Organ
ization, Recruitment, and Training. Brussels: International Institute of 
Administrative Sciences ,  1954. Pp. 64; bibliography; glossary. 

This booklet, written by two experts on government and on Thai admin
istration, provides a useful introduction to the ·public service in 
Thailand. It contains a brief summary of traditional administration 
and a r,1ore detailed discussion of the s·dtructure, the theories, and the 
legal bases of public administration in Thailand today. The authors 
also discuss the educational facilities in public service no,i existing 
in Thailand and assess the needs for expansion in this field. 

Vella , Walter F. The Impact of the West on Government in Thaila.nd. 
University of California Publications in Political Science . Vol. 4,  No. J .  

Berkeley and Los Angeles :  University of California Press,  1955. •Pp. vi, 

317-410. 

This monograph surveys the essential changes in governmental structure 
and political philosophy in Thailand in the past century largely in 
terms of the adaptation of �'iestern ideas and institutionsd. The author 
has successfully distilled from both -:•iestern and Thai language sources 
the cevelopmental pattern of Thai political history. A vital source 
in this area of liistory. 

Wales, Horace Geoffrey Quaritch. Ancient Siamese Government and Administra
tion. London: Bernard Quaritch, 1934. Fp. 263. 

The best analysis of the theory and practice of government in tradition
al Thailand. Based largely on Thai sources .  The autl1or, a social an
thropologist, was at one time advisor to the Thai governm�nt. 

Wales ,  Horace Geoffrey Quaritch. Siamese State Ceremonies; their History and 
Function. London: Bernard Guaritch, 1931 . Pp . xiv,  326; illustrations . 

This is an excellent description of the ritual surrounding the Thai 
court. The book is primarily of historical value , limited as it is to 
the Thai royal tradition.� 

http:Thaila.nd
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tJan l.faithayakon, Prince . T hai Culture . J our.nal of the Thailand Research 
Society, Vol .  X�, pp. 135-145. 1944 . 

The author, at present the Tl1ai l',�inister of Foreign Affaris, seeks 
justification, on the basis of historical precedent, for the estab
lisrunent by government decree of "Thai culturei. 11 This article is 
interesting as an expression of Thai cultural chauvinism promoted by 
the first Pibulsionggram adminisitration. 

PUBLIC �ALTi:-I AND i·G1li1ARE 

Ayural<:it _. Kosol, Luang and i .elvin 2 .  Griffith. Malaria Control in Thailand. -
r,:irneo prepared for the South-:Zast Asia fialaria Conference, Jangkok, 1953, 
September. Pp. 30; r.1ap . 

A fairly detailed report of the efforts of the Thai Division of 1,. -alaria 
Control and the Special Technical and �conomic r:ission to Thailand 
(ST�r�) to elirainate malaria in various provinces of Thailanci. iJuang
Ayural<:it is Director of the Division of 1-'.alaria and File:.riasis Control, 
Department of Health, and Dr. Griffith is the Cl1ief Advisor . .of the 
?-':ission on malaria and filariasis control. 

Bangkok Municipality. ?hraratchabanyat Khuabkhun ICank9sang A-khan P . S .  2491. 
(Building Code, 1940. ) Compiled by Sathian lJichailak. Bangkok, 1948 . Pp. 39. 

A copy of the revised Buildins Code of 1936 for the city of Bangkok. 

Belshaw, Horace and John B .  Grant. iieport of the 1--.ission o.n Community 
Orgal1ization and tevelopment in 3outh and Southeast Asiai. United 1-Jations 
Series on Cornrj�unity Organization a .ncl. Development. t1.p. : United liJations 
:-ublications , 19.53. Fp. 167. 

Report of a raission, co<isi�ting of the authors and Lr. Chang I-lung-chun 
of the .3ecretaria t of the united .L�a tions whicl1 visited various Asian 
countries it1 the winter of 19.52-1953 to observe the work of r::·overnment 
and voluntarJr a��encies in comr11unity development, 1,itl1 particular at-
tentiol1 to those pror;rams ·which stressed self-help. Five pages are 
devoted to t he Ban� Pal<:onG C orn.1nunit:·· Developr,1ent P:co.ject near Bangk:ok. 

Bisolyaputra, Uthai., A Brief Study of the Diets of Iv.'.inburi People in Tl1B.i
land (Siam)i. Journal of the r;edical Association of Tha iland, Vol . 32, 
pp. 45-67. 1949. 

tne - of the first dietary surveys carried out in Thailand. The 
sample included 12 families and 91 school children in the village
of Bang Cha�, Amphoe l1inburi. The study was made by Ivfr. Bisolyaputra,  
then Nutrition Officer of the Division of Food and Drugs, at  the re
quest of the Cornell Research Center . 

File:.riasis
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Chandrapanond, Amarad. Ahan B9riphok ldl9ng !Chon Thai. (Food Consumption of 
the Thai People . )  Journal of the I\�edical Association of Thailand, Vol . 38., 
pp, 111-159. 1955. Text in Thai. Summary in English. 

Report by a member of the staff of the Thai Department of Health on 
the results of three dietary surveys carried out in Bangkok, Ubonratcha
thani, and Chiangmai. Valuable as a source of information on regional 
differences in food habits and nutritional standards. Proposes ways in 
which dietary improvements appropriate to the resources of each region 
might be carried out. 

Chandrapanondd., Amara and Jean Ritchie . A }Jutri tional Survey in ;.Jorth Thai
land and its Implications with Regard to Beriberi. Journal of the Medical 
Association of Thailand, Vol . 35, pp. 11-25. 1952 . 

A report of a food consumption study and clinical examination of a 
random sample of 80 families in twenty villages in the Sansai district 
of Chiangmai Province . Particular attention is paid to the effects 
of new techniques in mechanized mill ing of rice on thiamin intake and 
the incidence of beriberi. l-1iss Ritchie was Nutrition Officer for the 
Asian area of the Food and AGriculture Organization of the United 
Nations. 

Dickie, Ina M. A Present from Thailand. l-�· orld Health Orga.nization 1'fewsletter.,

Vol. VII, No. 3, p.  4. 1954. 

A brief, popularly-i1ritten article on maternal and child care in Thai
land and the work of the WHO/UNICEF l•�a ternal ancl Child Heal th Clinic in 
Bangkok. The writer was a nurse working vii th the clinic. 

Dy, F.J .  Present Status of l�laria Control in Asia. Bulletin of the �vorld 
Health Organization, Vol. 11, pp. 725-763. 1954. 

This article summarizes the information on existing a.nd proposed mal
aria control programs in Asia obtained by questionnaires sent to Asian 
countries that participated in the First Asian ��laria Conference held 
in Bangkok, September 1953. 

Griffith, ?-'ielvin E. A �Tote on Anoi)heles J.:inimus as a Malaria Vector in 
Thailand. Atti del VI Congresso Internazio:hale di 1'1icrobiologia Roma, 
Vol. 5, pp. 565-567 . 1953. 

Brief discussion of the nature of the mosquito which carries malaria 
in Thailand and the means used in the r-'.SA/l'hai government program of 
n:alaria control in comb.a tting this mosquito. 
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Hanks, Lucien Mo , Jr . and Jane R.  Hanks . Diphtheria Immunization in a Thai 
Community. In Benjamin D. Paul and \�.falter B .  Mi ller ., e ds . ;)  Health, Culture, 
and Community; Case Studies of Public Reaotions to Health Programs , PP• 155-
185. New York: Rus sell Sage Foundation, 1955 � 

An excellent article by a member of t11e Cornell researoh group in 
Bang Chan, a professor of psychology at Bennington College, describing 
the course of a program of diph.therj_a immunization in the Thai village . 
Inoludes a discussion of local at-t;itudes t o,vard health and di_sea.se 1 
traditional curative pra.ctioe s ,  and the effectiveness of the gover:mnent 
publio health program in Bang Che.no 

Hauck, Hazel. Foreign Flavoro • •  I(itcher1s in Tl1aila.nd and Thai Picnicsr. 
Journal of the American Dietetic Association, Vol. 29, pp . 276 and 278. 1953. 

A brief description of the layout and equipment of typical Thai kitchens 
in both farm and city households, togetl1er ·with so1ne comments on the 
preparation of food. The author, a Frofessor of Food and iJutrition, 
I1Jew York State Collec;e of Home -�cono .. ics, Cor.nell Ut1iversity, served 
as nutrition specialist of the Cornell Research Center in Thailand, 
1952-195J. 

Hofbauer , J.udolf. 1\ l-iec.ical aetrospect of Thailand. Journal of the Thailand 
Research Society, Vol. :-:XXIV, pp. 183-198; illustrations. 1943. 

A lecture delivered before the Thailand Research :3ociety, December 1942, 
about traditional Thai medicine , particularly as revealed in inscrip
tions at \-lat Pl1ra Jetubon (1·!at Pho) concerning early medical techniques-
treatment of various diseases ,  care of mother and child at childbirth. 
These inscriptions were published in Thai by the Royal Institute in 1929. 

Iyengar, Mo O oT. Filariasis in Thailand. Bulletin of the World Heal th Organ
ization, Vol, 9, PP• 731-766. 1953. 

This article by a t.JHO filariasis consultant contains an elaborate report 
on WHO research on filariasis (elephantiasis) in southern Thailand. It 
also gives material on the topography, population, climate , . village
settlement, anc vegetation of the area. 

Nai Ram (Ramphan Phukka�hi�m). r-�ai }'Ii Siang Huar9 �hak Isan. (l\Jo Laughter 
from the l{ortheast. ) Bangkok: Chaiyarit Fress, 1953. ?p. 278; illustrations. 

The author is a well-known newspaperman who is considered anti-govern
ment and has written many articles criticizinr: tr1e government. This is 
a re:)ort of his survey of genere.l conditions in the i.·Jortheast after com
plaints by sorne of the representatives frorr1 the £;rea that tl1e gover.n
ment was not taking measures to alleviate drought and famine tl1erer. 

http:Tl1aila.nd
http:di_sea.se
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Netravisesh, Payom. The School Health Program in Thailandi. Unpublished 
118.ster of :·ublic Health Thesis, Yale Univers ity, 1953. Pp. 101; tables; 
chart; biblior,raphy. 

This thesis is largely concerned with suggestio11s tor iznprover,1ent of the 
Thai public school health system. Description of existing health 
conditions is very general. There is some useful material on the 
various as:Jects and administrative setup of the ?,Overnn1ent I s public 
health l)rogram. The a uthor is Bangk:ol<: School Heal th Officer. 

O 'Brien, Brian R. An Irish Brogue in Thailand. World Health Organization 
Newsletter, Vol. IV, }Jo. 8-9, pp. 1-2; illustration, 1951. 

A brief discuss ion of the work of the lJHO/UI1TICEF maternal and child 
health program in Chiangmai Province, by the UNICEF Information Officer, 
Far Zast Headquarters, 3angkok. 

S inhaseni, Laddai. Plar1nin8 for School Health Service in Thailand. Unpublished 
Master of Public Ilealth Thesis. Yale University, 1952. Pp. 108; map; abstrac� 
bibliography; appe.ndicesi. 

Tl1is thesis gives suggestions for irr1prove1nent of the, Thai school 
health program. Sorae statistics on the prevalence of certain dis
eases are also included. 

S onakul, Sibpan. Bveryday S iamese Dishes.  Bangkok: The Chatra Press , 1952. 
Pp. 16, 76; illustrations . 

This is a cool,book of Thai dishes, vJritten by a member of the royal 
family. 

Suvachananda, Udom. Infant Nutrition with Special Reference to Thailand. 
Unpublished Master of Public Health Thesisi. Yale University, 1952. Pp. ii, 
76; tables; abstract; bibliography. 

This thesis co.ntains some useful inforr,1a tion on the Thai diet and 
statistics on heal th condi tiom in the country. 

Suvarnakich, Kamdhorn. The Thai Diet. I-Iarvard Public I-Ieal th Aluzuni Bulletin, 
V ol .  7, No, 2 ,  pp, 3-7; illustrations; tableis.  19$0. 

A discussion of the dietary habits of the Thai people--foods consmned, 
methods of preparation an� serving--with a report of a dietary survey 
carried out over a tl1ree-day period among a 2roup of 137 soldiers. 
The autl1or, 1-1ho studied at Harvard, is Dean of the School of Public 
Health at Chulalongkorn University 
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3uvarnakich, Kamd.horn. The Thai Diet. lJutrition Reviews, Vol. 8, pp. 289-
291. 1950. 

Abbreviated version of the author t s  article in the t1arvard i'ublic 
Health Alumni Bulletin, Vol. 7, No. J. 

Thai Red Cross . !{in Thuk lli Ru1 t ICin Phit Ivli Rok: 1ia Duai Al1an Phu I-Iin An
tarai. (:Zat Right, I-lave Strengthri Eat vJrong, Have Disease: Concerning Food 
for People in Critical Condition. )  2nd edition. Bangkok, 1950. Pp. 22; 
illustrartions. 

A booklet publisl1ed for th.e ann.ual Red Cross Day and sold at the .Red 
Cross Fair. It gives suggestions on tlie co:i:-rect foods for pregnant 
women, nursing mothers, cl1ildren, and old people. 

Thai Technical and �:conomic Cornrnittee in collaboration with Special Technical 
and �conomic Mission to Thailand. I�Tiprovi:r;g the Economy a.nd ivel.:f,'are of the 
Thai People. Revised. eclition& Bangkol(, 1953. Pp .. 140 

A very brief, propagandistic review of the public welfare work of 
these two agencies. This is apparently a translation of a pamphlet 
used for distribution in Thailand. Of little practical value, except 
as an indication cf the scope of American aic'!. to the country. 

Thailand. Delegation tc the International Conference of I\Jational Committees 
on Vital and Healtl1 Statistics. Needs in Health Statistics in Thailand • . 
Bulletin of the i iorld Ilealth Organization., Vol. 11, pp. 277-2.80. 1954. 

Abridged from a report of the Thai delegation to the conference. 

Thailand Medical Association. 6hotmaihet Thang Phaet. (Journal of the I-Ied
ical Association of Thailand.) Bangkol<:. Ir1 Thai and E .nglish . 

This official journal of the Thai n1edical association is the only 
regular source of information on recent developments in medicine in 
Thailand. 

Thailand. r.;inistry of the Interior. Department of Public - relfare. 
Public llelfare in Thailand. Bangkok,> 1955. Pp. 53; illustrations; mapr. 

This complerte description of the 1-rork of the Thai Department of Public 
Welfare is the most comprehensive discussion of pub�ic welfare in Thai
land. Its wealmess is that it tends to exaggerate the accompli'shments 
and disregard the inadequacies of the public welfare program to some 
extent. 

http:277-2.80
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Thailand. t1Iinistry of Public Heal th. Department of Heal th. Raingan l(rom 
Satharanasuk I(rasuang ICansatharanasuk P .s. 2493. (Report of the Department 
of Health, I!Jinistry of Public Health, 1950. ) Bangk:ok, 1954. Pp. 214. 

Brief discussion and extensive statistics on health conditions , medical 
facilities ,  anc� the work of the various divisions of the Department of 
Heal th. Covers heal th educa tio.n, maternal and child care, school 
health, foods and drugs, contagious diseases, malaria, venereal diseases, 
and vital statistics. There is a separate section on public health in 
Dangkok. 

Thailand. Ministry of Public Health, Department of Health. Food and Drug 
Division. Report on i'Jutrition in T hailand 1950-1952 . I-limeo.  Bangkok, 1952. 
Pp. 7. 

A brief report on the work of the Department of Health with respect to 
nutrition during the period 1950-1952. 

Thailand. 11inistry of Public Heal th. Depa.r.tmpnt ·or 1-Iealth. Food and Drug 
Division. Tarang Sadaeng !Chun ICha Thang Ahan. (Table s of Food Values. )
Journal of the lvledical Association of Thailand, Special !',Jo. 1953" Pp. 11, 
17. 

Lists of nutritional values of foods for the compilation of diet re
cords. The introduction, pa�es 1-11, written by the then Director
General of the Department of Health, Bhayung Vejjasastr, discusses the 
deficiencies of the Thai diet and gives suggestions for in1provement. 

United l{ations Economic ancl Social Council. Cl1ildreni1 s Fundi. :Sxecutive 
Board. General Progress Report of Executive Director: Programme Develop
ments in Asia .  Z/ICEF/281/Add . 3 .  1:�imeo. l February 1955. Pp. 33. 

General information on u:aICEF work in Asia .  Little information relating 
specifically to Thailand. 

United ?-!ations :conomic and S ocial Council. Children' s  Fund. Programme
Committee. Recommendation of the Executive Director for an Apportionment to 
T hailand for Expansion of r-�aternal and Child llelfare :Services and Training. 

E/ICEF/L.525. Minieo. 2 February 19Sh . Pp. 9. 

Request for Ui\JICGF aid in the up-grad-; ng of second-class heal th centers 
and the improvement of maternal anr child care services in rural Thai
land. Gives some idea of the e:::isting rural health facilities a.nd of 
the Ui,iICZF projects thus far undertaken. These United 1'Taitions reports 
are the principal sources in English concer.ning health in Thailand today. 
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United i>Jations Econornic and Social Council. Childrend1 s Fund. Programme
Committee. Thailand; Recomrnendation of the Sxecutive Director for Assistance 
in a Lepros;}r Control rrogramme. S/I·�SF/L. 710. .�i.meo.  26 January 1955. -

Some information on t�1e _prevalence and distribution of leprosy and 
the facilities existing in 1955 for leprosy control in Thailand . 

United Nations Economic and Social Council . International Children ' s  Emer
gency Fund. Executive Board. Progress Report on UI.fICEF/WHO Assisted Anti
Yaws Campaigns : Haiti, Indonesia, Thailand, and the Philippi.nes; Submitted 
by the Director General of the 'iiJorld Heal th Organization. E/ICEF/233 . �Iimeo. 
3 August 1953. Pp. iii, 37; illustrationsd. 

Some general i.nformation on yawsd., with photographs , and four pages on 
the operation of the u:rICEF/r-fHO yaws program in Thailand. 

United tJations �conomic anc� Social Council . International Children' s  Emer
gency Fund. �xecutive Board. Report of the �xecutive Director on Experience 
with UNICEF Assisted Yaws Control Programmes in Haiti, Indonesia, and Thailand .  
E/ICEF/188. Mimeo. 3 April 1952. Pp. 44. 

Seven pages on yaws in Thailand and the work of the anti-yaws campaign 
conc.ucted by the Thai government with the aid of u�,fICEF and i·mo. 

United Nations Econon1ic and Social Council . International Children ' s  Emer
gency Fund. Executive Board. \vHO/Ui�IC:SF Assisted Maternal and Child Health 
Programmes in Fifteen Co,1ntries; a Frogress Report, Submitted by the Director 
General of the 1 �orld Ilealth Organization. E/ICEF/235. Mimeo .  29 August 
1953. Pp. 83. 

Information on the ·worl<: of the United I\Tations maternal and child welfare 
program in Thailand. 

United ?rations :Sconomic and Social Council . International Children •  s Zmer
gency Fund.dProgramme Committee .  Recommendation of the Executive Director 
for an Apportionment to Thailand for Additional Equipment for MC11 Services 
and Training. E/IC�F/R. J.53. l1limeo .  10 September 1952 . Pp. 17. 

Gives a description of the existing maternal and child welfare services ,  
rural health centers,dand training facilities for midwives ,  and indicates 
how these could be improved .  
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United Nations Economic and Social Councild. International Children'ds Emer
gency Fund. Programme Committee. Recommendation of the Executive Director 
for an Apportionment to Thailand for a Tuberculosis Control Programmed. 
E/ICZF/R.484. r-1imeo .  24 AU[;ust 1953. Pp . 5. 

Information on tuberculosis in Thailand and the existing facilities 
for its prevention and treatment. 

United l�ations 3conomic and Social Council. International Child ran' s �mer
gency Fund. Programme Co1nraittee. Report of the Survey }Iission to the Far 
East (Other than China) .  E/ICZF/72 . Mirneo� l July 1948. Pp. 82 . 

Report of the mission of Dr. Thomas Parran, former Surgeon-General of 
the United States, and Dr. C . j:C. Lal<:shmanan, Director, All-India Institute 
of Hygiene and Public Healtl1 , Calcutta .  From }�ay 7 to June 25, 1948 · tl1e 
mission visited thirteen countries of Asia, gathering materials on 
general health conditions to be used as  a basis for reco�mendations for 
UNICEF assistanced. Twelve pages are devoted to health, particularly 
child health, in Thailand. 

United Nations Secretariat.  Department of Social Affairs .  Low Cost Housing 
in South and Southeast Asia. Report of a Mission of Experts, 22 November-
23 January 1951. Mimeo. New York, 1951. Pp. 211. 

Report of a ?,1ission on Tropical Housing, whose members were Jacob L. 
Crane, Assistant to the Administrator, United States Housing and Home 
Finance Agency; Profedssor Jacobus P. Thijsse , University of Indonesia; 
Robert Gardner Iviedwin, Chief �rchi tect and Planning Officer,  tepartment 
of Health for Scotland; and Professor Antonio C .  Kayanan, Chief Planner, 
National Urban Planninz Colllli1ission of the Philippines.  Pages 11.5-122 
contain the best information available on the housing situation and 
problems in Bangkok. 

World Health Organization. First International Symposium on Yaws Control. 
Bulletin of the World Health Organization, Vol. 8, pp. 1-418; illustrations . 
1953. 

This lengthy report includes considerable inforination on the problera 
of yaws in ThaiJa nd and existing facilities for its control. 

World Health Organization. :aeport of the Fi�st Asian 1,:a1aria Conference. 
�1imeo. Bangkolc, 1953. Pp. 25. 

Report of the proceedings and recommendations of the First Asian N'al
aria Conference held in Bangkok, September 21-24, 1953, for the purpose 

·of discussing methods of permanently eliminating malaria from the area .d
little information relatin� specificall:t to Thailand. 
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vlorld Health Organization. Thailand Looks Ahead. llorld Health Organization 
Newsletter, Vol. VII, No. l, p. 2 .  1954. 

A fairly adequate description of the incidence of yaws in Thailand and 
the progress of the 1Jll0/Ui:IICZF mass-treatment carnpaign carried out 
primarily in northeast Thailand. 

i·Jorld Health Organization. Thailand I s l-�laria Success Filmed. ljor ld Heal th 
Organiza.ticn }lewsletter, Vol. V, l\Jo. 2, pp. 1-2; illustrations . 1952 . 

An article on the filmi.ng of a movie about tl1e work of the tJHO/U:�ICEF 
Malaria Control Team in Chiangmai provinced. 

World University Service . Problems of Student Health in �outheast Asia. 
Report of an :i:xperts I Conference Held at Sine;apore, 1'1alaya, 1951. Geneva,
1951. Pp. 87. 

A brief report on the first Southeast Asian Conference on problems of 
student health. The Thailand reports, compiled by Dr. Payom tJetravisesh, 
Bangk:o!<: School Health Officer, deal tr1ith various aspects of student 
health, such as tuberculosis , nutrition, anG )hysical education. 

EDUCATION 

Anderson, S.R.  and c .  Stanley Smith. The Anderson-Smith Report on Theological 
Education in Southeast Asiad. New York: Board of Fo;.inders, ?Janking Theological 
,t"Jeminary, 1952 . Pp. xiv, 98. 

Report of a survey conducted by two missionary observers on theological
education among Christians (primarily Chinese ) in Southeast Asia .  

Chulalongkorn University. Handbook. Bangkok: Chetanadhara Chakrabandhu, 1951. 
Pp. 175. 

Handbook and catalogue of Chulalongkorn University, the oldest and most 
distinguished of Thai universities. 

Dharmgrongartam, Sanoh. Proposals for Reorganizing the Curriculum of the Sec
ondary Schools of Thailand. Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation. University of 
Michigan, 1953 , Pp. viii, 381; bibliography. 

A revie,-1 by a Thai educator of the educational system of Thailand and 
some proposals for improvement of the secondary schools, basec on cur
rent American educational theory. 
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Furnivall, Jchn s. Educational Progress in Southeast Asia. New York: 
Institute of Pacific Relations, International Secretariat , 1943 •. Pp. xii, 
186 ; appendix; index; supplement (Bruno Lasker. Training for Native Sel.f
Rule. ) .  

General historical review of the educational situation in Southeast 
Asia , by a prominent writer on colonial Southeast Asia , an adviser to 
the present Union of Burma government o Some information on Thailand , 
but mostly concerned with colonial countries. 

Huvanandana , Ubol and Charoon Bongsayanha . General Informations on Education 
in Thailand (An Education Guidebook ) .  Bangkok: United Nations Educational 
Scientific , and Cultural Organization , 1951. Ppo 51. 

A very brief review of Thailand' s  educational system gy two Thai 
educators.-

Isarasena , Tasniyao The Development of Elementary Education in Thailand. 
Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation. University of 11.Tisconsin , 19.53. Pp. 175 ; 
appendices ; bibliography; map;  charts. 

The atternpt to discuss all aspects of elementary education from 650 A.D. 
to the present makes this study rather sketchy. A useful compilation 
of statistics is given in an appendix. 

Jumsai, M9m Luang Manich. Compulsory Education in Thailand. UNESCO Studies 
on Compulsory Educationrf VIII. Paris:  United Nations :Educational,  Scientific , 
and Cultural Organizationr, 1951. Pp. 110; map;  charts ; appendiceso 

This review of the history and present situation of compulsory educa
tion in tl1e country, prepared for the UNESCO series on compulsory
education , is tl1e most complete single source on the topic. The author 
is a former member of the UNESCO staff. 

Meesook, Ambhorn Jayapanio The Educational System of Siam : A Study in the 
Light of Comparative Education. Unpublished Doctoral Dissertationro Radcliffe 
College , 19460 Pp. ix, 287 ; abstract ; appendices ; charts ; bibliography. 

A good study of the development of the Thai educational system and a 
description of the system in the immediate pre-World War II period.
The author is r1ow an official in the Ministry of Education. 

Meesookr, Arnbhorn Jayapanio Report of the Educational Systems of Thailand. 
Unpublished notes based on a report given to the Fulbright Seminar in 
Bangkok , October 19520 Mimeo. Ppo J.  

Review of the latest developments in the Thai educational system at 
that time. 
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Nitayavardhana, Saowaraj .  A Proposed Physical Science Course for the .lviaejoh 
Agricultural School, Chiengmai, Thailand. Unpublished I1iaster of Scie.nce 
Thesis. Cornell University, 1956. Pp. 111� 

fr� author, a science teacl1er in Thaila.ndr1 s only higher vocational 
school of agriculture , offers suggestions for closer integration of 
formal and vocational instruction and practical applicatio.n of subject 
matter in the science curriculumo 

Sargent, Sir John and Pedro Orata . Report of the Mission to Thailand. 
Paris: United Nations Zducational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization, 
1950. Pp. �; bibliography; appendices; illustrations. 

Report on education in Thailand by the members of the UNESCO ecuca tio·nal 
mission; includes a brief survey of the s;tstem and present educational 
conditions, with some recommenda·t.ions for u:NESCO activities. 

Spain, Frances Lander .  Some Notes on Libraries in Thailand. Library 
Quarterly, Vol. 22, pp. 252-262d. 1952d. 

This is a good discussion of present library facilities in Thailandr. 
and the areas in tvhich iroprovements are mor needed. �Jritten by a 
one-time Fulbright Lecturer at Chulalongkorn University. 

Thailandr. Ministry of Education� Education i.n Thailand (Siam) .  Bangkok,
1950. Pp. 11; illustrations. 

Pamphlet reviewing in brief various aspects of the present educational 
systen1 in the country. 

Thailand. Ninistry of 3ducation. Laksut Chan Katthayom Kansur1 ksa T9n Plai. 
{Syllabus for Higher Secondary School Education. )  B�ngkok, 1950. 

The curriculum and general syllabus of l1igher secondary school (mattha:zom 
t9n plai) as prescribed by the Ministry of Education. 

Thailand. Iv.dnistry of Zducation. La!csut Chan liatthayom ICansu 1 ksa T9n Ton. 
(Syllabus for Lower Secondary Sc:1001 Education. ) Bangkok, 19.50. 

The curriculum and general syllabus for lower secondary schools 
(matthayom t9n toh) as prescribed by tl1e Ministry of :Sducation , 
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Thailand. Mir1istry of Education. Syllabus for the Preparatory College 
Course, 19480 Bangkok, 1949. Pp. 19. 

Curriculum and syllabus for teaching in university preparatory (triam
udom) scl1ools. 

Thailand. l·�inistry of Educartion. Syllabus for the Primary Education, 1948. 
Bangkok:, 1950. Pp o 19� 

Curriculum and syllabus for use in teachins in primary education (prathom) 
schoolsr. 

Thailand. l•:inistry of :Zducation. Department of Educational Techniques. 
Raingan I(ansur1 ksa P.S.  2485-2497 lae Sathit I(ansur1 ksa 12 Pi. (Report on 
:ducation, 1942-1954 and Statistics on Ti,;elve Years of =:ctuca tion. ) Bangkok, 
1955. Pp. 73, 185� 

A brief revieii of educational developments 1942-1951.i, followed by a 
great number of recent statistics con1piled by the i\linistry of Education. 
The text is in Thai, tables in Thai and E11glish. 

Thailand. !'iinistry of :ducation. Department of Sducational Techniques. 
Sathit I{ansur1 ksa Bang Prak:an P • .S. 2u8.5-2496. (Educational Statistics, 
1942-1953 . )  Bangkok, 19.55. Pp. 91. 

Collection of statistics on education 1,-1itl1 no discussion of their 
meaning. Figures are in �nglish, but text is entirely in Thai. 

Thompson, Virginia and Richard Adloff. Cultural Institutions and Educational 
·Policy in Southeast Asia o l�in:eo. !'Jew york: Institute of :Pacific Relations, 

International Secretariat, 1948. Ppo vii, 86. 

A short review of educational and various other cultural institutions 
in Tl1ailand is included in this report on the whole of Southeast Asia. 
The authors are well-knovm writers on Southeast Asian affairs. 

Thompson, Wo J o Sinclair� Integration of a Mis s ion School System in Thailand. 
Unpublished Masters Essay .  Cornell University, 19510 Pp. vii 1. 237; appendix;
tables ;  illustrations ; maps; bibliographies �  

Discussion byre. Presbyterian miss ionary of the role of miss ion sohools 
in the Thai eduoational system. 
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United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization. Educational 
Programme in Thailand. Bangkok, 1951. Pp. 37; illustrationsd. 

Short pa1nphlet prepared for a regional UNESCO conference on · the activit-.
ies of that organization in Thailand. 1,�ainly concerned i,rith the pilot 
project at Chachoengsao.  

United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization. They
Can 1 t Afford to Wait . Paris, 1952d. Ppo .33; illustrationsd. 

This booklet, by UNESCO staff member Daniel Behrman, contains a seven
page chapter on the purposes ,  the accomplishments, and the staff of the 
model educational system set up in the Thai provincial capital of 
Chachoengsao. 

SOCIAL ORGAI'IIZATIOif 

Anuman Rajadhon, Phya. (vlilliam J. Gedney, tr. )  The Life of the Farmer in 
Thailand. New Haven: Yale University Southeast Asia Studies Translation 
Serles, 1955. Pp. 60; appendix; illustrations . 

In this unique and valuable study of the Thai peasant one of Thailand ' s  
greatest living students of Thai customs and traditions describes the 
annual round of social, religious, and familial activities intimately 
associated with the growing of rice. 

Anwnan Rajadhon, Phya. Loy Krathong and Songkran Festival .  Thailand 
Culture Series ,  No. 5. 2nd edition. Bangkok: National Culture ::r;J'!stitute, 
1953. Pp. 24; illustrations . 

This article contains descriptions a.nd interpretatio.ns of tl1e origins
of two popular traditional festivals in Thailand. 

An�n Rajadhon, Phya . The story of Thai Marriage Custom. Thailand Culture 
Series, rro. 13. Bangk:ok: National Culture Institute, 1954. Pp. 16; illus-
trationsd. 

A discussion of some Thai customs assdociated with ��rriage--including 
choice of residence, religious preparation, anc� i-1edding ceremonies .  

Benedict, Ruth Fulton. Thai Culture and Behavior, an Unpublished lJar Time 
Study Dated September, 1943. Data Paper, No. 4 .  Ithaca : Cor.nell University 
Southeast Asia Program, 1952d. Pp. h5. 

An excellent general study by a noted anthropolo.gist or Thai personality 
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and so�.:e of the basic institutions of Thai life . The author ' s  obser
vatio.ns, ho1"1ever, are based on very limited data and are iL1pressionistic 
and sugge3tive rather than systematic and conclusive. 

Dhanagom, Davirashmi. The lole of Home Economics in Democratic Family Liv
ing with Reference to Child \Jell-Being and Proposals for such Sducation in 
Thailand. Unpublished Doctoral Dissertationo Ohio State University, 1954. 
Pp._ vii, 311; biblioc;rapl1y; charts; tables; map. 

Very specialized study of family· life education in general and its 
possible applicatio.n in Thailande¥ Included is a tabulation of a s,1rvey 
of ttventy-four Thai educators on the desirability of family life edu
cation for Thailand. Some �ood information on the family in Thailand. 

Embree, John Fo Reviev, of nA Physician at the Court of Siam . "  Ameri can 
Anthropologist, Volo 51, PP• . 495-496. 19l+9• 

This review i s  useful because of the comments on Thai social values o  
The late Profes s or Embree directed Southeast Asian Studies at Yale 
University. 

Embree, John F. Thailand--A Loosely Structured Social System. American 
Anthropologist, Vol. 52, PP o 181-193 @ 1950. 

This is probably the only attempt in the literature to discuss the 
Thai social structure and values in a systen1atic manner. The ar
ticle contait1s a number of illustrations of l1ow Thai values support 
and maintain the social system, wi1ich, according to 2r11bree, is loose 
and ar11orphous. Thai social structure is compared ·with that of Japan and 
Vietnam. 

Haase, �lary Rosamondo The Declinin6 Descent Rule for Rank in Thailand: A 
Correctiono American Anthropologist, Vol. 53, pp. 585-587. 1951. 

A letter to the editor in regard to Zmbree, 1950, explaining the nomen
clature and descent rules of royal and cor1ferred rank in Thaila.nd , The 
author is a linguist and one of the few authorities on the Thai la.nguage 
in Americae. 

Hanks, Lucien M. , Jr. An Alternati,re to Innovation through Expressed Wants. 
Paper given at the annual meetings of the American Anthropological Associa
tion i.n Boston, :November 1955. Unpublished. pp. 6. 

A brief discussion of the practical and ethical problems faced by an 
anthropologist in his study of a Thai village. The author' s  insights 
into Thai social structure are excellent. Professor Hanks tvorked with 
the Cornell Research Center in Thailand, a.nd is now on the staff of 
Bennington College; is Field Director of the Cornell Thailand Project. 
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Hanks, Lucien li. , Jr. A l{ote on Ps�rcho-Social Tensions in a Thai Village 
after the Advent of Occidental Technology. 3conomic Development and Cultural 
Change , Vol • .  ;I, pp. 394-396. 1953. 

Outline of a research plan drawn up by Dr. Hanks under the dJrection of 
the Cornell Research Center for determining the tensions arising from· 
technological change in Bang Chan village. 

Judd, Laurence c.  A Study of the Cultural Organization of Tong Taa Village 
in Thailand. Unpublished r-iasters Thesis. Cornell University, 1954. Pp. xi, 
56; maps; illustrations; appendices .  

A somewhat superficial description of a village at the northern edge 
of the Central Plain which does,  however, give some useful indications 
of the values and behavior patterns of a rural community and suggest a 
number of questions worth further investigation. The author is a mem
ber of the educational staff of the 11.merican Presbyterian l-'iissio.n in 
Thailand. 

Kaufmann, Howard Keva. Bangkhuad: A Community Study in Thailand. Unpublished 
Doctoral Dissertation, Indiana University, 1955. Pp. 536; illustrations; 
tables; bibliography. 

This study deals irith a villa:;e community in the Central Plain of Thai
land, located sufficiently near Bang Chan, the site of the Cornell 
Research Project, to serve as a control on the findings of the Cornell 
team. The author, an anthropologist, carried out his field i1ork in 
1953-1954 and his report is co1nprehensive and valuable, particularly 
in its treatment of the wat (temple ) and its role in community activities .  
Some of the descriptions of religious activities and rituals are prob
ably the best in the literature . 

Kingshill, Konrad. Ku Daeng--the Red Tomb: A Village Study in Northern 
Thailand. Preliminary draft of a thesis to be presented t0 the faculty of 
Graduate School of Cornell University, 1954. Pp. 323; maps/ 

The autht,r, te�cher and now principal of a Presbyterian Mission school 
in Chiangmai, is a sympathetic observer and gives a detailed description 
of life in a villa�e near Chiangmai. Despite a lack of sufficient num
erical data which would permit a comparative analysis with material 
obtained elsewhere in Thailand, the r11anuscript usefully supplements 
deYoungd' s broad.er studj7 of villaze life in Thailand. 
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United States. Office of Strategic Services. Social Conditions, Attitudes, 
and Propaganda in Thailand with Suggestions for American Orientation toward 
the Thai. Rl:A No. 301. Mimeo.  vlashington, 1942 . Pp, 28; bibliography. 

This book, although for the ri1ost part not specific and detailed, does 
give a useful description of ethnic groups and social classes in Thai
land and also discusses the attitudes of these groups toward the govern
ment and other groups, r-�a terial on communications as a whole is thin, 
but there is much material on propaganda efforts by various countries 
during the early years of vJorld \:Jar II. 

Wichianphaetthayakhom, Thian. Kham Banyai6hitwitthaya. (Lectures on Psycho
logy, ) Bangkok, Pp. V; 71. n.d,  

The author was an advisor to Premier Pibulsonggram before and during
l'iorld 1Jar II, and ·was known as a specialist in psycholocy. He was 
director of the mental hospital in Thonburi for some time, This book 
is a collection of lectures delivered at a conference of Governors at 
Suankulap Palacer. The author discusses some characteristics of the Thai 
people and suggests way$ in which he believes Thai character may be im
proved. 

&�LIGION 

Alabaster, Henry. The Wheel of the Law. London: Trt1b11er, 1871. Pp. lviii, 
323. 

Although an early study, this book is still one of the best discussions 
of the philosophical aspects of Buddhism. It contains the translation 
of a lengthy and valuable essay on the reform sect of Buddhism in Thai
land, the Tharn.mayutika, written by a leading Thai exponent of that sect. 

Anuman Rajadhon, Phya. Chao Thi and Some Traditions of Thai. Thailand Cul
ture Series, No. 6. 2nd edition, Bangkok: National Culture Institute, 1953. 
Pp. 16; illustrations. 

This is an important article on the chao thi, or "guardian spirit of 
the house, 11 and other old anirnistic religious beliefs of the Thai. 
By a leading student of Thai culture. 

Coughlin Richard J. Some Social Features of Siar11ese Buddhism. Asia: 1\sian 
.,

Quarterly of Culture and Synthesis, Vol. II, PP• 403-408. Saigon, 1952r. 

This is a keen and valuable analysis of the effect of Buddhist ideals 
on contemp.orary Thai society.. The author, Professor of so·o-iology . _; 
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at Yale University, has written here one of the very few interpretations 
of the connections between Thai Buddhist teachings and Thai perso.nality 
traits , although the closeness of this connection may have been somewhat 
overstredssed. 

Humphreys, Travers Christmas .  Buddhism. London: Penguin Books, 1951. 
Pp. 256; illustrations; appendices; glossary; bibliography; index. 

This is one of the best briAf .studies of the history a.nd philosophy of 
Buddhism. The author, fot:i...'1.der · of the Buddhist Society of Lo.ndon, deals 
with all schools of Buddhism .in a clear and factual manner. 

Humphreys, Travers Christmas . Via T okyo. London and New York: Hutchinson, 
1948. Pp. 212; illustrations . 

This is an interpretive study of modern Buddhism, primarily Mahayana 
Buddhism. The bo01c is f:?:"a.nkly quite subjective, and seems to say more 
about the au·l;hor ti'1an about Budohism. It is of value only to those 
who already know sLJmething about the subject. 

Landon, Ke.nneth Perry. The Ivionks of �Jew Thailand. Asia, Vol. 40, pp. 129-
132� Concord, I�ew Hampshire, 19liO. 

Although a little out-dated, this is an excellent account of the role of 
Buddhist monks in modern Thailand. The aut:t.or I s insights into how the 
monkhood is losing some of its traditional functions and gaining nev1 ones 
are especially recommended. Landon is an American government· official 
who has written many boolcs and articles on Thailand and Southeast Asia 
in general. 

Landon, Kenneth Perry. Southeast Asia :  Crossroad of Religions . Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1947. Pp. vii, 215; index; biblipgraphy; ap
pendix. 

The portion of this book dealing with religion in Thai�and contains ma
terial mainly on the history of religion (especially as it is con.nected 
to royal ceremonies a.nd to IIindu influences) and o.n the belief in spir
its still existing in Thailand. It has ver-J little material describing 
the beliefs and practices of Buddl1ism or tl1e ?lace of religion in the 
country today. 

Malalasekera, G .P. Presidential Address, Second World Buddhist Conference •d. 
Asia :  Asian Quarterly of Culture and Synthesis, Vol. II, pp. 460-475. Sai-
gon, 1952. 

This is the presidential address given by a leading Hinayana Buddhist 
scholar ay a recent Buddhis� conference . The address offers some ex-
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cellent insights into the values of Buddhism and outlines some of the 
directions Buddhism may take in the modern world. The article is sket
chy, but gives a feeling for Buddhism that often is not even approxim
ated in more lengthy irork:sd. 

McFarland, Bertha. The Siamese Government and r--;issionary 1.Jork. Inter.nation
al Review of hissions, Vol. 39, pp. 122-129. 1931. 

This article, b;t tl1e v1ife of the well-known missionary, George IvicFarla.nd,
gives a very ge.neral and undetailed description of vrhat the Protestant 
missions have done in Thailand since they · entered in 1828. 

McFarland, George Bradley, ed. Historical Sketch of Protestant t:issions in 
Siam, 1828-1928. Bangkok: The Bangkok Times Press, 1928. Pp. XVII, 386;
illusdtrations, maps; appendices; index. 

This volume was issued to provide a permanent record of the cent�ry of 
Protestant missionary endeavors in Thailand. The editor and t he various 
contributors, all Protestant missionary leaders in Thailand, have 
written on the establishement and growth of the various missions and 
on the educational, medical, and other activities of the missions. 
This is the best single source for inforrr�tion on the subject of Prot
estant missions in Thailand . The ec.itor, a medical missionary and 
Professor at Chulalongkorn University, spent most of his life in Thai
land. 

Panyanantha, Phikkhu. Chumnum Patthakkatha . (Collection of Lectures . )  
Bangkok: Chanchai Press , 1954. Pp. iv, 417. 

The author is one of the "modern" Thai monks . He is very popular 
among young Buddhistsd. lie has travelled abroad in Europe and Asia 
and lives at present in Chiangmai. Panyanantha is interested in 
the moral rearmament movement and has represented Thailand in MR.A 
Conferencesd. This book: is a collection of lectures aimed at increas
ing popular understanding of Buddhism. Major emphasis is placed on 
moral education--the means for the application of Buddhist ideas. 

Panyanantha, Phikkhu. Thang Chiwit. (Way of Life . ) Bangkok: I{hlangwi t thaya 
Press ,  1955. Pp. vii, 424. 

This is a good book for the understanding of the beliefs of the young 
·or "modern11 Buddhists. It consists of a collection of various articles 

and lectures by Panyanantha, including a lecture given to Thai students 
in- London and a lecture entitledd· "Westerners as a Thai Mo.nk Sees Them. 11 
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Phuttt.tatha:t·, Phikkhu. Thetsana lae 0-i-,at. (Preaching and Teaching. )  Banglcok:
Suwichat1 1Jress, 1951.�. Pp. ii, 407. 

This book is a collection of sermons and instructions given on differ
ent occasions. Chapter titles are: Happiness, Dharma for Householders, 
How to Relieve Suffering., Religion is the l-Jorld Hospital, Religion and 
S ociety, Understanding the Triple Gems, Steps in Reaching the Triple 
Gems. Phutthathnt seek:s to show the Thai hov1 to apply Buddhist ideals 
to their everyc>z,y lives; his v1ritings are in colloquial Thai. 

Phutthathat, Phikkhu, and others. Suan Mok--Chaiyar. Bangk:ok: .Suwichan 
Press, 1953. Pp. vi, 87; illustrations. In Thai. 

In this book the author, a well-lmov.rn Buddhist n1onk of the modern 
school, relates his experiences in directing the building of a 
religious center in Chaiya, a town in the southern province of 
Chumph9n, 

Plion, Raymond, Le Siam pittoresque et religieux, I .  Fe'tes et Ceremonies 
Siamoises. (Siam--Beauty and Religion, Vol. I. Siamese Festivals and 
Ceremonies.)  Paris: Firmin-Didot, 1935. Pp. 124; illustrations. 

The author, for 1nany yea.rs a member of the French diplomatic mission 
itl Ban3kok, has i-1ritten tl1is pleasant account of his recollections in 
the hope of makin�; a permane.nt record of Thai cerernonies ivl1ich he felt 
would disappear rapidly in the wake of the cl1anc;es folloiving the 1932 
revolution. 

Poon Disk:ul, Princess. (Phra 1ajadharm r,Jides, tr. ) Buddhism for the Young
Bangkok: Prachandra Press, 1950� Pp. XII, 35. 

This much simplified introcuctory essay on Buddhism won first prize as 
the best text on Buddhism for children in a contest sponsored by I(ing 
Prajadhipok. Princess Poon, the daughter of Prince Damrong, learned 
much regarding traditional Thai culture from her father, who was the 
leAding Thai scholar of his generation. 

Pratt, James B .  The Pilgrimage of Buddhism. 1-Iew York: }�ac-IiriJ lan, 1928. 
Pp. xii, 758. 

Thia is an elementary textbook. Although it sometimes reads like a 
travelogue , it offers an excellent outline of many aspects of Buddhist 
thought and practice . The book should be read selectively. }any of the 
author I s comments on the social aspects of Thai Buddhism are noiv outdated. 
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Ryburn, Horace li'l. The Challenge to the Church in Thailand Today. Internation
al Review of }1issions, Vol. 41., pp. 288-300. 1952. 

Concerns primarily the work of the Presbyterian missions in Thailand. 

Suriyabongs, Luang . (Krachang Bun.nag)r. The Buddha ' s  Doctrine of Truth 
(Dhamma) and Buddhist Religion as Practiced by the tioly Brotherhood in Siam •. 
Bangkok: Krungdebarnagar Press, 1936. Pp. 4� 79; folded table . 

This book: is a brief survey of the basic concepts in Buddhism, partic
ularly Buddhism in Thailand. The author, a vlester.n-trained medical 
doctor, suggests that greater appreciation of "quiet self-contemplation" 
and other such Buddhist values would be an effective antidote to the 
"remorseless materialism" of the present age. The last chapter of the 

· book: is devoted to a description of Buddhism in Thailand and is dra1-1.n 
largely from the author I s brief experience as a Buddhist monk. The 
author, in general, gives too much material in too small scope; better 
introductior.s to Buddhism and the Thai monkhood exist. 

Suwanprasoet, i:/i�hit. Khumr1 u I(ansuatmon lae Phithi l(anthambun. (A Handbook 
of Buddhist Chants and lierit-�laking. ) Bangkok: Liangchiang Press ,  1944. 
Pp. ix, 372. 

The a uthor , a Buddhist scholar, is a retired Buddhist monk. This book 
is about the methods of making merit on different occasio.nsr4 It con
tains the texts of Buddhist chants in Pali and in Thair. Instructions 
on the methods of orGination into the monkhood are also given. 

Vajiranana, Princer. The Buddhist Attitude towards National Defence and Ad
ministration: A Special Allocution. Anonymously translated from the Thai. 
n.p.: n.d., Pp. III, 26; illustration. 

A sermon by the Supreme Patriarch on the occasion of King Vajiravudhr1 s 
birthday, admonishing the k:ing on the basis of the Buddhist scriptures 
to promote just administration and th8 ·welfare of his people, and prais
ing him for his accomplishments in developing and strengthening the 
country. 

lJales, Horace Geoffrey Quaritch. 0iamese Theory and Ritual Connected with 
Pregnancy, Birth, and Infancy. Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute 
of Great Britain and Ireland, Vol. 63, pp. 441-451. 1933. 

This is a brief but excellent account of the traditional rituals associ
ated witl1 the birth of a Thai childr. Some of the rituals described are 
falling into disuse. 
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Wells, Kenneth Elmer . Thai Buddhism, its Rites and Activities. Bangkok: The 
Bangkok Times Press, 1939. Pp. xii, 284; bibliography; illustrations .d· 

This is the only published study of Thai Buddhism that alms at complete
ness.  Despite many inaccuracies (many of them clue to the fact tl1at the 
book is outdated) ,  it should be read by all who are interested in the Thai 
adaptation of Buddhist thought a .nd practice . 1,.ucl1 of the book is devoted 
to a description of Thai Buddhist rituals. The author was a Christian 
missionary in Thailand. 

ART 

Anuman Rajadhon, Phya . A Brief Survey of Cultural Thailand. Thailand 
Culture Series, r-Jo . 2 2nd edition. !Jangkol{: lJational Culture Institute, ·1953. Pp. 16; illustrations. 

This article is a sumrnary of tl1e principal art forms--archi tecture, 
sculpture, painting, musical drama, literature, and crafts--of trad
itional Thailand. The author is Thailand ' s  leading ethnologist; he is 
a prolific writer on traditional Thai culture, a teacher of Thai liter
ature and customs at Chulalo.ng!{orn University a.nd a member of a number 
of Thai scholarly. institutionsd. 

Anuman Rajadhon, Phya . Phra Cedi. Thailand Culture Series, No. 7 .  2nd ed
ition, Bangkok: liational Culture Institute, 19.53. Pp. 12; illustrationsd. 

The Buddhist monument known as  pagoda, stupa,  o� dagoba in other parts 
of Asia is in its Thai version called a chedi. lhis bell-shaped structure 
is described, the names of its parts given, and its relationship to 
related structures in other countries indicated. 

Baron. The Dancers of Thailand. Canadian Geographical Journal, Vol. XLVII, 
pp. 197-201; illustrationsd. 1953. 

A popular, illustrated, short article on the Thai dance . 

Black, Harding. Two 3iamese Bowls Refired. Far Eastern Ceramic Bulletin,
Vol. V,  pp. 3-4, Pl . I-IV. 19.53. 

A short, illustrated report by an American art expert on the refiring of 
two 14th century Siamese bowls. Of interest to art technicians only. 
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Boribal Buribhand , Luang. (Sastri, P. s. and Adft B. Griswold , trs . ) .  Images
of the Buddha. Bangkok : Chetanadhara Chakrabandhu, 1952. Pp. 21; illustra
tions. 

This booklet , by a prominent Thai scholar, is a discussion of Buddhist 
sculpture in Thailand from pre-Thai to Bangkok times. Only one page
is devoted to the Bangkok period . 

Boribal Buribhand, Luang . Thai Images of the Buddha o Thailand Culture 
Series ,  No. 9 .  2nd editiond. Bangkok: National Culture Institute,  1953. 
Pp. 12 ; illustrations. 

This short article is an excellent historical summary of Thai Buddhist 
sculpture and also gives valuable insight into the motives of the Thai 
in fashioning Buddha images� 

Boribal Buribhandd, Luang and A .  B .  Griswoldd. Sculpture of Peninsular Siam 
in the Ayuthya Periodd. The Siam Society F'iftieth Anniversary Commemorative 
Publication , · Vol. II , PP• 205-279; illustrationsd. 1954. 

This is the most detailed and valuable examination available of the 
Ayutthaya , or National, School of art , with particular attention to 
the regional variations of the school that appeared in southern 
Thailand. Mr.  Griswold is a collector of and non-professional expert 
in Thai artd. 

Chen Duriyanga , Phra . Thai Music . Thailand Culture Series,  No � 8 .  2nd 
edition. Bangkok: National Culture Institute, 1953. Ppo 56 ; illustrations .  

This essay is a technical and detailed analysis of Thai music--its 
scale, its instruments ,  the techniques for playing the instruments-
and is of only slight value to the non-musician .  The author is a 
professor of music in the Fine Arts Department of the Thai government. 

' ,Coedesd, Georged. L1 art de la laque doree au Siam. (The Art of Gold Lacquer 
Work in Siam) Revue des Arts Asiatiques, Volo 3 ,  PP• J-8; illustrations. 
1925. • 

Illustrated arti�le on the manufacture of gold-lacquered chests and 
bookcases. Coedes, one of the foremost scholars on Southeast Asia , 
describes tha methods used by the artisans in a craft which is no 
longer practiced in Thailanddo 

Collis , Mauriceo The Background of Siamese Dancing. Geographical I•1agazine, 
Vol. 23 , PP� 541-544; illustrations.  1951. 

This brief article, by a writer of several popular books on Asia , deals 
with the cultural tradition behind the Thai danced. 
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Dhaninivat, Princer. (Do Sonakul) .  The i�ang. Thailand Culture Series, I{o. 12 . 
Bangkok: National Culture Institute, 1954. Pp. 16; illustrartions. 

This article discusses the ori;::;in, themes,  and manner of pres en ta tion 
of the Thai shado:-J•··· 1·)la;?, or .na:ng, a rapidl:/ c1isapl)earinn; art form in 
Thailand. The author is a lead.1�ng Thai scholar -�f traditional Thai 
culturer. 

Dhaninivat, Prince (D. Sonakul) .  Pageantry of tl1e Sian1ese Stage. tJational 
Geographic r�3azine, Vol. 91, pp. 200-212. 1947� 

Thie nrticle contai ns a very detailed description of the dance-drama 
formsr. It g:.ves the or;�ins of the major epi,:! ,  the Ramak:ien. It 
also describes the costmne of the dancers, moven:ents used, and musical 
accompaniment. 

Dhaniniva t, Princer. (D. Sonakt1l) and Dhanit YupJ:10r., The Khon. Thailand 
Culture Series,  I\fo.  11. Bang!{ok: i�B-tional Culture Institute, 1954. Pp. 16; 
illustrations. 

Description of a traditional dance-drama form of the Thai in which the 
actors are masked. The origins, tl1e texts, the ballet steps and train
ing, the r,1usic, a.nd other aspects of this form of drama are all brief
ly discussed. Dhanit Yupho is an offi cial in the covernment ' s  Fine 
Arts Department and a writer on T hai theatrical arts •• 

DBhring, !Carlr.. Buddhist'is·che ;_m�inpelan·la-gen :in:: Siam.,;.; 1. :.{puddhist .. Te1nple.;. 81.tes .inr.Siam. ) Bangkok: .:A�ia Publishing House , 1920. 3 Vols. Ililiustrationsr. 

Volume 1 of this �,ork consists of text; Volumes 2 and 3 contain plates 
of drawings and photographs. The text is a discuss ion of traditional 
Thai architectural styles, and architectural techniques.  D�hring was 
a German architect i,rho lived n1any years in Thailand. 

D�hring, !Carl. I(unst und ICunstgeiverbe in S iam. Berlin: J. Bard, 1925. 
3 Vols. Illustrations . 

A truly magnificent book illustrati�g Thai art work in gold and lacquer.
The first volume consists of a short descriptive text, with son8 illus
trations in black and white o The other two volumes are given over to 
plates printed in fold on black paper, which convey marvelously well 
the beauties of the original gold leaf-black: lacquer work of the 
Thai. 
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Embree,  John F. A IJote on the Vertical and I-Iorizontal as Cultural Traits 
in Asia. l1an, 1:0. 26 . 1950. 

�rief communication pointing up certain cultural emphases toward the 
vertical in Thailand (e .g. , in architecture and sculpture )d , in contrast 
to that of the horizontal in Japan. The .dauthor, an eminent anthropolo
gist, attempts also to draw some tentative parallels with the social 
organize. tion of these two countries .  

Gerini, Gerolamo Emilio. Siam and its Productions, Arts, and }1anufactures :  
A Descriptive Catalogue of the Siamese Section at the International Exhib
ition of Industry and iiabour Held in Turin April 29-�Jovember 19, 1911. 
English edition. Ifertford: Stephe.n Austin and Sons , 1912d. Pp. lxiv, 359; 
illustrations; folded map; appendix; indices. 

This book was designed as a catalogue of the Thai exhibit at the inter
national exhibition held in Turin, Italy in 1911. It contains useful 
inforrnation on the status of Thai arts and manufadctures in 1911. The 
book 1t1as 1..rritten in part by its co1npiler, Colonel Gerini, Commissioner
General of the Tnai exhibit, in part by various specialists and officials 
of the Thai government. 

Kansalak, Nangyai: Fimu• l�aichang Ek Ratchakan Thi 2 .  The Arts of Thai 
Pictures Play: 1:ade in the Reign of I{. �,:. I(ing Rania II. (Silhouettes of the 
Shadow Play: Worlt of the Leading Craftsmen of the Seco.nd l=teign. )  Bangkok:
ICava Chang, 1953. Pp. iv, 78; illusdtrationsd. 

Excellent re-::>roduction of 56 silhouettes of the shado\lr-play, an art 
form rapidly· dying out in Thailand. The text is in English and Thai. 

le I'iay, !1.eginald. A Concise I-iistory of Buddhist Art in Siam. Cambridge:
Cambridge University l·ress,  1938. Pp. xx, 155; index; bibliography; illus
trations; map.  

This is the best book on tl1e history of :juddhist sculpture a.nd architec
ture in Thailand. The principal periods in and influences on art in 
Thailand are tr2ced from the early years of the first century A.D.  up
to 1600, le May was an economic advisor to the Thai government and 
a long-time resident in South and Southeast Asia. 

le 11ay, �eginald. The Culture of . South-east Asia. Lo.ndon: George Allen 
& Unwin, 1954. Pp. 218; bibliogrr..phy; maps; illustrations . 

A history of art, sculpture , anc architecture in Southeast Asia up to 
1600. The chapters on Thailand are a condensation of le May' s  book 
on Buddhist art in Thailand. 
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le May, Reginald. Exhibition of Siamese Art. Oriental Art, V ol .  I, pp. 60-
62; illustrations. 1948. 

Short article about an exhibition of Thai art held in London in 1948 
under the sponsorship of the Thai ambassador to England. 

Nak 1 on P 1 rah Ram, Phrayai. Tai Pottery. Bangkok: Krungthep Bannakhan, 1937. 
Pp, 32, 61, Pl . LV; maps; illustratio.ns . Also in Journal of the Siam Society, 
Vol. XXDC, pp. 13-37; illustraitionsi. 1936. 

This article b;_;· a Thai government offic ial and collector of pottery, 
who d ied in 1937, is concerned with the earliest pottery of the Tha i 
in Tha iland._ The author seeks to prove that the craft of pottery
making in T hailand existed before the importation of Chinese potters 
around 1300, The first publication of this article, in the Journal 
of the Siam Society is in Znglish. The sec ond edition, in book form, 
was issued on the occasion of the author ' s  cremation, and contains 
his biography; it is in both English and Thai. 

I\!at Phothiprasat. Sa\hapatayakam nai Prathet Thai. (Architecture in Thaila.nd. )  
Jangkolc: Udom, 1946. Pp. 134; illustrationsi. 

An excellent survey of the history of arcl1i tecture in TbaiJa nd by one 
of the country' s  leaGing te achers of architecture. 

lJicolas, Renei. Le Lakhon }Jora ou Lakhon Chatri et les origins du theatre 
Classique Siamois. (The Lakhc,n lJora or Lakhgn Chatri and the Origins of 
the Classical -$iamese Theater. ) . Jour.nal of the Sia1n S ociety, Vol. XVIII, 
Pp. 85-110; illustrationsi. 1924. 

This article is a discussion of an old form of the traditional 
Thai theater that was developed in southern Thailand. The text 
is supplemented with illustrations of the dancing styles and other 
characteristics of this art form. 

Petit, L.D. Siameesche B ouwkunst. (Sian1ese Architecture . )  Amsterdam: 
N.V.  van !•iunster '  s Uitr,evers :rt.i.aatschappij , n . d. Illustrations. 

A collection of illusitrations of Thai temples following a brief intro
ductory discussion of temple architecturei. 

Rangthong, Jaivid, ed. Souvenir of ,Siam. Eangkol<:: I-latha Dhip, 1952 . Pp. 
312, :::rv; illustrations. 

This book, whicl1 might have been more loeically entitled 11Thai Arti, 11 

contains valuable essays on many aspects of Thai a.rt, and numerous il-
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lustrations of the Thai dance , sculpture, etc. The e1uphasis of the 
book is on the traditiional in art; only brief remarks are made regard
ing modern trends. The bulk of the book: is devoted to chapters on the 
Thai theater; other chapters deal 1vith the arts in genera� 11ith ri:usic, 
painting , arcl-1iteicture and sculpture, and 1r1ith i1istory. !- he chapters 
are ·written by various Thai authorities,  incluc1 ic1g Phya l .. numan ilajadhon, 
Phra Chen Duriyanga, !-Iai Dhanit Yupho, Professor Silpa tirasri, and the 
editor. 

3ilpa Birasri (C. Feroci)i. :xhibition of Reproductions of Old Thai 1?-a int
i.ng . Bangl<ok: Fine Arts University, 1952i. Pp. 20; illustrations.·i

This guide to a public exhibiition of old Thai paintings in 1952 consists 
of the text of a short expository talk on the paintinzs--and on the 
style , techniques,  and characteristics of traditional Thai painting in 
general--by Professor Silpa Birasri, and a few reproductions of some 
of the works exhibited . A Thai version of the text is also given. 

Silpa Birasrj (C. leroci) .  ·?1odern Art in Thailand. Thailand Culture Series, 
lTo. 14. Bangkok: National Culture Institute , 1954 . Pp. 12; illustrations. 

In this article, the author, an Italian artist in Thai government
service since 1924, briefly surveys recent tendencies in Thai art. 
He discusses the ·i:estern and traditional Thai influet1ces on modern 
Thai art, and analyzes the works of a fe1r1 mode.en Tbai artists. Il
lustrations of some modern and traditional Thai paintings and sculpture 
are included. This is one of the very fev1 articles on recent artistic 
trends in Thailand. 

Silpa Birasri (C.  Feroci) .  11 hai iirchitecture and fainting. The l"..arch of 
Thailand, pp. 20-35; illustrationsi. :San[;k:ok: Thailand, DeJ.)artw..ent of Pub
licity, 1950. 

A very brief anC sketchy survey of some aspects of traditional Thai archi
tectural styles and painting. 

Silpa Birasri ( C .  Feroci) . Thai .\rchitecture anc:1 .c·ainting . Thailand Culture 
Series, 1,fo. 4. 2nd editio.n. Bangkok: l�ational Culture Institute , 19.53 . 
Pp. 24; illustrations. 

This article includes a brief sketch of the history of Thai architecture, 
with fuller treatment ziven to  the charaicteristics of the principal 
types of buildings and the main decorative motifs in Thai architecture. 
Only a fe'{.T remarks on temple painting are given. 
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3ilpa -Birasri ( C.  Feroc i ) .  Thai Buddhist Sculpture . Thailand Culture Series,  
I�o. 10. 2nd edition. Bangkok: 1'iational Culture Institute, 1953. Pp. 28; 
illustrationsi. 

r·, 

ihis pamphlet contains a disicussion of the principal periods in Tha i 
Buddhist sculpture . The general characteristics of images of each 
scl1ool, tl1e typical Thai techniques a.nd materials , the sources of 
artistic inspiratio.n are all discussed. 

Skinner, Carol. .L""epresentative Tl1ai llusical Instruments, ?erformed or 
Directed by I(amon rretusiri, Recorded and IJarrated by Carol Skinner in 
Thailand. Ithaca, 11. Y. : Corneil University Southeast Asia Program, 1953. 
Two 12" long-playing records ( four sides) .  

Demonstrations of various Thai musical instruments; of interest primar
ily to students of music. 

Thailand. Department of Fine Arts. l�ourth National Exhibition of A.rt. 
Bangkolc, 1953. Pp. 42; illustrations. 

Contains a s hort preface, 27 pages of illustrati•.:>ns of contenporary 
art productions, a list of prize winners , and a list of the artists 
and their '\-Tor ks . The illustrations •nrovide -. valuable criteria of the 
the influence of the West on Thai art. 

Thailand. Department of Publicity. The I-�arch of Thailand. Bangkok, 1950. 
Pp. 88; illustrations. 

This booklet contains nine short articles on various aspects of modern 
Thailand. Some of the articles, with slight modifications, have appeared 
as paniphlets in the Thailand Culture Series. 

Yupho, Dhanit. The Preliminary Course of Training in Thai Theatrical Art. 
Thailand Culture Series, I�o. 15. Bangl�ok: 1Jational Culture Institute, 1954. 
Pp. 68; illustrations. 

This is a desicription of the basic training given Thai actors at the 
government ' s  school in the Department of Fine Arts . The dance postures 
are described and illustrated, a_nd the types of rhythm are indicated. 

Xoomsai, Yibbhan. Dawadungs:  Dance of the Second Heaven, a Tha i  Classical 
Dancei. 16 mm. sound film in color. Ithaca, iJ .Y. : Cornell University South
east Asia Program. l reel (400 feet)i. 

A good example of Thai classical dancing performed by a talented amateur. 
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LITZRATURE 

Anuman Rajadhon, Phya. Thai Literature and Swasdi Raksa . Thailand Culture 
Series, No. 3 .  Bangkok:: trational Culture Instituter,- 1953. Pp. 20; illus-
trations. 

In the first part of this essay the author briefly discusses ten of 
the finest and most important works in Thai literature. The second 
part of the essay contains a discussion and prose translation of the 
short poem, Sawasdi Raksa, a widely-known didactic poem written in 
the first haif of the nineteenth century by Sunthorn Bhu, one of 
Thailand ' s  foremost poets. Phya Anwnan is one of Thailand ' s  outstand
ing scholars of traditional Thai culturer. 

Bidyarle.nke.rana, Prince ,  nte Pastime of Rhyn1e-lilaking and Singing in Rural 
t> iam. ·Journal of the Siam Society, Vol. 1)�, pp. 101-127 .  1926. 

This .rarticle is the best source of information on the songrfests of 
rural Tl1ailand, a rapidly declining art. The author, who diea in 1945, 
was a leading Thai poet and also served.rfor a time as president of the 
committee of the National library. 

Chaya , Prem (Prince Prem Burachatra ). vlorld Tour. Part One. Bangkok: 
Chatra Books, 1952e. Pp . 226. 

Descriptions of :urope by a thoroughly \vesternized Thai prince, now 
head of the department of raodern languages at Chulalongkorn University. 

Darnrong Rajanubhab, Prince. Ta.mnan Ru I ang Lakh9n Inao. (History of the 
Inao Drama .) Bangkok: Thai, 1921. Pp. 172e. 

The story of Inao, based on an episode in Javanese history, is well 
known in Thailand as one of the subjects of the traditional drama. 
This history is not confined to a discussion of this one story; it is 
rather a general history of the traditional Ttwi theater. Prince Dam
rong was one of Thailand ' s  foremostr- scholars of Thai culture and tra
ditions. 

le May , Reginald, tr.  Thai Tales Old and News The Four Riddles and Other 
Stories e  London, Noel Douglas, 19300 Pp. 180 

This oolleot ion of tales translated from Thai versions written by
Phraya Me.nunet Banhan, is one of the few ooll�ctions of Thai folk stories 
e.vai:lable in a Western language . The storie s give many clues to Thai 
oharaoter and were used as basic sources by Ruth Benedict in her anal
ysis of Thai culture and behavior. In the last �art of the book are 
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some reflections on the tales, presumably by le V.iay, a one-time o!
ficial of the Thai government and a scholar of Thai culture. The 
reflecti,,ns are concerned prir,1aril�y· with T l1ai religious belie.ts, Thai 
humor, Thai attitudes tot-1ard life, and although iri1pressionistic and 
subjective, they quite accurately represent at least some facets of 
Thai character. 

Na Nakh9n, Plu 1 ang (l'Jai Tamra Na 1'1u 1 ang Tai)t. Prawat '."iannakhadi Thai. 
(History of Thai Literature . )  Bangkok: Thai Watthana Phanit Press, 1952. 
Pp. 572 , ii; illustrations. 

The author is a well-known authority on Thai literature, who has been 
lecturer in the Thai language at Chulalongkorn University for many 
years. This book, a textbook on Thai literature, c ontains discussions 
of and examples from Thai literature from Sukhothai times to re·cent 
timest. The section dealing with changes in Thai literature during the 
constitutional era, however, is very brief. 

Puri, Swami Satyananda and Charoen Sarahir�n. The Ramakirti (Ramakien) ,  or 
the Thai Version ot the Ramayanat. Bangkok: Dharmatshramat., Birla Oriental 
Series , 1949. Pp. vii, 142; illustrations. 

This is the onlJ� translation into English prose of the Thai verstion 
of the Indian classic, the Ramayana. Although not all parts of the 
epic are translated, the whole of the central story is presented. The 
specific Thai text used by the translators is not given. The authors 
supply notes, chiefly concerning points of comparison with the classical 
Sanskrit text by Valmiki. 

Schweisguth, P. Etude sur la litte'rature Siarnoiset. (A Survey of Siar,1ese 
Literature . )  Paris: Imprimerie ?lationale, 1951. Pp. 409; bibliographies; 
index; folded map. 

This volume by a long-time resident :in Thatiland is the only study or 
Thai literature in a �Jester.n language that aims at comprehensiveness. 
The treatment is mainly historical: trends, writers, stories, literary
forms are discussed as th.ey appear durii1g the reigns of the Thai kings. 
The introduction is a.n essay containing a ge·neral discussion of Thai 
culture, literaturet., anc� verse forms. The bibliography is the best 
available on works in the Thai language. 

S ' ra Prasot, Khun. Siams!nge : ausgewlhlt, eingeleitett., erllutert und Uber
tragen aus dem T thai (Siamesischen} durch liellmut Lraws-Tychsen. (Siair.ese 
Verses: Selected, Zxplained, anc Translated from tl1e Thai {.siarrsse7 by 
Hellmut Draws-Tychsen. ) Leiden: �.J .  Brill, 1955. Pp . 84; illustrationst. 

These translations into German give only a limited idea of the spirit 
or the worl{s of a Thai poet. The illustrations pertain more to the 
translatorr' s  personal experiences in Thailand than to the text. 

http:belie.ts
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Sunthorn Bhu. (Prem Chaya,  tr. ) The .Story of Phra Abhai f.1ani. Bangkol<:: 
Chatra E ooks, 1952 . Pp. 141; illustrations •i . 

This is a retelling in prose of a famous Thai _poetic romance cor.1posed 
during the first half of the nineteenth century. T he author is un
doubtedly the 1nost well-kno1-1n and v1idel;l appreciated Thai poet. This 
Englisl1 version of the rornance does not contain all the 1naterial of 
the original and, of course, lacks the poetry of the original. It is, 
however, the only versio11 of the story available in English and is 
valuable for the insight it gives into Thai literaiture and into Thai 
character. 

United l�ations :Sducational, 3cientific, and Cultural Orr:;anization. The 
Daily ?ress: A Survey of the 1 :orld Jituation in 1952 . Reports and Papers 
on 11.ass Communication, r,Jo. 7 .  Paris, 1953. I-'p. 45; tables .  

T his book gives s ome information on the nuL1l)er of publications , the 
number of readers, anc the languages u�ed in publications in Thailand. 

United r.Jations �duca tiJnal, Scientific, and Cultural Organization. 1-lorld 
Communications: Press, Radio, anc Film. Paris, 1951. Pp. 220; tables; 
bibliography. 

This report gives basic facts on the number of Thai newspapers and 
periodicals, their circulation arid Ol'Jnersl1ip, a.nd the languages used. 
It gives similar facts for film and radio facilities.  

Upakit Sinlapasan, Phraya . Chanthalak. (Poetic Rules. ) Bangkok: Thai 
v/atthanaphanit, 1948. Pp. 184. 

A valuable text on T hai poetic forms by a former professor of la.nguage 
at Chulalonr,korn U4iversity. 

IAiiGUAGTI: 

r.iAnuman rtajadhon, Phya . Thai Language . J.hailancl Culture Series, 1-!o. 17. 
Bangl<:ok: 1!ational Culture Institute , 1954. Pp. 32; map. 

Good discuss ion for non-lin6uists of the Thai language--its general
characteristics, its history, including the develo�ments resulting 
from the influence of foreign languages, and its alphabet.  The author 
is a lending Thai scholar and teacher of Thai literature and customs 
at Chulalongltorn University. 
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Benedict, Paul I(. Studies in Thai Kinship Terminology. J ournal of the 
American Oriental Society, Vol . 63, pp. 168-175. 1943. 

An analysis by a linr;uist of the distinctive system of k:inship nomen
clature in the Thai languages--.Lao, Shan_. }Jhit.e 1'ai, Black Tai, Dioi, 
Nung, Thai--which the author conclnoes supports his thesis that Thai 
is relatec� to the Indonesian rather than the Sino-Tibetan languages .  
Of interest only to linguists . 

Benedict, Paul I(. Thai, ICadai, and Indonesian: A �Tew Alignment in Southeast 
Asia .  American Anthropologist, Vol .  44, pp. 576-601. 1942 . 

The author presents the hypothesis that Thai is not a member of the 
�ino-Tibetan linguistic stock, but is rather linked with Indonesian 
and certain 11 Kadai11 languages spoken by small groups of peoples in 
south Chinad. 

Burnay, J .  and Geo�ge Cocdes .  The Origins of the Sukhodaya Script. Journal 
of the Siam Society, Vol.XX, pp. 49-52 . 1926 . 

An article by two leading scholars on Thailand showing that the script 
of Raml<:amhaeng was actually an adaptation of an earlier Thai script. 

Gedney, 1'Jilliam J .  IrLdic Loanwords in 3poken Thai. Unpublished Doctoral 
Dissertation. Yale U.r1iv·ersity, 1947. Pp. 613 .. 

This scholarly study of the Thai words of Sansl(rit and Pali origin 
is by one of .America ' s  r,1ost qualified students of the Thai language . 
It is of interest primarily to lingu.ists. 

Gerini, Gerolamo Emilio. On Siamese Proverbs and Idiomatic Expressions . 
Journal of the Siam Society, Vol ,  I, pp. 11-168. 1904. 

A discussion of the nature and importance of Thai proverbs and a list
ing of hundreds of proverbs and idiomatic expressionsd. These are given 
in English translations as  well as  in Thai, and are compared to similar 
sayings in other languages. Many Mon and Lao sayings are also given. 

Guehler, U. Ueber Thai Sprichw�rter. (On Thai Proverbs . )  Journal of the 
Thailand Research Society, Vol. XXXIV, pp. 97-144. 1943 . 

A compil�tion of Thai proverbs, translated into English, explained, 
and compared with proverbs in other languagesd. This article supplements 
the list of proverbs made by Gerini in 1904. 
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Haas, I•�ary Rosamond. Interlingual Word Taboos. American Anthropologist, 
Vol. 53, pp. 338-344. 1951. 

Discussion of the problem of bilingual speakers in using words 1.1hen 
speaking one language that sound like obscene or improper words in 
another. Many of the examples are drawn from words in Thai that re
semble in sound words that are taboo in English. 

Haas, I�::ary Rosamond. The Thai System of Writing. \vashington: American 
Council of Learned Societies, 1956. Pp. xiv, 115. 

This book is a full and lucid analysis of the writing system used for 
the Thai language, by one of the few American experts on Thai. It is 
a completely revised version of the autl1or '  s 1942 work: on the same 
subject produced for the army in ditto form and used in classes in 
11ritten Thai at the University of Michigan and the u·dniversity of 
Californiad. 

Haas , I :ary Rosamond and Heng R.  Subhanka . Spoken Thai. Ne'tv York: llenry
Holt and Company, 1945. 2 Vols . 

An excellent introduction to spoken Thai. Uses a phonetic system 
of ,vriting Thai developed by Dr . Haas. 

McFarland, George Bradley. Thai-English Dictionary. 2nd edition. Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1944. Pp. xxi, 1019, 39; bibliography; addendad. 

This is the best Thai-English rictionary. The author was a medical 
missdionary, who spent most of his life in Thailand. 

Rattanakomut, �hit, Prawit 1:Jimuktalop a.nd Sa-at Intharasali. Lak Phasa Thai 
lae Naenam Riangkhwam. (Principles of the Thai Language and Introduction to 
Writing Compositions . )  Bangkok: S .S .  Service, 1952 . Pp. ix, 308. 

The authors are instructors in the Thai languaged·dat Chulalongkorn Uni
versity Preparatory School. This textbook contains a discussion of the 
principles of the Thai language, an analysis of Thai grammar, and ex
amples and recorrmendations on writing Thai compositio.nsd. 

Thailand. Royal Institute . A i1Jotification of the Royal Institute Concern
ing the Transcription of Thai Characters into the Roman. Journal of the 
Thailand Research Society, Vol. XXXIII, pp. 49-65. 1941. 

This article outlines a general anc a :,:>recise system for the phonetic 
transcription of the Thai languace into Roman lettersd. These systems 
were officially adopted by the Thai government ' s  Royal Institute on 
!�arch 6, 1939. Although the Thai government apparently no longer 

http:compositio.ns
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:sponsors any system of transliteration, the s�rstems described in this 
article, especially· the genera.l system, are e:xtremelJr useful. The 
general systen1 has been used through0ut this bibliography as -c.1ell as 
in the I-L.1.AF handbook on Thailand. 

Th9ng, Saeng (Luang Bunyamanop Phanit)i. Phasa Jaie Nangs 1 u. . (Language 
and Literature . )  Barigkok: Ruam San Publisher, 1953. Pp . vi, J5L .• 

Tha author is a well-known ivriter and a leading scholar of the Thai 
language. This book is a compilation of his ·writings publisl1ed orig
inally in weekly newspapers from 1948 to 1951. There are a number of 
short articles on rnany aspects of the Thai lat1guage and Tlw.i literature, 
including a c' iscussii8n of the changes tl1at have tal<en place in the lan
guage ancl. the Thai alphabet since the reigt1 of I(ing ?..a�nkarahaeng. 

ETHlJIC GROUPS 

Andrews, James 1:. �volutionary Trends in Dody Build, Data from Thailand 
(Siam)i. Papers of the Peabody I·-Cusewn of P .. n1erican J-1.rchaeology arid Etl1nolor;y, 
Vol. 20, pp. 102-121; n1ap. 1943. 

The author, an American anthropologist, has basec. tl1is article on ex
tensive nnthropornetrio measurements he made in Thail:.,nd in 1933-1934. 
Andretvs concluded that there are no significant 9hysical cha.racteristics 
perni.itting a clear-cut differentiation of ii:ost ethnic Groups in Thai
land. Such differences as can be shown statisticall�r are c1ifferences 
of n1eans amor1g groups, with co,1sideral)le overlap in the traits of indiv
iduals.  i�ndretvs suggests diet variations may be the cause for the ap
parently s01i1ewhat larger body build and greater vigor of tl1e Thai in 
the Center as compared wit11 Thai in the l-;orth, 11ortheast, and Sout�1. 

Anuman Rajadhon, Phya. The Cultures of Thailand. Thailand Culture Series,  
110 .  1 .  2nd edition. Bangkok: lJational Culture Institute , 1953. Pp. 16; 
illustrationsi. 

This is a very brief ethnoGraphic sketch anei cultural history of Thailand, 
by a leading Thai scholar. 

Bernatzik, Huco Adolph. Akha unc1 Meau: Problen1e der angetvandten Vt!>llcerlru.nde 
in Jiinterindien. (The Al�ha and l�iao: ?roblen1s of ::thnograpl1y in i.7urther 
India . )  Innsbruck:: I(ommissionsverlag,  15,47 .  2 Vols . Illustrations; map; 
appendix. 

An extremelJr detailed and beautifully illustratec1 ethnography of two 
important Triai hill tri1)es, based on the a utr1or r s  01,111 field t1ork in .i
1936-1937. 

http:I-L.1.AF
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Bernatzik, I-Iugo Adolph and immy Bernatzik. rie Geister der gelben Blt!tter: 
Forschungsreisen in Hinterindien. (Spirits of the Yelloi-1 Leaves :  Explora
tions in Further India . )  l�U.nchen: Ver lap; ]f. Bruckinann, 1938. Pp. 240; 
illustra tiot1s; 1naps; appendix. 

This is a detaileC: ethno:.;raphy of a nw;1ber of tribes in Thailand. The 
greater part of the book: deals witl1 tb.e otherwise little lmown and 
numerically insignificant northeasterq tribe , the so-c�lled Phi Tong 
Luang, or Spirits of the Yelloi1 .l.Jeaves .  tJot all students of ethnic 
grou1=>s in 'l'hailand have beel1 prepared to acce1)t tl1is illustrated ac
count as conclusive evidence of the existence of such a tribe . }�ore 
recent field studie s .  seem to have substantiated tl1e existence of t�1is 
primitive \1omadic tribe, 1-1hose numbers a1'e reputed to have shrun:c to 
less than a dozen people. 

Blofeld, John. Some I-Iill Tribes of liorth Tliailand (1•:iaos and Yaos ) .  Jot1rnal 
of tl1e Siam Society, Voli., ALIII, pp. 1--20; illustrations. 1955. 

A non-scholarly but inforrnative account of the autr1or ' s  sta:;r arr1ong the 
pri11cil)al tribes of tl1e l,Jorth, describing some of t!1eir customs and 
beliefs. 

Coughlin, Richard J. The Chinese in Bangkok. Ar11ericat1 Sociological Review, 
Vol. XX, PP• .3J.l-316. 1955. 

An article based on tl1e author I s dissertation, for t"1hich he did field 
work in BanGkok in 1951�19$2. Professo1� Co,1ghlin, now a merober of the 
Lepartment of Sociology at Yale Univers ity, uses the case study of 
the Chinese in Da .ngkok to advance the ger1eralizc: t:i.on that a functioning 
minority society and culture can indefinitely resist a ssimilation. 

Coughlin, 1ichard J.  ihe Chirnese in Bangkok, a Study of Cultural Persistence. 
Unpublished Loctoral Dissertation. Yale University, 1953. Pp. v, 615; ap
pendix; maps; bibliography. 

A cornprehensive acciount of the cultural life of the Chinese cor,nnul1ity 
in Bangkok, which ineic1entall�r provides mucl1 bacl(ground inforr,1a tion on 
Thai social orr,ar1ization. Tlle stress on the resiistance of t l1e Cl1inese 
to assiimilation r11a;t have led to  undereinphasis of the fact that rr.at1y im
migrant Chinese tal :e pride it1 l)ecorrdng assiimilate_c�. to Thai life. ·

Coughlin, Ilichard J.  The Pattern of the Chinese in Thailand. Journal of 
the South Seas Society, Vol. 8, pp. l-3 . 1952 . 

In this article Co1-1ghlin contrasts the pre-19h9 Chinese immigration of 
people from South China , attra.ctec� or driven to settl.e in Southeast 
Asia by economic pressure, lJith post-19h9 immigration of political
refugees, frequently v1ell-to-do or professionally ed'Jcated. Ile drai-is 
attention to sori1e possibilities of friction developing ·bet111eer1 tl1ese . 
two i11unigrant groups and foreisees a clif.ficul t adjustraent ir.L Thaiiland 
for the most recent arrivals. 
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Coughlin, Richard J. The Status of the Chinese lvunority in Thailand. 
Pacific Affairs, Vol. nv, pp. 378-389. 1952. 

A concise and informative discussion of governrnent n1easures to control 
the activities of the Cl1it1ese conira1unity in Thaila11d. 

Cur tis, Lillian Johnson. The Laos of 1,rorth Siam. Philadelphia: \-Jestminister 
:�rcis s ,  1903� l:p. xi, 338; api)enC:ix; chart; illustrations. 

This hichly subjec�tive account of tl1e peoples of nortl1ern T hailand 
by an early missionary only occasionally provicl.es worthivhile descrip-,. 
tions of local customs and practices .  

Dodd, vlilliam Clifton. T he Tai Race : :Xlder Brother of the Chinese. Cedar 
Rapids: The Torch Press,  1923. ?p. 353.; illustrations; tables .  

This book on the Tha i pe oplesi· of Ti,iailand, Lurrr.a , and C11ina is valuable 
principally for the ethnographic data it contains . The l1is:torical the
ories of the author, i,1ho was a missionary among tl1e 7ha i for 33 years, . · 
are highly questionable, however. 

Zickstedt, Lgon D .  von. Rassendynamik von Ostasien. China und Japan, Tai 
und l{mer von der Urzeit bis heute . (aacial Lynari1ics of East Asia .  China 
and Japa11, T· hai a1.1d Ehmer frori1 :Prerlistoric Times to the Present. )  Berlin: 
vlalter de Gruyter, 19L,.L.. Pp. xii, 648; illustrations; n1aps; tables; biblio
graphy. 

A detailed study of the origins and migratio.ns of Thai pe oples by a 
Gerrnan anthropologist ·who knoi,.rs Southeast Ji.sia well. 

Zmbree ,  John F. and t'lilliam L. Thomas, Jr. Ethnic :tJ1ap and Gazetteer of 
I1orthern 3outheast Asia. llew llaven; Yale University Southeast Asia Studies, 
19?0• Pp. 175; map. 

This detailed anc1. e�:cellent stud�r of ethnic distrioution unfortunatel.y 
covers onl:r tl1e e);treme north of Tl1aiilanc1 , so th.at it is of value 
principally· to the �tudent of Thai tribes ratl1er thal1 to persons with 
a general interest in Thailat1d. 

Grondahl, ICathrJrn• The liango Seasor1. i'Jew York: I1Iorrow, 1954_. Pp. 247. 

This novel, bj- tlie vvi!'e of a .fo:rn1er An1er:ican official in Thailand, 
sho'tvS a sensitive unc,erstanding of the life and the problems o;f the 
vlestern comm.unity in Bangkok:. 

http:knoi,.rs
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Hutchinson, E.Wo The Lai-Ja i11 lJorthern Sia2i1. Journal of the Sia1i1 Society, 
Vol. X::VII, pp. lSJ-182; illustrations; mape. 1934. 

.,.Summary ethnography and l:i.nguistic stud;, of the .i.,awa , gathered on a 
very brief jo,1rney to the tribe by the �uthor and Erik SeiC:enfaden. 
Incluc1es an ap:Jendix ot1 tl1e physical characteristics of the .Lawa 
peoples and two appendices by Seidenfaden on the history and geograph-

·ical distribution of the group� 

Landon, I{enneth :?'erry q The Chinese in Tha iland. London and I·Jew York:: Oxford 
University fress, 1941 . Pp. xi, 310; appendices; bibliography; index. 

The author of this cetailed and interestj_ng study of all phases of 
Chinese community life it1 Thailand w as for n1any years a Christian0
missionary in Thailand. 1 he ;naterial in tl1is study, ho1'V'ever, has now 
been superseded by tr1e more recent works of Purcell, Co11ghlin, and 
Skinner. 

le · ?-w.y, Regi.nald. An P.. siatl Arcady, the .Land and Peoples of rJorthern Siam. 
Cambridge: Heffer and S ons , 1926. Pp o xiv, 274; bibliography; illusrtrations; 
maps; appendix; index. 

Historical , geographical, and e thnological description of northern 
Thailand. 3or,1ewhat out of date, but useful because of tl-1e paucity 
of r,1a te.rial elsei-rhere available on ti.1is region. 

Purcell, Viotoro Tl1e CI:).inese in Southeast Asia." London: Oxford Un3.versity
Press,  1951 � Ppo x, 801, ta·bles ;  map; appendices ,  inde.r.:� bibliography. 

A careful study by a former British official in Malaya, now a professor 
at Cambridge University. The sections on Thailand provide a valuable 
background for the more detaile d reports of Cou�hlin and Skinner�r· 

Schebesta, Paul . Die l1egrito Asiensr. I .  Band: Geschichte, Geographie , Umwelt, 
Demographie und Antl1ropologie der lJegrito. (The i�egritos of Asiar. Vol. I: 
HistorJr, Geography,r8nvironment, Dernography, and Anthropology of the Negritos . )  
Wien-M�dling : St. Gabriel Verlag, 1$52. Pp. xvi, $17. 

This volume by a r.1oted anthropologist includes some nia terial on the 
Semang of s outhern Thailand. 

Seidenfaden, Eriko Anthropol�gical and Ethnological Research Work in 
S iam. Journal of the .;iiam .::.,ociety, Vol. �{XVIII, pp. 15-18. 193.5. 

Short account of the trib�l con1position of Thailand and notes on the 
anthropolofical anc1. ethnological research done up to 193·5 in the 
country. he paper was read before the International Congress on 
Anthropology.rand 3thnology in London, 1934, by the author, for many 
years an adviser to the Thai gendarmerie. 



Siam and its Chinese Community. T i1e Zconomist, Vol. CIXXVIII, p.  373. 1956, 

· A concise anal:,rsis of the current official Thai policy toward the 
Chinese , by· the r.2agazine ' s  cor·respondent i11 tangk:okc> I-le points to 
signs indicating a deliberate government po:]..icy to·ward relaxing ten
sion, which at the time of writing seemed to justify the hopes of 
the Chinese that "further steps will be tak:en to·wards harmony and 
prosperity• 11 

Skinner, George O: Jilliam. Report on t11e Chinese in Southeast Asia. M:imeo. 
Ithaca, I'J.Y. : Cornell University Southeast· Asia Program, 1950. Pp. ii, 91; 
appendix; tables. 

The report includes a useful survey· of Chinese orgai-iiza tions and 
activities in Thailand. l�uch of the inforrnation. ir1 the report has 
been superseded by the author ' s  research findi�gs during his work 
as field director of tl1e Corr1ell 3.esecrcl1 Center at Bangkok: from 
1951 to 19S5. 

Skinner, George William. 1'-i. Study of Chinese Con1munity Le?dership in Bang� 
l�ok, together with an Ilistorical Survey of Ch·i r.1ese Society in Thailand. 
Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation. Cornell University, 1954. Pp, xxiv,
814; n1aps; biblio:r,raphy; tables; charts. (Vol•. I in preparation for public
ation by Cornell University Press , 1956; Vol. II in preparation for pub
lication by ·Far Eastern r..·.onograph 3eries . ) 

The n1ost com�lete historical study of the Chinese community in Thailand 
plus an analytic study of leadership in the Chinese cornmunity in Bang
kok with emphasis on relationships of this leadership to Thai leadersd. 
The ·w·orlc is based on extensive reading and fie],.d research by the author 
in Bangkok over a period of f?everal years. I::>[cellent bibliography. 

Thompson, Virginia and Richard Adloff. }1inority ?roblems in Southeast Asia. 
Stanford : Stanford 1.J'niver$ity Press, 195.5. Pp, viii, 295; index. 

This bool<, by two well-known free-.lance 't-Jriters on Southeast Asia, prov
ides the first comprehensive survey of important n1ic1ority groups in 
Sot1theast Asia, and is useful despite sorne inaccuracies in detail . 

T ' ien Ju-·1�1 ang. Pai Cults and Social Age in tl1e Tai Tribes of the Yunnan
Burma Frontier. American Anthropologist, Vol . 51, pp. 46-57 . 19L�9. 

This article describe� the social age systern used by the Thai tribes of 
soutl1west Yunnan. 'l'his syster11 has a religious origin but a.lso �nflu
ences social orgal.1iz2tion and is the basis for social values.  · J. here 
is sor,1e general information on social clasG and religion of the Thai 
tribes . 
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Unger, Leot1ard. The Chinese in Soutl1east Asia. Geographical Review, Vol. 34, 
pp. 196�217; map. 1941+. 

Much or tl1e material in this article duplicaetes iihat cnn be found in 
most other v1ork:s ot1 the Cl1irlese minorities in Southeast Asia .  
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	The Bangkok Post. Vol. 1-1946-. Bangkok. Daily. 
	The 1Jest :nlish lancuage newspaper published. in hailand. 
	6
	T

	Chandruanc, IŁumut. r-.y D oyhood in ..., iam. :.ew York: John Lay, 1938. Pp. xiv,
	.
	226. 
	Tl1is is a readable account of tl1e author s chilc.hood; it [;ives an insight into the life of a Thai faraily from the beginning of this century to the 1932 revolution a.ncl shows tl1e changes brought about in the traditional vJ'ajr of life by :!;estern influences. There is no other book in :.:;nglish c.rai-1ing a similarly intimate picture of upper class Thai family life. After a period of government service a.nd some private ventures in the fields of publishing and the tl1eater, t<r. Chandruang is now
	I 
	·
	·
	1

	Chula Chakrabongse, Prince. Brought up in ::Zngland. London: G.T. Foulis, 1943. Fp. 322; illustrations. 
	r,
	This autobiography by a high-ranking hai prince, 1r1ho has spent 1nost of 
	1 

	his life in England, .contains some first-hand comments on and descriptions of personalities and events in Thailand during the last years of the absolute monarchy and the first years of the constitutional recime� 
	Credner, 1-lilhelm. Siam, das i.,and der Tai. (Siam, the isand of the Tai.) Stuttgart: J. ::ngelhorns i'!achf. in Stuttgart, 193.5. Pp. XVI, 422; illustrations; appendix; bibliography; index. 
	This book is the only complete cultural geography of Thailand. 2ven though much of the statistical information is now someŁiThat out of date, 
	it is still an excellent general reference work. The author undertook the research for this book during a two years stay in Il1ailDnd '( 1Y27�2:;)). 11 scientificstyle occasionally makes the writing difficult to read. The bibliography is valuable, because of an extensive use of German and Dutch sources which are not usually cited in :nglish publications. 
	I 
	The German 
	n 

	CresseyŁ George B. Asia s Lands and Peoples. tJew York, Toro.nto, .uondo.n: McGraw Hill, 1951. Pp. x, 597; illustrations; biblioŁraphy; index. 
	I

	A eood general geography of Asia. The coverage, however, is too broad to rr..ake it a useful source for detailed information on Thailand. 
	2 
	Crosby, Sir Josiah. Siarn: The Crossroads. London: liollis and Carter, 1945. 
	Pp. vi, 174; illustrations; r11ap; index. 
	This study of Thailand before '�orld 1-'iar II was written by a British foreign service officer ·wl10 resided in Thailand for more than ti-ro decades. The author gives a brief general description of Thailand during the absolute monarchy and. exa1nines in detail the changesein Thailand after 1932. Some of his conclusions are dated orbiased; rnany, hoi-rever, are relevant to Thailand today. 
	· 
	. 

	deYoung, John :. Village .LJife in i-.odern Thailand. Berkeley and Los Angeles: 
	University of California Press, 1955. Fp. vii, 225; maps; illustrations; 
	appendices; biblioGraphy; indexŁ 
	r,:r. deYounc' s book is a general description of the life of the Thai 
	Ł)easant: his villase orGanization, social or.ganization, life l1istory, economy, religious beliefs and practices, and the chancing scope of his ,;,rorld. The book's grsatest virtue is also its greatest weakness. The author s information is stro.ngest by far on northern Thailand (deYoung has spent a .number of years doinG anthropological field work 
	I

	in a northern village), and he has many valuable and unique comments 
	to malce on the patterns of Thai rural life in this area. Unfortunately, as far as his description of rural Thailand as a whole is concerned, deYoung frequently fails to mak:e it clear that patterns he describes 
	are not necessarily, or not at all, true of other areas in hailand. 
	T

	The value of the book is also seriouslŁ.r reduced by a rather large 
	nurn1.)er of errors in basic facts regardin? hailand., such as statistical errors and inconsistencies, incorrect dates, incorrect use .of Thai words, lack: of a uniform system of trarisliteration. The book, in short, is a valuable addition to the thin library of literature on present-day Thailand, but it is an addition that must be used with caution. 
	T

	oG. Southeast Asia. Hei-.r York: John \iiley Ł:: Sons, 1951e0 Pp. 415; index. 
	Dobby, E.H

	Chapters 17 anc1. 18 (Ppo 259-287) deal respectively· i-1itl1 the natural landscape and the cultural and social landscape of '..hni.\.unct. : _L.::, fo1Ł1nc-r is discussed in somewhat technical terms, the text being highlighted with maps, some of which appear misleading. The inaccuracies of the latter chapter can be explained on the basis of the bibliographical citations: no books published after 1945 and no documents are listedo . 
	Dt!>hrin:;, I(arl. Siam. Darmstadt: Folkwang Verlag, 1923. 2 Vols. I. Land und Volk:. (I • .Land anc. £eople.) Pp. 60, 142; illustrations. II. Die Bildende I�unst (mit Ausnahr11e c'ter :'lastik). ( II. Tr1e Creative P .. rts /with the 
	-:-

	-
	Exception of Sculpture?.) Pp. 60, 140; illustrations.
	-
	e Vol
	The author was a Gerroan architect employed by I(ing 
	C
	hulalongk:orne
	-

	wne I gives an excellent and concise general description of the country and people of Thailand. Volume II discusses Thai art, particularly Thai architecture and interior decoration, and draws attention to the 
	influence of the Ramayana on Thai art
	q 

	Ekert-Rotholz, Alice Mo Siam hinter der Bambuswand: ein ostasiatisches Reisebuch. (Siam behind the Bamboo Wall: An East Asian Travel BookŁ) Milnchen: Deutsches Verlagshaus Bong, 19530 Pp. 234; illustrationso 
	This book contains excellent photograph.s, but tl1e text, by the wife of a Germ:1n dentist, long resident in BaŁ1ekok, adds little to knoi-1ledge of Thailand which is not readily available in English. 
	Elwin, Verrier o Chiengmai--Land of Smiles. Geographical Magazine, Volo 25, PP359-361; illustrations. 19520 
	• 

	This is a travelogue-type description of Chiangmai, by a noted anthropologist. 
	Embree, John F. and Lillian Ota Dotson. Bibliography of the Peoples and o New Haven: y·ale University Southeast Asia Studies, 1950. Pp. xv, 821; addenda; mapo 
	Cultures of Iviainland Southeast Asia 

	This bibliography, divided by topic, provides an invaluable guide to materials on Thailand, particularly to materiale.relating to the field of anthropology. Brief annotations are provided for some of the entries. The late Professor Embree of the Yale University Southeast Asia Studies program spent almost two years in Southeast Asia with the United States Information Offices in Bangkok and Saigon. 
	Far Eastern Association. Far Eastern Bibliography. Ithaca, N. Y.e: Cornell University Press, 1947-. Annual reprint of the biblicgraphy issued in the Far Eastern Quarterlye. Superseedes Bulletin of Far Eastern Bibliography, Washington: Committee on Far Eastern Studies of the American Council of Learned Societieso Vols. 1-5, 1936-1940. 
	The best bibliographic aid for cµrrent publications on Thailand. Not annotated. 
	o The "Million City" in Southeast Asia. Geographical Review, Vol. 43, PP• 474-494; map. 1953
	Fryer, D. W

	o 
	This article, by a Senior Lecturer in economic geography at the University of Melbourne,.discusses the development of five major cities in Asia, including Bangkok. ·eThe information given is too general to be of use in a detailed study of Thailand. 
	·illiam J. •.:·eekl;y tleview of Sia1nese }:eriodicals. :no. 1-14, July 29-0ctober 28, 1952. Bangkok. 
	Gedney, 
	1
	1 

	Translations of articles from the 'I'hai press and periodicals, publishedbriefly in Bangkok bJr an l�merican scholar of Thai language a.nd literature, now on the staff of Cornell University. Each issue averages 50 pages. 
	Gordon, 1Jilhelm Friedrich. Thailanc, c.as neue Siar,1. (Thailand, the I--Iew Siam.) .Leipzig: ;.iilhelm Goldman Verlag, 19!Ł1. Pp. 151; table; map. 
	·

	This general description of Thailand offers little material not available in a number of publications in English. 
	Talter Armstrong. Siam. .London: 1-\lexander t·,oring, 1924. 2 Vols. Illustrations; folded ri1ap; appendices; inŁices. 
	Graharn, 
	1

	This is one of the best comprehensive surveys available; althoughwritten originally in 1912 , much of it applies to present-day Thailand. Volume r· includes chapters on geography, h.:.story, social organization, ethnic groups, education, languace, and literature. Volume II takes 
	up in detail industries, co1n1nerce and trade, cornn:unications, art, and religion •. The author was a British advisor to the Thai government for many years. 
	Graham, ;;alter .1-i.rmstrong. Siam: A rianduook of Fractical, Con11-r1ercial, and Folitical Informr,tion. .Gondon: 11..lexander l\oring, 1912. Pp. xiv, 637; illustrations, index; ap)endix. 
	folcŁ.ed map;r
	· 

	The original edition or Graham s later two volume t..rork on Thailand. 
	I

	Jumsairr1i9ri! Łuang r-:anich. Geography of Sian1. Dangk:ok: Rung-.dueng-Dharm Press, 1948. Pp. 60; iap; illuŁtratirons. 
	., 

	his booklet atter,1pts to sumrnC4rize all available inforrnation on tl1e of Thailand. It an1ounts to little more than a random collection of facts, which have been more clee.rly presented in many other publications. 
	T
	:)hysical, political, and e con:>ri1.ic s;eograpl1y 

	Landon, iCennth ferry. Siam in Transition. Cl1icago: UnŁŁversity of hicagoPress, 1939. Pp. ix, 328; biblioŁ·ra9hy; appendices; folded map; index. 
	C

	This is a gooc broad survey of most aspects of Thai culturer. it
	I
	should be read selectively, as a supplement to Craham s older, but more complete work. The author is a.n official, lonG resident in Thailand. 
	·
	Anierican gover.rune.nt 

	J ..:>• 1 · 'l ·
	\ inc; e _,.-i ·Ł;r:un. iie1,1 Iorl<:: Łlinehart, 
	wi.si
	., 

	1;orman. 
	1

	1954. Pp. 247. 
	A novel set in northern Thailanddwl1ich creates succesisfully for the reader son1e understanding of cormnunitŁ, life and key personages in a provincial town. 
	., 

	lŁacDonald, itlexander. Bangkok ::ditor. 1-iew York:: J\!B.cntilla.n, 1949. Pp. 229. 
	This book 1r1ritten by an . ·.merican journalist an0. founder of the Bangkok?ost, gives a :;eneral backgrounŁ on journalism in Bangl{ok. It s ial on press ownership, the policies of various papers, and the problems of censorship, personnel and advertising. It also goes into some detail on the political events anc 9roblems in post-war Thailand • 
	contain
	mater

	.., . 
	Łoore, \v. Robert. Scintillating 1.am. 1,iational Geographic l''.agazine, Vol. 91, pp. 173-200; illustrations; map. 1947. 
	r
	1

	his article contains very general comments on hai religion, customs, social values, anc languagei. 
	T
	T

	Outram, Frank. Post-ivar Siam. The Geographical .i'.·..agazine, Vol. 20, pp. 140149; illustrations. 1947 . 
	-

	This article skims lightly over many aspects of Thai life, history, and artsi. 
	PalleŁoixiI-:gr. Description du royaume Thai ou 3iam. (tescription of the Thai J;ingdom or Siam.) Paris: Vialat, 1854. 2 Vols. Illustrations; map. 
	., 

	A :�eneral clescri)tion of Thailand at the middle of the nineteenth cen
	l

	-
	tury by the then r1eacl of tl1e Łtornain Catholic n1ission in tl1e country. 
	Peterson, 11..D.C. The Far Łast, a Social Geography. Łondon: Gerald Duck-worth1950. Fp. 336; statistical appendix, illustrations; maps; index;
	., 

	biblior-.raphies. 
	A brief section on 'i'hailand gives a concise, but somewhat oversimplified, summary of Thai political, social, and economic organization. 
	Rangthong, Jaivid and !{im ICorv1ong. A I-Jew Guide to :Sangkok. 2nd edition. Eangkok: Hatha Dhip, 1950. Pp. ii, 290; illustrations; index. 
	This book gives a Baedeker-type description principally of Bangkok and, to a much lesser extentdof other places in Thailand. In addition to
	., 
	factual current information of interest to tourists, the book contains an outline ot Thai history and a brief description of the Thai artsd. The pictures are mainl)' of Thai canc.ers and Buddhist temples 
	6 
	Sarasas, Phra. fJ�y Countrj' Thailand (Its I-Iistory, Geof:raphy, and Civilization)i. 2nd edition. Bangkok: Chetanadhara Chakrabandhu, 1953 . Pp. c, 192; illustrations. 
	his general description of Thailand by a hai author is interesting inainly in so far as it tends to reflect national views tow·ard a number of problems. From the viewpoint of factual information or objective interpretation of events it does not measure up to the book by Virginia Thompson. The dedication "To the Japanese Heroes of Pearl Harbor" in the first edition of this book, printed in Tokyo in 1942, was omitted from the second edition. 
	T
	T

	Sharp, Lauriston and Hazel Hauck, ICamol Janlekha, and Robert Textor. 
	Siamese Rice Village: A Preliminary Study of Bang Chan, 1948-1949. Bangkok:
	Cornell Research Center, 1953. Pp. f, JOO; appendices; tables; illustration. 
	'I'his ini:ia1·report onthe findings of the 'Cor.nel·lProje:ic .. :t in
	t
	-
	· 
	R.esear.ch
	-

	Thailancl. gives valuable informationion the social setting_ of Eang Chan, 
	-
	·

	a vill·age .. in the Central .F·lain. The economic aspects of .. thestudy ŁŁve 
	-
	-

	b·een.imore'i:e.xh.austiveiy trea.,ted in Japlel<:hais later doctoral dissertation. 
	.
	1 

	Siam Rath 1-ieekly Review. Bangkok. 
	A weekly publication in Łnglish, largely givinr, material translated 
	from the hai daily Sairam Rath. 
	T

	Siam Rath Ł;eelcly Łleview. Siamese Glimpses: A Collection of ?ress .thotographsi. Bangkok, n.d. Pp. 66. 
	·i

	This is a collection of full-or half-page photographic illustrations of Thailand ?reviously printed in publications of the Siam Rath Press. he illustrations, t-.rl1ich bear brief textual explanations, range widely in subject matter and.__ )_Jrovide one of the best available photoc;raphic records of iJresent-day hailand. 
	T
	1

	Siam Society. Journal of the :.ian1 Society, Vol. I-1904-. Bangkok, London (etc.), 1905-. ''ols. ;Ł--J:II-.'.:C-ŁV, 1940-1944 issued as Journal of the Thailand 
	Research Society. In -Łnglish, French, German, and Thai. 
	The interests of the Sia1n Society are largely in the arts, archaeology, history, folklore, and ethnography, and the journal over the years has contained a large number of valuable articles dealingwith investigations in these fields as they pertain to Thailand. The more recent issues usually contain a useful revieiv of recent Thai publications. Articles of particular interest or pertinence are listed separately in this bibliography. 
	.

	.-.• . 
	I!"\
	Siam Łociety. The .:.iiam Society :::?iftiet,.h iŁ1111iversar.y vommen1orative Publica
	,
	-

	tion: Selected Articles from the Siam Society Journal. Bangkok, 1954. 2 Volsi. 
	.

	Jt colleiction of some of the best short. article.s published in the Journal of the Siain Society, 1901:i-1953.. A.rticles t,t particular interest or pertinence are listed separately in this bil?liography. 
	-

	SisukhonLa-9ng. Thiao 71 Cbangwat. (A Tour of . the Seventy-one -Provinces. )Bangkok: Khlangwitthaya Pressi, 1954. Pp. xx., 1076; maps; illustrationsi. 
	., 

	:
	The author s official duties--he is an aud-ito:t for the gove·rnment-require him to travel extensively throughout hailand. This book isi. an account of his .fir-st-ha.nd experience� in the priovincial capitals, 
	I
	T

	.
	and is meant to serve as a touristsi' guidebook. It contains much information about the modes of travel. in Thailand. and the daily activities in the various province·s. 
	Siwasariyanon, : iitt. 1ife in Bangkok. Thailand Culture Serie-s, ŁIo. 16. Banblcok: llational Culture Institute, 1954. Pp. 16; illustraitions; map. 
	This is largely a "tourist" description of Bangkok;iits arcl1iteictural, cultural, anc. recreational attractions. The author, a eovernment official, was at one time DirEctor of the Government Tourist Bureau •. 
	. 

	Smith, lV:alcolm. A Łhysician at the Cour·t of Siam. London: Country Life, 19L.6. ?p. 164; illustrations; appenc1ix; biblior.:raph:y" 
	This book gives valuable first-hand information on Thai court life and the leadinz Thai persoJlcllities durins the reign of I·:ongkut, Chulalongkorn anc' Vajiravudh. .l'he author spent many years in Thailand and during part of his stay he was officially attached to the court as privatephysician to Queen .Lother Saowapa. 
	Spencer, J .:. Asia :Sast by South. r-iew York: John vliley 8.: Sons, 1954. Also London: Chapman & !!all. Pp. x, 4.53; bibliography; indices. 
	A good general geography of Asia. The coverage, however, is too broad 
	to make it a useful source for detailed information on 'lhailand. 
	1

	Standard; a 'ieekly rrewspaper for I.nternatio·nal l.eaders. Eanglcok. 
	A weelcly r.iaeazine in :-)'lglish established in 1946. ::l1ile. the contents 11 society news," the Standard generally offers a serialized article on sozne )l1ase of Thai cuife. 
	·
	are largely 
	ltural l

	Stanton, Łdwin F. Brief Authority. IŁew york: Harper -Ł Bros., 1956. Pp. xii290; index. 
	·
	., 

	These personal recollections of a former United States ambassador to Thailand r;ive an interesting account of the developments in Thailand durinG the crucial years fron1 1946 to 1953. :r-x. Stanton's sympathetic interest in the country makes this description of political events the background for a better understanding of the Thai peopler. 
	Suvatti, Chote. Fauna of Thailand. Bangkok: Departrnent of Fisheries, 1950. Pp. 1100; index; bibliocraphy. 
	An exhaustive, systematic classification of the animal life of Thailand. A one-hundred page bibliography lists the original articles published on the various species listed in the book. 
	o Present-day Siam. Bangkok, 1949. Pp. 47; illustrations. 
	Thailand. Department of Publicity

	This is on the n1ore attractive and colorful aspects of Thai culturer. 
	a profusely illustrated government pampr.J.et 

	o DepartŁŁnt of Publicity. Thai Pictorial. Bangkok, 1941. 
	Thailandr

	A publication of the Department of Fublicity, first issued in July 1941 and discontinued at the outbreak of Ł-Jorld , iar II. Addressed to foreign readers, it was handsomely made up and outspokenly nationalistic. 
	Thailand. :xecutive Committee of the :ighth Congress. Siam: General and 0 Pp. 332; illustrations. 
	I\:edical l•,eatures. Bangkok: Bangkok Times Press, 1930
	-

	This book was prepared for the Far Łastern Association of TropicalIŁedicine s -.Łighth Congress, held in Bangkok in 1930. It includes sections on goverrunent, history, religion, literature, and art, but is devoted prin;arilJr to a discussion of health and sanitation in Thailand. It r,ives an e:;ccellent descriptio.n of medical facilities and general health conditions of the time, but is of course veŁy much out of date. 
	i
	I 

	Thailand. Ministry of Commerce and Communications. Siam, Nature and Industry. Bangkok, 1930. Pp. 324; index; appendix; illustrations; map. 
	he information in this collection of descriptive articles by a number of Thai and foreign experts on various subjects is now largely outdarted. The book does serve, however, as a useful background for the understanding of recent developments in Thailand. 
	T

	Thailand. 1-�itlistry of the Interior, I(ansamruat Sammano I�hrua thua Ratchaanna�hak Thai P.S. 2490, (Population Census of Thailand, 1947.) Bangkok, 1954. 7 Volsd. 
	Tr1ese volumes of the latest decennial ce.nsus give detailed statistical information on population distribution and social conditions among the Thai people, for example., education and literacy, r,1arital status, occupation, citizenship, relisious affiliation. The text is in Thai and the statistical tables use Thai numerals. 
	Thailand. ŁIinistry of the .Lnterior. Departrnent of 1,;unicipalities. Raingan 
	.
	I(itŁhakan kh9ng Thetsaban PraŁhampi P.s. 2496. (l_unicipal Affairs Yearbook, 
	.

	1953. ) Banglcok, 1954. Pp. 609. 
	A complete report on all phases of r,overnr11ental activity in the various Thai n1unicipalities (thetsaban), including economy, public finance, heal th and ·welfare, n. Text and figures are in Thai. 
	anc: educatio

	Thailand. Statistical Yearbook Thailand, 1916-. New Series, Vol. 1-1953,. Bangkok. Annual. 
	}iational ·:con:>1r.ic Council. 
	:


	This yearly publication c;ives statistical informadtio.n on all asŁ:,ects of nŁtional lifed. The usefulness of this volwne, like that of all Tl-iai statistical inforniation, is so1nei·1hat i:,11)aired by inaccuracies, unexplained discrepancies between tables, etc. The yearbook:, however, does provide sto. ti sties which are unavailable elseli1here. 
	.

	hailand. i\Jational :conomic ouncil. Central Statistical Office. lŁonthlyBulletin of Statistics. Vol. 1-June 1952-. EanŁkok. 
	T
	C

	he basic source for current statistics on Thailand. Included in the tables are data on climate, population, labor, education, currency,trade, prices, and ,roduction • 
	T

	•
	Thailand Research Society. See Siam Society. 
	Thompson, P.A. Lotus Land, Being an Accountdof the Country and the People of Svuthern Siam. London: T. \..Jerner Laurie, 1906. Pp. xii, 312; illustra
	·
	-

	tions; index; folded map. 
	A general description of Bangkok and central Thailand largely based on the author's experiences. The author was three years in Thailand and worked for the Royal Survey Departrnent of the Thai Governrnent. Ge.nerously illustrated with i)hoto�;raphs and sketches. 
	Thompson, Virginia. Thai.i.and, the iŁei-v i:>iam. i\JelJ York: 1-.acinillan, 1941. Pp. xxxii, 865; tables; inde::t; rnap. 
	Although somewhat out-of-date, this book, by a free-lance scholar on still be considered tl1e standard reference
	.

	southeast A.sia, can 1..ror l<: on Thailandr. 
	Timeless Thailand Faces a C1"1angin2 vlorld. lŁational Geograpl1ic r.agazine, Vol. 33, I·Jo. 2, pp. 1.4-16. 1954. 
	.

	A very :;eneral "picturesque" descri1)tion of the co:.1.ntry and its politics. 
	United .States. Department of State. Thailand: Its People and Economy. ngton: Division of Fublica tions, Office of Public .rŁffairs, 1950. Pp. 8. 
	·r
	.
	Łashi 

	This pamphlet consists of a short and very general discussion of various aspects of Thailand's government, economy, ,ress, health conditionsŁ etc. 
	United States. Department of State. Office of Intelligence Research. :xternal Research Report. Research Łist, No. 3: Research on Southeast Asia. \iashington, 1952-. 
	A useful guide to some of the research work on Thailand now in progress. 
	United States. Foreign Operations Administration. Country Series: Thailand. 1.Jashingto.n, 19.53. Pp. 8; illustrations. 
	This is a brief survey of American financial aid and technical assistance to Thailand. 
	United States. Łibrary of Congress. Orientalia Division. Southeast Asia; an Annotated Bibliograi.)l1Łr of Selected Reference Sources, Compiled by Cecil Hobbs, Reference Łibrrarian for Southeast Asia. tJasl1ington, 1952 . Pp. ix, 163. 
	·

	The brief section on Thailand (pp. 43-56) contains very detailed information on the contents of thirty-two books and pamphlets on ThaiiancŁr. 
	United States. I•Łutual Security Agency. East Meets West in Thailand. o Pp. 20; illustrations. 
	vlashington, n.d

	This well-illustrated booklet gives a bird'rs-eye view of Thailand. 
	United States, i,:utual Security Agency. Southeast Asia. TJashington, 1952. Pp. 54; illustrationsr. 
	This survey of the t-1ork of the }Iutual S.ecurity Agency in Southeast Asia devotes six pages to Thailand. 
	United States. 11ar Department. Army r-iap Service. Gazetteer to i:aps of Thailand: Corapiled under the Supervision of the United States Board on Geograpl1ical }James. rashingto.n, 19h40 Pp. XIV, 972; folded maps. 
	1 

	Lists of geographical places in Thailand, their exact location, and references to maps on which they can be found. The maps included in the bool<: show the areas of Thailand which have been mapped by various 
	•
	agenciesr. 
	Wood, iv.A.R. Land of Smiles. Bangkok: Krungdebarnagar Press, 1935. Pp. 186; illustrationsr. 
	Reminiscances of Thailand, principally its law Łourts, by a former British consul at Chiangmai. The author aims at entertaining rather than informing his readers. 
	Young, Ernest. The ICingdom of the Yellow Robe. vlestminister: Archibald Constable, 1898. Pp. ix, 309; illustrations. 
	This is an old, general account of traditional Thai culturer. ŁŁnyof the author's observations are now outdated, but the book retains historical value. 
	HISTORY 
	Ahmad, Hafiz ?-ianzooruddin. Thailand, Land der Freien. (Thailand, Land of ) 1eipzigr lJilhelra Goldmann Verlag, 1943. Pp. 263; illustrations. 
	the Freer
	t» 

	A rather superficial history; rnost detailed on the seventeenth centuryand the post-1932 period. 
	Ajarananda. Cultural History of Siam. United Asia: tional J.iagazine of Asian Affairs, Vol. 3, pp. 389-392. 1951, 
	I.nter.nar

	A good summary of the history of the Thai people from their originsin China to the end of the nineteenth century, ·with special emphasis on the influence of Indian culture on the culture 01 ... Thailand. 
	Coast, John. Some Aspects of Siamese Politics. New York: Institute of Pacific Relations, 1953. Pp. iii, 60; index. 
	he author, formerly a member of the British Information Service indBangkok, gives a fairly straightforward account of political developments in Thailand from 1932 to 1952d. His description of the efforts to foster Westernization and promote nationalism made by the first Pibulsonggram ad.ministration (1938-1944) is particularly rewarding. 
	T
	.

	'-
	Coedes, George. Les etats hindouises d'Indochine et dIndonesie. (TheHinduized States of Indochina and Indonesia.)Paris: Boccard, 1948. Pp. xi, 466. 
	1 
	·
	. 

	The most distinguished scholarly study on the subject of Indian influences in Southeast Asia and the best history of Southeast Asia to 1500. The author is one of the foremost scholars of Southeast Asia and was at one time director of the Thai i!ational Library. 
	Coed�s, George. Recueil des inscri,tions du Siam. (Collection of Inscriptions from Siam.) Bangl�ok: The Bangkok Tilnes Press, 19241929. 2 Parts in l Vol. Plates. 
	., 

	An extremely valuable collection of translations in French and Thai of stone inscriptions found in hailand. Part I is devoted to the inscriptions of Sukhothai, the earliest Thai kingdom in what is now Thailand. In addition to the translations, the volume contains photo
	T

	Łraphs of the original inscriptions. 
	Credner, Wilhelm. l(ulturgeographische Beobachtungen in der Landschaft um Tali (YUnnan), mit besondererBerŁcksichtigung des Nan Tsao Problems. (Cultural and Geographical Observations in the Region around Tali f/.unnari/, with Special Ł\ ttention to the Problem of lŁan Chao.) Journal of the -Siam Society, Vol. XXVII, pp. 135-151; plates; maps; glossary. 1935. 
	.
	-

	A discussion of the origin of the Tai peoples before their emigration to the southern Yunnan region. Professor Credner suggests, basing his conclusions on the type of cultivation carried on by the Thai, that they emigrated from Southern China westward. He discusses briefly the other peoples of the Yunnan area and the nature of the lar1d. The author is a German geographer, a specialist on Southeast Asia, who gathered the mate rial for tl1is article on a four and a half months ' field trip to Yunnan under the
	Damrong Rajanubhab, Prince. The Introduction of Western Culture in Siam. Journal of tl1e Siam Society, Vol. , o 89-100. 1926. 
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	This essay deals in general terms with the process of Westernization in Thailand under the absolute monarchy. Prince Damrong was Thailand's leading historian and scholar of traditional Thai culture. 
	Damrong Rajanubhab, Frit1cei. The Story of the Records of Siamese History. The Siam Society Fiftieth Anniversary Publication, Vol. I, pp. 79-98. 1954. 
	This bibliograpl1ical essay is primarily concerned with Thai sources for history--insicriptions, clU'onicle s, and the like--before 1800. This is a valuable anc unique essaŁr on the traditional Thai approach to history. 
	Graham, James D. Openinss of Siam by the t-Iestern World. Unpublished taster's Thesisi. University of ICansas, 1946. Pp. 161; bibliography. 
	Summary of the relations between Siam and 1tlestern nations up to about 1900, with heavy ewŁhasis on missionary activities. 
	Hailey, Foster. Half of One vlorld. New York: :t4.acmillan, 1950. Pp. x, 207; i.ndex. 
	Includes a short chapter on Thailand since the war, based on a tripmade by the author for the New York Times through the Asian area in 1946-1947. Good as a summary of political events during that short period, but necessarily undetailed. 
	Hall, D.G.E. A History of South-East Asiai. London: r-1a·cllllllan, 19.55. Also New York: St. !{artinis Press. Pp. xvi, 807; maps; illustrations; appendices; bibliography; folded map; index. 
	1 

	This most extensive history of Southeast Asia in a single volume was written by a Professor at the .London School of Oriental and African Studiesi. The text is divided into time periods, so that various periods of Thai history are related to the general flow of events throushout the area. There is a i,1eal th of detail on the pre-modern history of Thailand, but unfortunately the more recent events, particularly since 1932, are covered only in the bar.est outline. 
	Harrison, Briani. South-East Asia, a Short History. Londo.n: l'-Iac:millan, 1954 . Pp. xi, 268; illustrations; maps; index; bibliography. 
	This history, written by a Professor of listory at the University of Hong Kong, is aimed at the general reade�. It provides, in short compass, a useful background for the understanding of developments in Thailand, particularly during the period of ;uropean colonial expansion in Southeast Asia. The book contains a few maps, illustrations, and a short reading list. 
	1

	Landon, Kenneth Perry. Siam. In Lennox P. ... }Łills and Assiociates, The 1Łew 1vorld of Southeast Asia, ppŁ 246 .... 272. l'-.;inneapolis: Universit)r of llinnesota ·pressŁ ·1950. 
	This brief summary of events and trends in Thailand from 1932 to 1948 
	was t-1ritten by an l-1mer-ican c.:ove:rm;1c11t official, lonr;-time resident in Thailand, and author of several books and articles on modern Thailand. 
	Ma Tuan.;,.lin. (L.Bi. Griswold, tr.) Nan Chao. :Sangkol<:: Privately Printed, 
	:
	1949. Pp. 27. 
	1949. Pp. 27. 
	his thirteenth-century acciount by a Chinese h•istorian of the Thai kingdom of Nan Chao in southi-1estern hina is one of the few records of the ea1rlJr history of the Thai people. 
	T
	C

	r:Iartin, James V., Jr. A History of the Diplomatic Relations between Siam and the United States of America, 1833-1929, 1929-1948. Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation. Fletcher School of uaw and Diplomacy, 1948. 2 Vols. Bibliography; map. 
	his detailed history of the di1Jlomatic contacts bet"t-1een Thailand and the United States is based in large part on State Lepartrnent documents in the United Stutes archives. 
	T

	1'Iai Hon I-Iuai. (Sinlapachai hanchaloem.) I,19 Dlatle lae Krung Sayam. (Dr. 3radley and Siam.) Bangkok: lerpitya ?ress, 1954. Pp. iv, 316. 
	C
	!
	)

	The author is a well-known writer of novels, comedies, biogrcphies, and historieis. This bool<:, concerning an f .. merican missiionary ,;-rho came to Thailand durinc� the reign of ICint:onkut, provides some information on Thai life in the nineteenth century. 
	0 

	Silpapet, Kroen. The Ro:>,ral Portraits of H.K. King Paramindr Maha Prajadhipok. Bangkok: iam Postage Stan1p Co.i, 1925. Pp. i, 58; illustrations. In English and Thai, 
	S

	n illustrated account of the rulers of the first seven reigns of the Chakkri dynasty, with particular emphasis on description of the court .ceremonieis during tlie reign of ICing Prajadhipok. Intererling principally because of the pictures of miscellaneous court regalia. 
	A

	e Thailand: Łrationalism and Prosperity. Current History,Vol. 23, PP• 97-101. 1952. 
	T, Virginia 
	hemps.on


	A brief summary of political developments in Thailand since 19.32. The author is a i-1ell-known writer on Southeast Asia. 
	h 
	Thompson, Virginia and Richard Adloff. Thailand (Siam). In Lawrence IŁ. RosinŁer and Associates, The State of Asia: A Contemporary Survey, pp. 268
	-

	291. New 'York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1951. 
	-

	Gives a concise and y-3t comprehensive account of political and economic developments in the post-1-rar years up to 1950. r.;r. i1.dloff is the husband of X-Iiss Th�c;on, and a freq ue.n t coJ..l.al>o1�a-tor on a rt icle s a.nd books on Southeast Asia. 
	·

	Vella, Ł!alter F. IIistory of Siam during the Reign of Rama III, 1824-1851. Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation. University of California, 19.54. Pp. v, 303; maps; illustrations; bibliography. 
	This history of Thailand during the period irmnediately preceding the great influx of :}estern influences is valuable for the picture it gives of traditional Thailand. It is based larŁŁely on Thai sources, and contains an annotated bibliography. 
	Je\v Yorl{: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1943. Pp. 332; index. 
	vJales, Horace Geoffrey ,:uaritch. Years of Blindness. i
	1

	In this book written during vJorld vJar II, Dr. Wales, a noted social anthropologist a.nc1 one-time advisor to the Tl1ai government, reviews the history of Ilestern imperialism in Asia and r11ak:es a strong plea for reformation of colonial policy in the period after the war. Two chapters are devoted to Thailand; one on the absolute n1onarchy during the 1920•s, the other on the constitutional government from 1932 to 1941. The latter chapter is a concise summary of political occurences during those years. 
	irlood, lrJ.A.:'.l. A History of Siam, from the Earliest Times of tl1e Year A.D. 1781, with a Supplement Dealing with More Recent Events. Revised edition. 
	Bangkok: Siam Barnakich Press, 1933. Pp. 300; index; illustrations 
	This is the only history of Thailand in English. It is a very brief summary of political events to the reign of Rama VI, and is based in part on Thai sources. The author 11as British Consul in Chiangmai. 
	ECONOMY 
	Andrews, James N. iam, 2nd Rural Economic Survey, 1934-19350 Bangkok:The Bangkok Times Press, 193.5. Pp. viii, 396; maps. 
	S

	Report of a survey of econoraic co.ndi•tions in rural Thailand conducted by a Harvard anthropologist under the joint auspices of the Government of Thailand and Harvard University. The survey corresponds to the earlier survey done by Zimmerman, although its presentation is sor11ewhat more socially oriented. Thetwo tocether are uniJaralleled as
	· 

	·
	sources of information on rural hailand. The data include detailed figures on income, expenditure, investment, and credit. The discussion comprehends to some extent the social context, and makes recommendations for improvement and development. 
	T

	16 
	Deverall, Richard. Thailand: Free Unionsd' Difficult Path. International 
	Free Trade Union, Vol. 8, No. 5, p. 5; illustration. 1953. 
	l't quick surru.1ary of tl1e · j_::>resent labor situation in Thailand from the point of view of trade u:niot1s and.dtheir potential, by a competent observer, a \1ell-known writer on labor problems in 1-\sia and representative of the American Federation of £abor in Asia. One must be prepared to discount his violent anti-conununist bias. 
	· 

	Dulyachinda, r-Łedhi. The Developraent of .Labour Legislation in Thailand. Internation Labour Review, Vol. 60, pp. 467-486.. 1949. 
	This is an attempt to make it appear that Thailand is active in an area of legislation in which very little is being doned. A superficialdescription of existing legislation is given, with no account of the effedt thereof, if any. The writer was a member of a government committee on labor questionsd. 
	Fogg, 3rnest L. Labor Or;;anization in Thailand. Indusdtrial and i.iabor Relations Review, Vol. 6, PP• 368-377. 1953. 
	This discussion of the l1istory of labor and labor orgal1izations in hailand is based on standard sources, suppleme.nted by personal observation of the author, a member of the fresbyterian fiiission in Thailand; it is one of the rnost recent useful publications on the subject. 
	T

	Gould, Josephds. freliminary Łstimates of the Gross GeograJhical Product and Domestic National Income of Thailand, 1938/39, 1946-1950. Bangkok:dThailand, IŁational :-Łconomic Council1952 . Pp. 68.
	· 

	., 
	These estimates by the :conomic 11.dvisor to tl1e Tliai government are necessarily tentative since the basic statistical information is incomplete and not always reliable. 
	Gould, Joseph s. Thailanc., a Developing iconomy. India Quarterly, Vol. 8, pp. 311-334. 1952. 
	1

	A good summary statement of tl1e economic situation of Thailand and of 
	plans then in progress for economic development. 
	Gould, Joseph S. Thailand s tiational Income and its I•.18aning. Bangkok:
	I

	ThailanddNational Łconomic Council, 1953. Pp. 25, 
	., 

	This pamphlet is a general discussion of the concept of national in
	come and of its application to Thailand. 
	17 
	Grist, Donald Hie Rice. 2nd edition. Lon.don: LongmansiGreen & Co., 195.5. Pp. xix, 333; tables; illustrations; index; bibliography. 
	., 

	he author, a former official in the Azricul tural Service of l·.:alaya, presents a comprelŁnsive discussion of rice agriculture throughout the world. A brief s0ction is given to a discussion of the economic conditions of the culti,.rator, 't,rhich insofar as it relates to Thailand, appears.to:-be based on out-dated or incorrect informaetion. 
	T

	Ingram, ames C. Economic Change in Thailand since 1850. Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1955. Pp. vi, 254; appendix; tableis; index; bibliography; map. 
	J

	This is the only detaileci study of tl1e development and present state 
	of the Thai economy, The author spent a year in Thailand on a research grant and is now a member of the Departrr�nt of �conomics of the University of Horth Carolinai. 
	International Labour Office, Indian Branch. Ji.sian .LJabour 1at-1s. l'Jew Delhi, 1951. Fp. ix, 1285; appendices; indexi. 
	Ler;islation on labour in various J\sian nations compiled by I.LC. 
	Jacoby, Zrich H. Agrarian Unrest in Southeast /isia. l:ei1 York: Columbia University Press, 1949. Pp. xvii, 287; maps; biblio3raphy; index. 
	The section on hailand is a comprehe.nsive summary of the pre-warconditions of the Thai rice econo1ny; it is based largely on the surveys by Zimmerman anc: 1tndret-1s and the study by � �icl�izer. The author, at present an official of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United .l�e.tions, did not anticipate the effects on the Thai economy of the glut in the world rice markets and the political developments in China; instead he bases his somewhat gloomy predictions of continued econo111ic stagnati
	T

	Janlekha, I(amol Odd. A Study of the Economy of a i'lice Growing Village in Central Thailand. Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation. Cornell University, 1955. Pp. xiii, 421; bibliography. 
	A carefully documented presentation of the economic data collected in the Cornell U.niversity study of the Thai village of Bang han by a Professor of ,:;conomics at the Thai ollege of J1,.griculture. The a.nalysis of the problen1s of farn1 ma.nagement and costs of rice production is especially interesting. 
	C
	C

	Kassebaum, John c. Thailand Economic Farm Survey, 1953. Bangkok: Ministry of Agriculture, 1955. Ppo 269; tables; mapo 
	The author, an agricultural economist of the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization, carried out this s1.ll'Vey as an initial task of the Division of Agricultural Economics in the Ministry of Agriculture. The report consists entirely of statistical tables, summarizing the data obtained on all economic activities of a representative sample of farmers o While this study· cannot be of interest to the general reader, it provides a valuable background of factual data to the student of Thai rural lifeo 
	throughout Thaeilande

	Ladejinsky, w. I. Thailand's Agricultural Economy. Foreign Agriculture, Vol. 6, pp, 165-184; maps. 1942. 
	A concise but somewhat pessimistic review of the state of agriculture in Thailand at the begi11ning of World vlar II. The statistiecal information in this article is drawn largely from the rural surveys of Andrews and Zimmerman. The author, a prominent agricultural economiste, draws attention to the inefficient techniques of the Thai rice farmer, but his conclusions regarding Thai inability or unwillingness to accept technological impro�ements are not supported by more recent investigations such as the Co
	tenancy borne out by the postwar findings of Kassebaume

	e Labour Conditions in Siam, Asian Laboure, Vol. I, PPe 142159. 1948. 
	Lakshrnipathye, V
	-

	The best recent report on Thai labor conditions, by a former secretary of the Indian Labour Forum. Based on personal observation and interviews. 
	Lasker, Brunoe Human Bondage in southeast Asia. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1950. Pp. 406; appendices; index. 
	This is a study of slavery and other forms of forced labor in Southeast 
	Asia by an eminent free-lance scholar. 
	Love, H. He A Report on Plans and Progress with Rice Improvement in Thaeiland. The Natural Histor'J Bulletin of the Siam Society, Vol. 16, ppo 1-400 1954. 
	The author, a Cornell Professor Emeritusedescribes the technical aspects of a rice-breeding program for Thailand and emphasizes the need for the careful selection and training of field staff. 
	1 

	Ma 1-Jen-huan. A i reliminary StudJr of the Rural Reconstruction tŁovement in Thailand. Tokyo: Rural r;elfare 3.esearch Institute, Internatio.nal Christian University, 1954. Pp. 43. 
	·

	The autl1or atteu1pts to survey tl1e activities of the. various national 
	and international agencies and programs in the field of rural developr,1ent in Thailand. Tl1e report is :based lare;ely on ·working papers of these agencies i-1hic�1, for the mostrpart, are not in ge.neral circulation, It is to be re:;retted, therefore, tl1at the report ar11ounts to little 
	. 

	more than a random collection of quotations, instead of the analytical sumraary statement that the sources available to the author t-1ould have made possible. 
	J:.'Iitchell, Kate L. Industrialization of the r,restern Pacific. Institute of Pacific Łelations Inquiry Se:r·ies. An :conornic Survey of the Pacific Area, Part III. 1,re1-1 York: Institute of Pacific Relations, 1942 . Pp. xvii, 322; index. 
	The author, an out.standing writer on the economics of the Pacific area gives a brief view of r.£'hailand 's industrial position in the immediate pre-Pacific war period. 
	Pachariyangkun, Upadit. Die Volkswirtschaft Siams und ihre internationalen Beziehungen. {The National EconomJr and Internatirc.,nal /frade7 Relations of 0 Pp. vii, 1.51; map. 
	Siam.) Ber.n: Buchdruckerei Scl1enlcer, 1950

	· This doctoral diesertatiol1 by a Thai student is based entirely o.n pre
	.war sources. The book arnounts to little moi·e than an an,:1otated presenj.. s made to interpret or analyze the data. 'l'he book:, therefore, mak:es no �ontribution to a and laclfs the historical depth o 
	tation of iJo atten1i:>t 
	foreign trade statj_st5.csr. 

	study of the present-da:y Thai econorr1yr
	:i 
	and perspective so well developad by Ingram

	Pendelton, Robert L. The Agriculture of Siam. Foreign Agriculture, Vol. 10, 

	PP· 15u-161. 1946. 
	PP· 15u-161. 1946. 
	A review of agriculture in Tl1ailand, including the crops grown, methods of productio,1, and some sugŁestions for irr.prŁveraants. T11e article has 
	o The author has spent ma.ny years as consultant to the Ministry of AgriŁ culture. 
	a cletailed section on rice cultivation in the Banr;l{ok Plain
	in Thaila.nd 

	Pillai, P.Pe , ed. Labour in Southeast Asia: A Symposium. New Delhi: Indian Council of llorld Affairs, 19u7. Pp. xi, 277. 
	This book includes a reprint of an article originally published as "Labor Relations in Thailand," in the Monthl.y i..,abor Review, Vol. 58. It provides a good summary of pre-lŁ·orld \-far II labor co.nditions in the country. 
	20 
	Spitzer, H.I:. Siam's Eco.nomic Problems. Far Eastern Survey, Vol. XV, pp. 139-141. 1946d. 
	A brief review, by a for1ner official of the International Labor OrGanization, of the development of the Tl1ai economy and the dislocations resultin� from ··�orld tJar II. 
	Thailand. 1-iinistry of Agriculture. lJational FAO Committee. Thailand and Her Agricultural Problems. Revised edition. Bangkok, 1950. Pp. 139; tables; maps; graphs; illustrationsd. 
	This book 7,ives a good deal of trrorth,vhile background information on the of azricul tu.re in Thailand (soil, climate, biological resources, etc.), and is illustrated tiith a substantial number of useful maps. 
	physic.al basis 

	hailand. r--Iinistry of Commerce and Communications. Department of Connnercial Intelligenced. Commercial Directory for Thailand. 1st-1920-. Bangkok.Annual. 
	T

	This annual publication gives factual information of i.nterest primarily to traders. 
	Thailand. !Jatio.nal Econoroic Council. Sammano Kaset P.S. 2493. (Agricult1.1ral Census, 1950.) Census beeins November 10, 1951. Swnmary of the results begins June 1, 1951. Series }Jo. I, Books 1-Jl. Bangk:ok, 1954-1955. 
	.

	Tliis is the report of the first agricultural census ever undertak:Łn in Thailand. Separate provincial reports are contained in Books 1-Jl. 
	Thailand. I-Jational Economic Council. Sathan Kansetthakit kh9ng Prathet Thai. (The Economic Condition of Thailand.) Vol. I-1951?-. Annual. 
	General survey of the economic situation in Thailand, including trade,d
	.
	.
	agricultural production, etc.,dfor the past year. Text is in Thai and statistics are given in Thai numerals. 

	Thailand. National Łconomic Council. Central Statistical Office. Economic and Social Trends. No. 1-December 1954-. Bangkol<:. Quarterly. 
	This quarterly bulletin of the National Econon1ic ouncil has a somewhat misleading title, since it actually consists mainly of tables and c�arts on various econo1nic subjects, such as national production, trade, and retail an� wholesale prices. Issues averaGe about 12 pages in length. Both text and figures are in English. 
	C

	hibert, }�rguerite. Training Problems in the Far �ast. Report on Technical and Vocational Training in the Far East, Prepared for the International Labor Organization and the United Nations iconomic Commission for Asia and the Far East. Geneva: International Labour Office, 1948. Pp. vi, 160. 
	T

	A survey of existing facilities and a discussion of their adequacy byan official of the International .Labor Organization; very brief on Thailand. 
	Thor,1pson, Virginia. Labor l'roblen1s in Southeast Asia. IIJew Haven: Yale University Press, 1947. Pp. xviii, 283; index. 
	This compendium of information by a prominent free-lance scholar on Soutl1east .Asia provides a s urlllTlclry of available data primarily on the pre-vrar period. 
	hompson, Virginia and Richard lŁdloff. The Stateds Role in hai Economy. Far Łastern Survey, Vol. }CŁI, pp. 123-127. 1952. 
	T
	r 
	T

	In this discussion of the po&twar economic policy of Thailand, the II has been motivated chiefly by considerations of political power and not by its desire to use (these) resources for the public benefit." 
	authors express their belief that the Thai government 

	United I1ations. Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East. Economi·c Survey of Asia and the Far East, 1947-. Lak:e SuccesSd), 1948-. Annual. 
	(etc.

	This annual ECAFE publication contains a wealth of data on economic matters in Thailand and other Asian countries, including information on Thai labor, population, and production. 
	United Nations. Food and Agriculture Organization. Report of the FAQ Mission for Siam., liashington, 1948. Pp. vii, 125; index; bibliography; illustrations, tables; maps. 
	An interesting summary of Thailand's principal agricultural problems •• The report, in suggesting solutions to son1e of these problen1s, gives much information on rural conditionsd. The text of the report is supplemented by excellent photographsd. 
	United States. Department of Labor. Directory of International Trade Union Organizations. 1iashington: Office of -International Labor .Affairs, 1954. 
	A directory of foreign trade unions, giving basic organizational informadtion. 
	United States. of Labor. Labor Relations in Thailand. }lonthlyLabor Review, Vol. 58, pp. 1169-1177; tables. 1944. 
	Departme.nt 

	of the labor situation in Thailand as of the late 1J30ds. The discussion includes government administration, occupations, viages and hours, and ind.ustrial relations. a reprint of the article can be found in P.P.Pillai, 1947. 
	The article gives a soundl?ut, brief summar)
	7 
	1 

	Unitee States. Department of .Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Congress of the Thai .Labor Union. rJotes on i..abor !.broad, Mo. 25, pp. 20-22d. November 1951-January 1952d. 
	This short history of the Thai 1'Jational Trade Union Congress, based on 
	a Foreign Service Report by L.H. Olson, explains the constitution adopted in November, 1951. 
	Wickizer, Ł, .D. and rv;.K. Bennett. Rice Economy of Monsoon Asia. Palo Alto: Stanford University Press, 1941. Pp. xiii, 358; tables; diagrams; bibliography; index; appendices; maps. 
	The 

	A careful description of Far Eastern rice agriculture and of the pre-World War II patterns of world trade in rice, by two members of the Food Research Institute of Stanford University. 
	' 
	Zimmerman, Carle C. Siam, Rural .Gconornic Survey, 1930-1931. Bangkok: The Bangkok Times Press, 1931. Pp. vii, 321; illustration; folded maps. 
	The first of two pre-World War II rural economic surveys which together ma�e up an unparalleled source of data on conditions in rural Thailand. with the cooperation of various departments of the Government of Thailand the author, a Professor of Sociology at Harvard University, sample-surveyed all regions of Thailand and collected agreat quantity of information on income and its sources, expenditures and their destination, investment and credit patterns, as well as various other social aspectsof Thai rural
	· 

	Z:iJnmerman, Carle c. Some Phases of Land Uitlization in Siam. GeographicalReview, Vol. 27, pp. 378-393; maps; illustrations. 1937. 
	This is a good geographic description of the area and gives much information on the origins of the Thai people and their early settlements. The maps of the principal areas of cultivation are interesting, but inevitably now outdated. 
	Figure
	Adams, A.c.s, Siara since the v-J'ar. Journal of the Royal Central iŁsian Society, Vol. 36, pp. 114-123. 1949. 
	Given as an after-diinner adcress, this lecture gives a fet-1 of the highpoints of the post-war political and economic situation in Thailand. The speaker was First �ecretary to the British Embassy in Dangkok. 
	Chakrabandhu, M9m Chao Karawik. Force 136 and the Siamese Resistance l·Łvement. Asiatic Review, Vol. 43, pp. 168-170; map. 1947. 
	Brief description of the work of the British intelligence unit (Force 
	136) with the Thai resistance movement during World War II. 
	Chaya, Prem (Fri.nee Prem Eurachatra) and Aletheai. The Passing Hours; a Record of Five Ar,1azing Yearsi. Bangkok: Chatra Books, 1945. Pp. 95. 
	These collected wartime ne1vspa1:>er editorials by Prince }:rem and his wife are of interest for the information they contain on aspects of 
	the nationalistic procŁram of the first administration of Pibulsonggram. 
	Crosby, Sir Josiah. Observations on ?ost-i-1ar Settlement in South-East Asia. International 1\ffairs, Vol. 20pp. 357-368. 19L.4. 
	., 

	This speechgiven on June 11943 by a former British J;.iriister to Thailand, includes a su1nniary of the Chinese minority position in Southeast Asia. Examples relate especially to Thailand. 
	., 
	., 

	Deverall, Richard. A Report o.n Thailand. A1nerican Federationist, Vol. 611'Jo. 5, pp. 21-22i. 1954. 
	., 

	Brief discussion of tl1e political anci economic Łitua tio.n in hailand, particularly tvith respect to tl1e Chi,1ese and labor :Jroblen1s. .Lutl1or is representative of the American Federation of Labor in Łsia. 
	T

	Dhaninivat, Prince (D. Sonalcul). he ·01c Siamese Conceptio.n of the Monarchy. Journal of the Siam Society, ,ro1. XXXVI, pp. 91-106. 1947. 
	T

	his is a brief analysis of royal poi..rers and limitations on royal potvers during the absolute monarchy; the author is a leading scholar of traditional Thai culture. 
	T

	24 
	Emerson, Rupert. Representative Government in .Joutheast l'.1.sia. Cambridge: 
	Harvard University Press, 1955. Pp. vii, 197; index. 
	Dr. Z:merson, Professor of Governrnent at arvard University, discusses succinctly anc1 autl1ori ta t:i.vely the deficiencies of representative governri1ent it1 Thailande. 
	11

	Heine-GelderneRobert Go Conceptions of State and Kingship in Southeast 
	., 

	Asia. Far Eastern Quarterly, Vol. 2, PP• 15-30. 1942; also Cornell 
	Southeast Asia Program, Data Paper No. 18.. Pp.· ii120 1956. · · : 
	., 

	This is probably the best brief article on the ancient oonception, occurring throughout Southeast Asiathat there is a relationship between the social order and the cosmos. The conoeption that the state, led by a divine king, is a microcosmic representation of a macrocosmio state, is carefully analy·zed and shown to have been a device used by old Southeast Asian kings to maintain their political authority. The author is one of the foremost scholars on Southeast Asia. 
	i 

	King, John Kerry. Thailand's Bureaucracy and the Threat of Communist Subversion, Far Eastern Survey, Vole XXIII, PP• 169-173Ł 1954. 
	The author foreesees that under certain conditions the Thai oivil 
	servios, especially in the Provinces, may grow restless--and hence susceptible to Communist propaganda--as a result of a feeling of isolation from and negleot by the military in control of the governmente(/ He also stresses that "the contr1ast in economic status between the ��gular bureaucracy and the political in�group provides a source of continuing dissatisfactiono" 
	Lanc,on, I(etlneth Perryo Thailand., The Annals of the America.n Academy of 
	Folitical and Social Science, Vol, 226, pp. 112-119. 1943:a 
	his article deals mainly with the changes in 9olicy of the government after the 1932 coup. It has material of intereste·eon the Chinese and 
	T

	on social valueso The author i-Jas lonz resident in Thailand, has written many books ancarticles o.n the country, and is now an official in the United States Government. 
	1 

	Marshall Pibul Hastens Slowly. The Economist, Vol. CLX1.'VII, p. 306. 1955. 
	A brief article on the attempts of the Thai government to introduce some der,1ocratic reforms, especially the establishment of political parties to contest the 1957 elections. 
	Rao, P.R. Ramchandra. Impressions of Thailand. United Asia: International VŁgazine of Asian AffŁirs, Vol. 5, pp. 253-254. 1953. 
	Short Ł)olitical a ncŁ econon1ic survey of Thailand by a correspondent of the publication. 
	Reeve, W.D. Public Administration in Siam. Lo.ndon and New York: Royal 
	Institute of International Affairs, 1951. Pp. vi, 93; index. 
	The author, for many years an advisor to the Customs �ivision of the Thai r1inistry of Economic Affairs, offers a good, but limited description of the organization of government services. 
	Roucek1 Joseph s. Geopolitics of Thailand. 1rJ'orld Affairs Interpreter, 
	Vol. 24, PP• 273-283. 1953. 
	This article, by a Professor of Political Science and Sociology at the University of Bridgeport, gives a brief coverage of geographic setting, agriculture, communications, people, foreign relations, and the strategic position of Thailand. It is somel,1hat general and not always accurate. 
	Sharp, Lauristono Peasants and Politics in Thailand. Far Sastern Survey, 
	Vol. 19, pp. 157-161. 1950. 
	This a brief and excellent description of the political attitudes of Thai peasants. The author describes the involvement of Thai peasantswith political affairs, their feelings toward the government, and some of their attitudes toward the government's modernization program. 
	Siam Bans the Soap Boxes. The Economist, Vol. CLXXVIII, 553-554. 1956. 
	PP
	• 

	Brief article on the reimposition of autocratic controls by the Thai Corner," arrest of four MP's on their return from a visit to China. It discusses recent developments in the political parties a.nd the power structure of the present regime. 
	government early in 1956--abolition of the "Speal<:ers 
	I 

	Siam Heads off Communism. The Economist, Vol. CLXXIV, pp. 6J5-6J6. 1955. 
	Short article o.n the success of the Thai Governn1ent i.n warding off communism at homed. The author states that the Thai have a high· -standard of•1ivi.t1g, that th.e .7:-ha.i. government provides many public ,�ervices, and thus conunuiiisri1 can have little appeal to tl1e Thai people. he 
	·
	:
	1 

	author is not critical of the autl1oritaria;_1 methods of the Pibulsonggram administration, probably because of l1is strong anti-comraunist bias• 
	.Siam, "Land of the Free." The Economist, Vol. CLUV , pp. 919-920; map. 1955. 
	A brief article on the threat of communism in Thailand. The author emphasizes the external threat, the Free Thai movement, but discusses also reasons why he feels the Thai are not susceptible to communist propaganda within the country. 
	26 
	Thompson, Virginia. Governmental Instability in Siam. Far Eastern Survey, 
	Vol. l'VII, pp. l85-189. 1948. 
	his article deals prilnarily v1ith the day-today political events leadetat which restored Pibulsonggram to power in April 1948, but gives also some incidental information on the attitudes and expectations of the Thai. The author is a v1ell-known and prolific writer on Southeast Asian problems. 
	T
	ing to the coup dd
	1 

	Udyanin, Kasem and Rufus D. Smith. Organization, Recruitment, and Training. Brussels: International Institute of Administrative Sciences, 1954. Pp. 64; bibliography; glossary. 
	The Public Service in Thaila.nd: 

	This booklet, written by two experts on government and on Thai administration, provides a useful introduction to the ·public service in Thailand. It contains a brief summary of traditional administration and a r,1ore detailed discussion of the structure, the theories, and the legal bases of public administration in Thailand today. The authors also discuss the educational facilities in public service no,i existing in Thailand and assess the needs for expansion in this field. 
	·d

	Vella, Walter F. The Impact of the West on Government University of California Publications in Political Science. Vol. 4, No. J. Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1955. 
	in Thaila.nd. 
	•

	Pp. vi, 317-410. 
	This monograph surveys the essential changes in governmental structure and political philosophy in Thailand in the past century largely in terms of the adaptation of Ł'iestern ideas and institutionsd. The author has successfully distilled from both -:•iestern and Thai language sources the cevelopmental pattern of Thai political history. A vital source in this area of liistory. 
	Wales, Horace Geoffrey Quaritch. Ancient Siamese Government and Administration. London: Bernard Quaritch, 1934. Fp. 263. 
	The best analysis of the theory and practice of government in traditional Thailand. Based largely on Thai sources. The autl1or, a social anthropologist, was at one time advisor to the Thai governm�nt. 
	Wales, Horace Geoffrey Quaritch. Siamese State Ceremonies; their History and Function. London: Bernard Guaritch, 1931. Pp. xiv, 326; illustrations. 
	This is an excellent description of the ritual surrounding the Thai court. The book is primarily of historical value, limited as it is to the Thai royal tradition.Ł 
	27 
	tJan l.faithayakon, Prince. Thai Culture. J our.nal of the Thailand Research Society, Vol. XŁ, pp. 135-145. 1944. 
	he author, at present the Tl1ai l',�inister of Foreign Affaris, seeks justification, on the basis of historical precedent, for the establisrunent by government decree of "Thai culturei. This article is interesting as an expression of Thai cultural chauvinism promoted by the first Pibulsionggram adminisitration. 
	T
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	PUBLIC ŁALTi:-I AND i·G1li1ARE 
	Ayural<:it_. Kosol, Luang and i.elvin 2. Griffith. Malaria Control in Thailand. 
	-r,:irneo prepared for the South-:Zast Asia fialaria Conference, Jangkok, 1953, September. Pp. 30; r.1ap. 
	A fairly detailed report of the efforts of the Thai Division of 1-alaria Control and the Special Technical and Łconomic r:ission to Thailand (STŁrŁ) to elirainate malaria in various provinces of Thailanci. iJuangAal<:it is Director of the Division of 1-'.alaria andControl, Department of Health, and Dr. Griffith is the Cl1ief Advisor ..of the ?-':ission on malaria and filariasis control. 
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	Bangkok Municipality. ?hraratchabanyat Khuabkhun ICank9sang A-khan P.S. 2491. (Building Code, 1940. ) Compiled by Sathian lJichailak. Bangkok, 1948. Pp. 39. 
	A copy of the revised Buildins Code of 1936 for the city of Bangkok. 
	Belshaw, Horace and John B. Grant. iieport of the 1--.ission o.n Community Orgal1ization and tevelopment in 3outh and Southeast Asiai. United 1-Jations Series on CornrjŁunity Organization a.ncl. Development. t1.p.: United liJations :-ublications, 19.53. Fp. 167. 
	Report of a raission, co<isiŁting of the authors and Lr. Chang I-lung-chun of the .3ecretaria t of the united .LŁa tions whicl1 visited various Asian countries it1 the winter of 19.52-1953 to observe the work of r::·overnment 
	and voluntarJr aŁŁencies in comr11unity development, 1,itl1 particular at
	-

	tentiol1 to those pror;rams ·which stressed self-help. Five pages are devoted to the BanŁ Pal<:onG Corn.1nunit:· Developr,1ent P:co.ject near Bangk:ok. 
	·

	Bisolyaputra, Uthai., A Brief Study of the Diets of Iv.'.inburi People in Tl1B.iland (Siam)i. Journal of the r;edical Association of Thailand, Vol. 32, 

	pp. 45-67. 1949. 
	pp. 45-67. 1949. 
	tary carried out in Thailand. The sample included 12 families and 91 school children in the villageof Bang Cha�, Amphoe l1inburi. The study was made by Ivfr. Bisolyaputra, then Nutrition Officer of the Division of Food and Drugs, at the request of the Cornell Research Center. 
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	28 
	Chandrapanond, Amarad. Ahan B9riphok ldl9ng !Chon Thai. (Food Consumption of the Thai People.) Journal of the I\Łedical Association of Thailand, Vol. 38pp, 111-159. 1955. Text in Thai. Summary in English. 
	., 

	Report by a member of the staff of the Thai Department of Health on 
	the results of three dietary surveys carried out in Bangkok, Ubonratchathani, and Chiangmai. Valuable as a source of information on regional differences in food habits and nutritional standards. Proposes ways in which dietary improvements appropriate to the resources of each region might be carried out. 
	ChandrapanonddAmara and Jean Ritchie. A }Jutri tional Survey in ;.Jorth Thailand and its Implications with Regard to Beriberi. Journal of the Medical Association of Thailand, Vol. 35, pp. 11-25. 1952 . 
	., 

	A report of a food consumption study and clinical examination of a random sample of 80 families in twenty villages in the Sansai district of Chiangmai Province. Particular attention is paid to the effects of new techniques in mechanized milling of rice on thiamin intake and the incidence of beriberi. l-1iss Ritchie was Nutrition Officer for the Asian area of the Food and AGriculture Organization of the United Nations. 
	Dickie, Ina M. A Present from Thailand. l-Łorld Health Orga.nization 1'fewsletterVol. VII, No. 3, p. 4. 1954. 
	·
	.,

	A brief, popularly-i1ritten article on maternal and child care in Thailand and the work of the WHO/UNICEF l•�a ternal ancl Child Heal th Clinic in Bangkok. The writer was a nurse working vii th the clinic. 
	Dy, F.J. Present Status of lŁlaria Control in Asia. Bulletin of the Łvorld Health Organization, Vol. 11, pp. 725-763. 1954. 
	This article summarizes the information on existing a.nd proposed malaria control programs in Asia obtained by questionnaires sent to Asian countries that participated in the First Asian ��laria Conference held in Bangkok, September 1953. 
	Griffith, ?-'ielvin E. A ŁTote on Anoi)heles J.:inimus as a Malaria Vector in Thailand. Atti del VI Congresso Internazio:hale di 1'1icrobiologia Roma, 
	Vol. 5, pp. 565-567 . 1953. 
	Vol. 5, pp. 565-567 . 1953. 
	Brief discussion of the nature of the mosquito which carries malaria in Thailand and the means used in the r-'.SA/l'hai government program of n:alaria control in comb.a tting this mosquito. 
	29 
	Hanks, Lucien Mo , Jr. and Jane R. Hanks. Diphtheria Immunization in a Thai eds.;) Health, Culture, and Community; Case Studies of Public Reaotions to Health Programs, PP• 155
	Community. In Benjamin D. Paul and \Ł.falter B. Miller 
	., 
	-

	185. New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1955Ł 
	An excellent article by a member of t11e Cornell researoh group in Bang Chan, a professor of psychology at Bennington College, describing the course of a program of diph.therj_a immunization in the Thai village. Inoludes a discussion of local traditional curative pra.ctioes, and the effectiveness of the gover:mnent publio health program in Bang Che.no 
	at-t;itudes to,vard health and di_sea.se 
	1 

	o •• I(itcher1s and Thai Picnicsr. Journal of the American Dietetic Association, Vol. 29, pp. 276 and 278. 1953. 
	Hauck, Hazel. Foreign Flavor
	in Tl1aila.nd 

	A brief description of the layout and equipment of typical Thai kitchens in both farm and city households, togetl1er with so1ne comments on the preparation of food. The author, a Frofessor of Food and iJutrition, Jew York State Collec;e of Home -Łcono .. ics, Cor.nell Ut1iversity, served as nutrition specialist of the Cornell Research Center in Thailand, 
	·
	I
	1

	1952-195J. 
	Hofbauer, J.udolf. 1\ l-iec.ical aetrospect of Thailand. Journal of the Thailand Research Society, Vol. :-:XXIV, pp. 183-198; illustrations. 1943. 
	A lecture delivered before the Thailand Research :3ociety, December 1942, about traditional Thai medicine, particularly as revealed in inscrip·!at Pho) concerning early medical techniques-treatment of various diseases, care of mother and child at childbirth. These inscriptions were published in Thai by the Royal Institute in 1929. 
	tions at \-lat Pl1ra Jetubon (
	1

	o OT. Filariasis in Thailand. Bulletin of the World Heal th Organization, Vol, 9, PP• 731-766. 1953. 
	Iyengar, M
	o

	This article by a t.JHO filariasis consultant contains an elaborate report on WHO research on filariasis (elephantiasis) in southern Thailand. It also gives material on the topography, population, climate, villagesettlement, anc vegetation of the area. 
	.

	Nai am (Ramphan PhukkaŁhiŁm). r-Łai }'Ii Siang Huar9 Łhak Isan. (l\Jo Laughter from the l{ortheast.) Bangkok: Chaiyarit Fress, 1953. ?p. 278; illustrations. 
	R

	The author is a well-known newspaperman who is considered anti-government and has written many articles criticizinr: tr1e government. This is 
	a re:)ort of his survey of genere.l conditions in the i.Jortheast after complaints by sorne of the representatives frorr1 the £;rea that tl1e gover.nment was not taking measures to alleviate drought and famine tl1erer. 
	·

	30 
	Netravisesh, Payom. The School Health Program in Thailandi. Unpublished 118.ster of :·ublic Health Thesis, Yale University, 1953. Pp. 101; tables; chart; biblior,raphy. 
	This thesis is largely concerned with suggestio11s tor iznprover,1ent of the Thai public school health system. Description of existing health conditions is very general. There is some useful material on the various as:Jects and administrative setup of the ?,Overnn1ent s public 
	I

	health l)rogram. The author is Bangk:ol<: School Heal th Officer. 
	O'Brien, Brian R. An Irish Brogue in hailand. World Health Organization Newsletter, Vol. IV, }Jo. 8-9, pp. 1-2; illustration, 1951. 
	T

	TICEF maternal and child health program in Chiangmai Province, by the UNICEF Information Officer, Far Zast Headquarters, 3angkok. 
	A brief discussion of the work of the lJHO/UI
	1

	Sinhaseni, Laddai. Plar1nin8 for School Health Service in Thailand. Unpublished Master of Public Ilealth Thesis. Yale University, 1952. Pp. 108; map; abstracŁ bibliography; appe.ndicesi. 
	Tl1is thesis gives suggestions for irr1prove1nent of the, Thai school health program. Sorae statistics on the prevalence of certain diseases are also included. 
	Sonakul, Sibpan. Bveryday Siamese Dishes. Bangkok: The Chatra Press, 1952. Pp. 16, 76; illustrations. 
	This is a cool,book of Thai dishes, vJritten by a member of the royal family. 
	Suvachananda, Udom. Infant Nutrition with Special Reference to Thailand. Unpublished Master of Public Health Thesisi. Yale University, 1952. Pp. ii, 76; tables; abstract; bibliography. 
	This thesis co.ntains some useful inforr,1a tion on the Thai diet and statistics on heal th condi tiom in the country. 
	Suvarnakich, Kamdhorn. The Thai Diet. I-Iarvard Public I-Ieal th Aluzuni Bulletin, Vol. 7, No, 2, pp, 3-7; illustrations; tableis. 19$0. 
	A discussion of the dietary habits of the Thai people--foods consmned, methods of preparation anŁ serving--with a report of a dietary survey carried out over a tl1ree-day period among a 2roup of 137 soldiers. The autl1or, 1-1ho studied at Harvard, is Dean of the School of Public Health at Chulalongkorn University 
	31 
	3uvarnakich, Kamd.horn. The Thai Diet. lJutrition Reviews, Vol. 8, pp. 289
	-

	291. 1950. 
	Abbreviated version of the author ts article in the t1arvard i'ublic Health Alumni Bulletin, Vol. 7, No. J. 
	Thai Red Cross. !{in Thuk lli Rut ICin Phit Ivli Rok: 1ia Duai Al1an Phu I-Iin Antarai. (:Zat Right, I-lave StrengthrEat vJrong, Have Disease: Concerning Food for People in Critical Condition.) 2nd edition. Bangkok, 1950. Pp. 22; illustrartions. 
	1 
	i 

	A booklet publisl1ed for th.e ann.ual Red Cross Day and sold at the .Red Cross Fair. It gives suggestions on tlie co:i:-rect foods for pregnant women, nursing mothers, cl1ildren, and old people. 
	Thai Technical and Ł:conomic Cornrnittee in collaboration with Special Technical and Łconomic Mission to Thailand. IŁTiprovi:r;g the Economy a.nd ivel.:f,'are of the Thai People. Revised. eclition& Bangkol(, 1953. Pp.. 140 
	A very brief, propagandistic review of the public welfare work of these two agencies. This is apparently a translation of a pamphlet used for distribution in Thailand. Of little practical value, except as an indication cf the scope of American aic'!. to the country. 
	Thailand. Delegation tc the International Conference of I\Jational Committees on Vital and Healtl1 Statistics. Needs in Health Statistics in Thailand •. Bulletin of the iiorld Ilealth OrganizationVol. 11, pp. . 1954. 
	., 
	277-2.80

	Abridged from a report of the Thai delegation to the conference. 
	Thailand Medical Association. 6hotmaihet Thang Phaet. (Journal of the I-Iedical Association of Thailand.) Bangkol<:. Ir1 Thai and E.nglish. 
	This official journal of the Thai n1edical association is the only regular source of information on recent developments in medicine in Thailand. 
	Thailand. r;inistry of the Interior. Department of Public -relfare. Public llelfare in Thailand. Bangkok,> 1955. Pp. 53; illustrations; mapr. 
	.

	This complerte description of the 1-rork of the Thai Department of Public Welfare is the most comprehensive discussion of pub�ic welfare in Thailand. Its wealmess is that it tends to exaggerate the accompli'shments and disregard the inadequacies of the public welfare program to some extent. 
	Iinistry of Public Heal th. Department of Heal th. Raingan l(rom Satharanasuk I(rasuang ICansatharanasuk P .s. 2493. (Report of the Department of Health, I!Jinistry of Public Health, 1950.) Bangk:ok, 1954. Pp. 214. 
	Thailand. t
	1

	Brief discussion and extensive statistics on health conditions, medical facilities, ancŁ the work of the various divisions of the Department of Heal th. Covers heal th educa tio.n, maternal and child care, school 
	health, foods and drugs, contagious diseases, malaria, venereal diseases, and vital statistics. There is a separate section on public health in Dangkok. 
	Thailand. Ministry of Public Health, Department of Health. Food and Drug ivision. Report on i'Jutrition in Thailand 1950-1952. I-limeo. Bangkok, 1952. Pp. 
	D
	7. 

	A brief report on the work of the Department of Health with respect to nutrition during the period 1950-1952. 
	Thailand. 11inistry of Public Heal th. Depa.r.tmpnt ·or 1-Iealth. Food and Drug Division. Tarang Sadaeng !Chun ICha Thang Ahan. (Tables of Food Values.)Journal of the lvledical Association of Thailand, Special !',Jo. 1953" Pp. 11, 
	17. 
	Lists of nutritional values of foods for the compilation of diet records. The introduction, pa�es 1-11, written by the then DirectorGeneral of the Department of Health, Bhayung Vejjasastr, discusses the deficiencies of the Thai diet and gives suggestions for in1provement. 
	United l{ations Economic ancl Social Council. Cl1ildrenis Fundi. :Sxecutive Board. General Progress Report of Executive Director: Programme Developments in Asia. Z/ICEF/281/Add.3. 1:�imeo. l February 1955. Pp. 33. 
	1 

	General information on u:aICEF work in Asia. Little information relating specifically to Thailand. 
	United ?-!ations :conomic and Social Council. Children's Fund. ProgrammeCommittee. Recommendation of the Executive Director for an Apportionment to Thailand for Expansion of r-Łaternal and Child llelfare :Services and Training. E/ICEF/L.525. Minieo. 2 February 19Sh. . 9. 
	Pp

	Request for Ui\JICGF aid in the up-grad-; ng of second-class heal th centers and the improvement of maternal anr child care services in rural Thailand. Gives some idea of the e:::isting rural health facilities a.nd of the Ui,iICZF projects thus far undertaken. These United 1'Taitions reports are the principal sources in English concer.ning health in Thailand today. 
	33 
	United i>Jations Econornic and Social CouncilChildrends Fund. ProgrammeCommittee. Thailand; Recomrnendation of the Sxecutive Director for Assistance in a Lepros;}r Control rrogramme. S/I·ŁSF/L. 710. .Łi.meo. 26 January 1955. 
	. 
	1 

	-
	Some information on tŁ1e prevalence and distribution of leprosy and the facilities existing in 1955 for leprosy control in Thailand. 
	_

	United Nations Economic and Social Council. International Children's Emergency Fund. Executive Board. Progress Report on UI.fICEF/WHO Assisted AntiYaws Campaigns: Haiti, Indonesia, Thailand, and the Philippi.nes; Submitted by the Director General of the 'iiJorld Heal th Organization. E/ICEF/233. �Iimeo. 3 August 1953. Pp. iii, 37; illustrationsd. 
	Some general i.nformation on yawsdwith photographs, and four pages on the operation of the u:rICEF/r-fHO yaws program in hailand. 
	., 
	T

	United tJations �conomic anc� Social Council. International Children's Emergency Fund. �xecutive Board. Report of the �xecutive Director on Experience with UNICEF Assisted Yaws Control Programmes in Haiti, Indonesia, and Thailand. E/ICEF/188. Mimeo. 3 April 1952. Pp. 44. 
	Seven pages on yaws in Thailand and the work of the anti-yaws campaign conc.ucted by the Thai government with the aid of uŁ,fICEF and i·mo. 
	United Nations Econon1ic and Social Council. International Children's Emergency Fund. Executive Board. \vHO/Ui�IC:SF Assisted Maternal and Child Health Programmes in Fifteen Co,1ntries; a Frogress Report, Submitted by the Director General of the 1�orld Ilealth Organization. E/ICEF/235. Mimeo. 29 August 
	1953. Pp. 83. 
	Information on the ·worl<: of the United I\Tations maternal and child welfare program in Thailand. 
	United ?rations :Sconomic and Social Council. International Children• s Zmergency Fund.dProgramme Committee. Recommendation of the Executive Director for an Apportionment to Thailand for Additional Equipment for MC11 Services limeo. 10 September 1952 . Pp. 17. 
	and Training. . l
	E/ICŁF/R.J.53

	1

	Gives a description of the existing maternal and child welfare services, rural health centers,dand training facilities for midwives, and indicates how these could be improved. 
	34 
	United Nations Economic and Social Councild. International Children'ds Emergency Fund. Programme Committee. Recommendation of the Executive Director for an Apportionment to Thailand for a Tuberculosis Control Programmed. E/ICZF/R.484. r-1imeo. 24 U[;ust 1953. Pp. 5. 
	A

	Information on tuberculosis in Thailand and the existing facilities for its prevention and treatment. 
	United l�ations 3conomic and Social Council. International Child ran' s �mergency Fund. Programme Co1nraittee. Report of the Survey }Iission to the Far East (Other than China). E/ICZF/72. Mirneo� l July 1948. Pp. 82. 
	Report of the mission of Dr. Thomas Parran, former Surgeon-General of the United States, and Dr. C.j:C. Lal<:shmanan, Director, All-India Institute of Hygiene and Public Healtl1, Calcutta. From }Łay 7 to June 25, 1948· tl1e mission visited thirteen countries of Asia, gathering materials on general health conditions to be used as a basis for recoŁmendations for UNICEF assistanced. Twelve pages are devoted to health, particularly child health, in Thailand. 
	United Nations Secretariat. Department of Social Affairs. Low Cost Housing in South and Southeast Asia. Report of a Mission of Experts, 22 November23 January 1951. Mimeo. New York, 1951. Pp. 211. 
	-

	eport of a ?,1ission on Tropical Housing, whose members were Jacob L. Crane, Assistant to the Administrator, United States Housing and Home Finance Agency; Profedssor Jacobus P. Thijsse, University of Indonesia; Robert Gardner Iviedwin, Chief Łrchi tect and Planning Officer, tepartment of Health for Scotland; and Professor Antonio C. Kayanan, Chief Planner, National Urban Planninz Colllli1ission of the Philippines. Pages 11.5-122 contain the best information available on the housing situation and problems i
	R

	World Health Organiation. First International Sosium on Yaws Control. Bulletin of the World Health Organization, Vol. 8, pp. 1-418; illustrations. 
	z
	ymp

	1953. 
	This lengthy report includes considerable inforination on the problera of yaws in haiJa nd and existing facilities for its control. 
	T

	World Health Organization. :aeport of the FiŁst Asian 1,:a1aria Conference. Ł1imeo. Bangkolc, 1953. Pp. 25. 
	Report of the proceedings and recommendations of the First Asian N'alaria Conference held in Bangkok, September 21-24, 1953, for the purpose 
	Report of the proceedings and recommendations of the First Asian N'alaria Conference held in Bangkok, September 21-24, 1953, for the purpose 
	·

	of discussing methods of permanently eliminating malaria from the area.dlittle information relatinŁ specificall:t to hailand. 
	T

	35 
	vlorld Health Organization. hailand Looks Ahead. llorld Health Organization Newsletter, Vol. VII, No. l, p. 2. 1954. 
	T

	A fairly adequate description of the incidence of yaws in Thailand and the progress of the 1Jll0/Ui:IICZF mass-treatment carnpaign carried out primarily in northeast hailand. 
	T

	i·Jorld Health Organization. Thailand s l-Łlaria Success Filmed. ljor ld Heal th Organiza.ticn }lewsletter, Vol. V, l\Jo. 2, pp. 1-2; illustrations. 1952. 
	I 

	An article on a movie about tl1e work of the tJHO/U:ŁICEF Malaria Control Team in Chiangmai provinced. 
	the filmi.ng of 

	World University Service. Problems of Student Health in Łoutheast Asia. Report of an :i:xperts Conference Held at Sine;apore, 1'1alaya, 1951. Geneva,1951. Pp. 87. 
	I 

	A brief report on the first Southeast Asian Conference on problems of student health. The Thailand reports, compiled by Dr. Payom tJetravisesh, Bangk:o!<: School Health Officer, deal tr1ith various aspects of student health, such as tuberculosis, nutrition, anG )hysical education. 
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	Anderson, S.R. and c. Stanley Smith. The Anderson-Smith Report on Theological Education in Southeast Asiad. New York: Board of Fo;.inders, ?Janking Theological t"Jeminary, 1952. Pp. xiv, 98. 
	,

	Report of a survey conducted by two missionary observers on theologicaleducation among Christians (primarily Chinese) in Southeast Asia. 
	Chulalongkorn University. Handbook. Bangkok: Chetanadhara Chakrabandhu, 1951. Pp. 175. 
	Handbook and catalogue of Chulalongkorn University, the oldest and most distinguished of Thai universities. 
	Dharmgrongartam, Sanoh. Proposals for Reorganizing the Curriculum of the Secondary Schools of Thailand. Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation. University of Michigan, 1953, Pp. viii, 381; bibliography. 
	A revie,-1 by a Thai educator of the educational system of Thailand and some proposals for improvement of the secondary schools, basec on current American educational theory. 
	J6 
	Furnivall, Jchn s. Educational Progress in Southeast Asia. New York: 
	Institute of Pacific Relations, International Secretariat, 1943 •Pp. xii, 186; appendix; index; supplement (Bruno Lasker. Training for Native Sel.fRule. ). 
	. 

	General historical review of the educational situation in Southeast Asia, by a prominent writer on colonial Southeast Asia, an adviser to the present Union of Burma governmento Some information on Thailand, but mostly concerned with colonial countries. 
	Huvanandana, Ubol and Charoon Bongsayanha. General Informations on ducation in Thailand (An Education Guidebook). Bangkok: United Nations Educational Scientific, and Cultural Organization, 1951. Ppo 51. 
	E

	A very brief review of Thailand's educational system gy two Thai educators.-
	Isarasena, Tasniyao The Development of Elementary Education in Thailand. .Tisconsin, 19.53. Pp. 175; appendices; bibliography; map; charts. 
	Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation. University of 1
	1

	The atternpt to discuss all aspects of elementary education from 650 A.D. to the present makes this study rather sketchy. A useful compilation of statistics is given in an appendix. 
	Jumsai, M9m Luang Manich. Compulsory Education in Thailand. UNESCO Studies on Compulsory EducationrParis: United Nations :Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organizationr, 1951. Pp. 110; map; charts; appendiceso 
	f 
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	This review of the history and present situation of compulsory education in tl1e country, prepared for the UNESCO series on compulsoryeducation, is tl1e most complete single source on the topic. The author is a former member of the UNESCO staff. 
	Meesook, Ambhorn Jayapanio The Educational System of Siam: A Study in the o Radcliffe College, 19460 Pp. ix, 287; abstract; appendices; charts; bibliography. 
	Light of Comparative Education. Unpublished Doctoral Dissertationr

	A good study of the development of the Thai educational system and a description of the system in the immediate pre-World War II period.The author is r1ow an official in the Ministry of Education. 
	o Report of the Educational Systems of Thailand. Unpublished notes based on a report given to the Fulbright Seminar in Bangkok, October 19520 Mimeo. Ppo J. 
	Meesookr, Arnbhorn Jayapani

	Review of the latest developments in the Thai educational system at that time. 
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	Nitayavardhana, Saowaraj. A Proposed Physical Science Course for the .lviaejoh iaster of Scie.nce Thesis. Cornell University, 1956. Pp. 111Ł 
	Agricultural School, Chiengmai, Thailand. Unpublished I
	1

	author, a science s only higher vocational school of agriculture, offers suggestions for closer integration of formal and vocational instruction and practical applicatio.n of subject o 
	frŁ 
	teacl1er in Thaila.ndr
	1 
	matter in the science curriculum

	Sargent, Sir John and Pedro Orata. Report of the Mission to Thailand. Paris: United Nations Zducational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization, 1950. Pp. Ł; bibliography; appendices; illustrations. 
	eport on education in Thailand by the members of the UNESCO ecuca tional mission; includes a brief survey of the s;tstem and present educational conditions, with some recommendat.ions for u:NESCO activities. 
	R
	·
	·

	Spain, Frances Lander. Some Notes on Libraries in Thailand. Library Quarterly, Vol. 22, pp. 252-262d. 1952d. 
	This is a good discussion of present library facilities in Thailandr. and the areas in tvhich iroprovements are mor needed. ŁJritten by a one-time Fulbright Lecturer at Chulalongkorn University. 
	Thailandr. Ministry of EducationŁ Education i.n Thailand (Siam). Bangkok,1950. Pp. 11; illustrations. 
	Pamphlet reviewing in brief various aspects of the present educational systen1 in the country. 
	ksa T9n Plai. {Syllabus for Higher Secondary School Education.) BŁngkok, 1950. 
	T
	hailand. Ninistry of 3ducation. Laksut Chan Katthayom Kansur
	1 

	The curriculum and general syllabus of l1igher secondary school (mattha:zom t9n plai) as prescribed by the Ministry of Education. 
	Thailand. Iv.dnistry of Zducation. La!csut Chan liatthayom ICansuksa T9n Ton. (Syllabus for Lower Secondary Sc:1001 Education.) Bangkok, 19.50. 
	1 

	The curriculum and general syllabus for lower secondary schools (matthayom t9n toh) as prescribed by tl1e Ministry of :Sducation, 
	38 
	hailand. Mir1istry of Education. Syllabus for the Preparatory College Course, 19480 Bangkok, 1949. Pp. 19. 
	T

	Curriculum and syllabus for teaching in university preparatory (triamudom) scl1ools. 
	Thailand. l·Łinistry of Educartion. Syllabus for the Primary Education, 1948. o 19Ł 
	Bangkok:, 1950. Pp

	Curriculum and syllabus for use in teachins in primary education (prathom) schoolsr. 
	Thailand. l•:inistry of :Zducation. Department of Educational Techniques. Raingan I(ansurksa P.S. 2485-2497 lae Sathit I(ansurksa 12 Pi. (Report on :ducation, 1942-1954 and Statistics on Ti,;elve Years of =:ctuca tion.) Bangkok, 1955. Pp. 73, 185Ł 
	1 
	1 

	A brief revieii of educational developments 1942-1951.i, followed by a great number of recent statistics con1piled by the i\linistry of Education. The text is in Thai, tables in hai and E11glish. 
	T

	Thailand. !'iinistry of :ducation. Department of Sducational Techniques. ksa Bang Prak:an P • .S. 2u8.5-2496. (Educational Statistics, 1942-1953.) Bangkok, 19.55. Pp. 91. 
	Sathit I{ansur
	1 

	Collection of statistics on education 1,-1itl1 no discussion of their meaning. Figures are in Łnglish, but text is entirely in Thai. 
	Thompson, Virginia and Richard Adloff. Cultural Institutions and Educational 
	·
	o lŁin:eo. !'Jew york: Institute of :Pacific Relations, International Secretariat, 1948. Ppo vii, 86. 
	Policy in Southeast Asia 

	A short review of educational and various other cultural institutions in Tl1ailand is included in this report on the whole of outheast Asia. The authors are well-knovm writers on Southeast Asian affairs. 
	S

	o Jo SinclairŁ Integration of a Mission School System in Thailand. Unpublished Masters Essay. Cornell University, 19510 Pp. vii. 237; appendix;tables; illustrations; maps; bibliographiesŁ 
	Thompson, W
	1

	Discussion byre. Presbyterian missionary of the role of mission sohools in the Thai eduoational system. 
	United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization. Educational 
	Programme in Thailand. Bangkok, 1951. Pp. 37; illustrationsd. 
	Short pa1nphlet prepared for a regional UNESCO conference on· the activit-ies of that organization in Thailand. 1,Łainly concerned i,rith the pilot project at Chachoengsao. 
	.

	United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization. TheyCant Afford to Wait. Paris, 1952d. Ppo 33; illustrationsd. 
	1 
	.

	This booklet, by UNESCO staff member Daniel Behrman, contains a sevenpage chapter on the purposes, the accomplishments, and the staff of the model educational system set up in the hai provincial capital of Chachoengsao. 
	T

	SOCIAL ORGAI'IIZATIOif 
	Anuman Rajadhon, Phya. (vlilliam J. Gedney, tr.) The Life of the Farmer in Thailand. New Haven: Yale University Southeast Asia Studies Translation Serles, 1955. Pp. 60; appendix; illustrations. 
	In this unique and valuable study of the Thai peasant one of Thailand's greatest living students of Thai customs and traditions describes the annual round of social, religious, and familial activities intimately associated with the growing of rice. 
	Anwnan Rajadhon, Phya. Loy Krathong and Songkran Festival. hailand Culture Series, No. 5. 2nd edition. Bangkok: National Culture ::r;J'!stitute, 1953. Pp. 24; illustrations. 
	T

	his article contains descriptions a.nd of tl1e originsof two popular traditional festivals in Thailand. 
	T
	interpretatio.ns 

	AnŁn Rajadhon, Phya. The story of Thai Marriage Custom. Thailand ulture Series, rro. 13. Bangk:ok: National Culture Institute, 1954. Pp. 16; illustrationsd. 
	C
	-

	A discussion of some Thai customs assdociated with ŁŁrriage--including choice of residence, religious preparation, ancŁ i-1edding ceremonies. 
	Benedict, Ruth Fulton. hai Culture and Behavior, an Unpublished lJar Time Study Dated September, 1943. Data Paper, No. 4. Ithaca: Cor.nell University Southeast Asia Program, 1952d. Pp. h5. 
	T

	An excellent general study by a noted anthropolo.gist or Thai personality 
	and so�.:e of the basic institutions of Thai life. The author's obser, ho1"1ever, are based on very limited data and are iL1pressionistic and sugge3tive rather than systematic and conclusive. 
	vatio.ns

	Dhanagom, Davirashmi. The lole of Home Economics in Democratic Family Living with Reference to Child \Jell-Being and Proposals for such Sducation in Thailand. Unpublished Doctoral Dissertationo Ohio State University, 1954. Pp._ vii, 311; biblioc;rapl1y; charts; tables; map. 
	Very specialized study of family· life education in general and its ¥ Included is a tabulation of a s,1rvey of ttventy-four Thai educators on the desirability of family life education for Thailand. Some �ood information on the family in Thailand. 
	possible applicatio.n in Thailande

	o Reviev, of nA Physician at the Court of Siam." Ameri can Anthropologist, Volo 51, PP• . 495-496. 19l+9• 
	Embree, John F

	This review is useful because of the comments on Thai social valueso The late Professor Embree directed Southeast Asian Studies at Yale University. 
	Embree, John F. Thailand--A Loosely Structured Social System. American Anthropologist, Vol. 52, PPo 181-193@ 1950. 
	This is probably the only attempt in the literature to discuss the Thai social structure and values in a systen1atic manner. The article conait1s a number of illustrations of l1ow Thai values support 
	t

	and maintain the social system, wi1ich, according to 2r11bree, is loose and ar11orphous. Thai social structure is compared ·with that of Japan and Vietnam. 
	Haase, Łlary Rosamondo The DeclininDescent Rule for Rank in Thailand: A o American Anthropologist, Vol. 53, pp. 585-587. 1951. 
	6 
	Correction

	A letter to the editor in regard to Zmbree, 1950, explaining the nomenclature and descent rules of royal and cor1ferred rank The author is a linguist and one of the few authorities on the Thai la.nguage in Americae. 
	in Thaila.nd, 

	Hanks, Lucien M., Jr. An Alternati,re to Innovation through Expressed Wants. Paper given at the annual meetings of the American Anthropological Association i.n Boston, :November 1955. Unpublished. pp.6. 
	A brief discussion of the practical and ethical problems faced by an anthropologist in his study of a Thai village. The author's insights into Thai social structure are excellent. Professor Hanks tvorked with the Cornell Research Center in Thailand, a.nd is now on the staff of Bennington College; is Field Director of the Cornell Thailand Project. 
	Hanks, Lucien li., Jr. A l{ote on PsŁrcho-Social Tensions in a Thai Village after the Advent of Occidental Technology. 3conomic Development and Cultural Change, Vol •. ;I, pp. 394-396. 1953. 
	Outline of a research plan drawn up by Dr. Hanks under the dJrection of the Cornell Research Center for determining the tensions arising fromtechnological change in Bang Chan village. 
	· 

	Judd, Laurence c. A Study of the Cultural Organization of Tong Taa Village in Thailand. Unpublished r-iasters Thesis. Cornell University, 1954. Pp. xi, 56; maps; illustrations; appendices. 
	A somewhat superficial description of a village at the northern edge of the Central Plain which does, however, give some useful indications of the values and behavior patterns of a rural community and suggest a number of questions worth further investigation. The author is a member of the educational staff of the 11.merican Presbyterian l-'iissio.n in Thailand. 
	Kaufmann, Howard Keva. Bangkhuad: A Community Study in Thailand. Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Indiana University, 1955. Pp. 536; illustrations; tables; bibliography. 
	This study deals irith a villa:;e community in the Central Plain of Thailand, located sufficiently near Bang Chan, the site of the Cornell Research Project, to serve as a control on the findings of the Cornell team. The author, an anthropologist, carried out his field i1ork in 1953-1954 and his report is co1nprehensive and valuable, particularly 
	in its treatment of the wat (temple) and its role in community activities. Some of the descriptions religious activities and rituals are probably the best in the literature. 
	of

	Kingshill, Konrad. Ku Daeng--the Red Tomb: A Village Study in Northern Thailand. Preliminary draft of a thesis to be presented t0 the faculty of Graduate School of Cornell University, 1954. Pp. 323; maps/ 
	The autht,r, te�cher and now principal of a Presbyterian Mission school in Chiangmai, is a sympathetic observer and gives a detailed description of life in a villa�e near hiangmai. Despite a lack of sufficient numerical data which would permit a comparative analysis with material obtained elsewhere in hailand, the r11anuscript usefully supplements of villaze life in Thailand. 
	C
	T
	deYoungd' studj
	s broad.er 

	7 

	United States. Office of Strategic Services. Social Conditions, Attitudes, and Propaganda in Thailand with Suggestions for American Orientation toward the Thai. Rl:A No. 301. Mimeo. vlashington, 1942. Pp, 28; bibliography. 
	This book, although for the ri1ost part not specific and detailed, does give a useful description of ethnic groups and social classes in Thailand and also discusses the attitudes of these groups toward the government and other groups, r-�a terial on communications as a whole is thin, but there is much material on propaganda efforts by various countries during the early years of vJorld \:Jar II. 
	Wichianphaetthayakhom, Thian. Kham Banyai6hitwitthaya. (Lectures on Psychology,) Bangkok, Pp. V; 71. n.d, 
	The author was an advisor to Premier Pibulsonggram before and duringl'iorld 1Jar II, and ·was known as a specialist in psycholocy. He was director of the mental hospital in Thonburi for some time, This book 
	is a collection of lectures delivered at a conference of Governors at Suankulap Palacer. The author discusses some characteristics of the Thai people and suggests way$ in which he believes Thai character may be improved. 
	&ŁLIGION 
	Alabaster, Henry. The Wheel of the Law. London: Trt1b11er, 1871. Pp. lviii, 323. 
	Although an early study, this book is still one of the best discussions of the philosophical aspects of Buddhism. It contains the translation of a lengthy and valuable essay on the reform sect of Buddhism in hailand, the Tharn.mayutika, written by a leading Thai exponent of that sect. 
	T

	Anuman Rajadhon, Phya. Chao Thi and Some Traditions of Thai. Thailand Culture Series, No. 6. 2nd edition, Bangkok: National Culture Institute, 1953. Pp. 16; illustrations. 
	This is an important article on the chao thi, or "guardian spirit of 11 and other old anirnistic beliefs of the Thai. By a leading student of Thai culture. 
	the house, 
	religious

	CoughlinRichard J. Some Social Features of Siar11ese Buddhism. Asia: 1\sian 
	.,
	Quarterly of Culture and Synthesis, Vol. II, PP• 403-408. Saigon, 1952r. 
	This is a keen and valuable analysis of the effect of Buddhist ideals 
	.. The author, Professor of so·o-iology . _; 
	on contemp.orary Thai society

	· 43 
	at Yale University, has written here one of the very few interpretations of the connections between Thai Buddhist teachings and Thai perso.nality traits, although the closeness of this connection may have been somewhat overstredssed. 
	Humphreys, Travers Christmas. Buddhism. London: Penguin Books, 1951. 
	Pp. 256; illustrations; appendices; glossary; bibliography; index. 
	This is one of the best briAf .studies of the history a.nd philosophy of Buddhism. he author, fot:i...'1.der · of the Buddhist Society of Lo.ndon, deals with all schools of Buddhism .in a clear and factual manner. 
	T

	Humphreys, Travers Christmas. Via Tokyo. London and New York: Hutchinson, 
	1948. Pp. 212; illustrations. 
	This is an interpretive study of modern Buddhism, primarily Mahayana Buddhism. The bo01c is f:?:"a.nkly quite subjective, and seems to say more about the au·l;hor ti'1an about Budohism. It is of value only to those who already know sLJmething about the subject. 
	Landon, Ke.nneth Perry. The Ivionks of ŁJew Thailand. Asia, Vol. 40, pp. 129
	-

	132Ł Concord, IŁew Hampshire, 19liO. 
	Although a little out-dated, this is an excellent account of the role of Buddhist monks in modern Thailand. s insights into how the monkhood is losing some of its traditional functions and gaining nev1 ones are especially recommended. Landon is an American government· official who has written many boolcs and articles on Thailand and Southeast Asia 
	T
	he aut:t.or 
	I 

	in general. 
	Landon, Kenneth Perry. Southeast Asia: Crossroad of Religions. Chicago:University of Chicago Press, 1947. Pp. vii, 215; index; biblipgraphy; appendix. 
	The portion of this book dealing with religion in Thai�and contains material mainly on the history of religion (especially as it is con.nected to royal ceremonies a.nd to IIindu influences) and o.n the belief in spirits still existing in hailand. It has ver-J little material describing the beliefs and practices of Buddl1ism or tl1e ?lace of religion in the country today. 
	T

	Malalasekera, G.P. Presidential Address, Second World Buddhist Conference •d. 
	Asia: Asian Quarterly of ulture and Synthesis, Vol. II, pp. 460-475. Saigon, 1952. 
	C
	-

	This is the presidential address given by a leading Hinayana Buddhist 
	scholar ay a recent BuddhisŁ conference. The address offers some ex
	-

	44 
	cellent insights into the values of Buddhism and outlines some of the directions Buddhism may take in the modern world. The article is sketchy, but gives a feeling for Buddhism that often is not even approximated in more lengthy irork:sd. 
	McFarland, Bertha. The Siamese Government and r;issionary 1.Jork. Inter.national Review of hissions, Vol. 39, pp. 122-129. 1931. 
	--

	This article, b;t tl1e v1ife of the well-known missionary, George ,gives a very ge.neral and undetailed description of vrhat the Protestant missions have done in Thailand since they · entered in 1828. 
	IvicFarla.nd

	McFarland, George Bradley, ed. Historical Sketch of Protestant t:issions in Siam, 1828-1928. Bangkok: The Bangkok imes Press, 1928. Pp. XVII, 386;illusdtrations, maps; appendices; index. 
	T

	This volume was issued to provide a permanent record of the cent�ry of Protestant missionary endeavors in Thailand. he editor and the various contributors, all Protestant missionary leaders in Thailand, have written on the establishement and growth of the various missions and on the educational, medical, and other activities of the missions. This is the best single source for inforrr�tion on the subject of Protestant missions in hailand. he ec.itor, a medical missionary and Professor at Chulalongkorn Unive
	T
	T
	T

	Panyanantha, Phikkhu. Chumnum Patthakkatha. (Collection of Lectures.) Bangkok: Chanchai Press, 1954. Pp. iv, 417. 
	The author is one of the "modern" Thai monks. He is very popular among young Buddhistsd. lie has travelled abroad in Europe and Asia and lives at present in hiangmai. Panyanantha is interested in 
	C

	the moral rearmament movement and has represented Thailand in MR.A Conferencesd. This book: is a collection of lectures aimed at increasing popular understanding of Buddhism. Major emphasis is placed on moral education--the means for the application of Buddhist ideas. 
	Panyanantha, Phikkhu. Thang Chiwit. (Way of Life. ) Bangkok: I{hlangwi t thaya Press, 1955. Pp. vii, 424. 
	his is a good book for the understanding of the beliefs of the young 
	T

	·
	or "modernBuddhists. It consists of a collection of various articles 
	11 

	and lectures by Panyanantha, including a lecture given to Thai students inLondon and a lecture entitledd"Westerners as a Thai Mo.nk Sees Them. 
	-
	· 
	1
	1 

	Phuttt.tatha:t·, Phikkhu. Thetsana lae 0-i-,at. (Preaching and Teaching.) Banglcok:Suwichat1 1ress, 1951.Ł. Pp. ii, 407. 
	J

	This book is a collection of sermons and instructions given on different occasions. Chapter titles are: Happiness, Dharma for Householders, How to Relieve SufferingReligion is the l-Jorld Hospital, Religion and Society, Understanding the Triple Gems, Steps in Reaching the Triple Gems. Phutthathnt seek:s to show the Thai hov1 to apply Buddhist ideals to their everyc>z,y lives; his v1ritings are in colloquial Thai. 
	., 

	Phutthathat, Phikkhu, and others. Suan Mok--Chaiyar. Bangk:ok: .Suwichan 
	Press, 1953. Pp. vi, 87; illustrations. In Thai. 
	In this book the author, a Buddhist n1onk of the modern school, relates his experiences in directing the building of a religious center in Chaiya, a town in the southern province of Chumph9n, 
	well-lmov.rn 

	Plion, Raymond, Le Siam pittoresque et religieux, I. Fe'tes et Ceremonies 
	Siamoises. (Siam--Beauty and Religion, Vol. I. Siamese Festivals and 
	Ceremonies.) Paris: Firmin-Didot, 1935. Pp. 124; illustrations. 
	he author, for 1nany yea.rs a member of the French diplomatic mission itl Ban3kok, has i-1ritten tl1is pleasant account of his recollections in the hope of makinŁ; record of Thai cerernonies ivl1ich he felt would disappear rapidly in the wake of the cl1anc;es folloiving the 1932 revolution. 
	T
	a permane.nt 

	Poon Disk:ul, Princess. (Phra 1ajadharm r,Jides, tr.) Buddhism for the YoungBangkok: Prachandra Press, 1950Ł Pp. XII, 35. 
	his much simplified introcuctory essay on Buddhism won first prize as the best text on Buddhism for children in a contest sponsored by I(ing Prajadhipok. Princess Poon, the daughter of Prince Damrong, learned much regarding traditional Thai culture from her father, who was the leAding Thai scholar of his generation. 
	T

	Pratt, James B. he Pilgrimage of Buddhism. 1-Iew York: }ŁacIiriJ lan, 1928. Pp. xii, 758. 
	T
	-

	Thia is an elementary textbook. Although it sometimes reads like a travelogue, it offers an excellent outline of many aspects of Buddhist thought and practice. The book should be read selectively. }any of the author s comments on the social aspects of Thai Buddhism are noiv outdated. 
	I 

	46 
	Ryburn, Horace li'l. The Challenge to the Church in Thailand Today. International Review of }1issions, Vol. 41pp. 288-300. 1952. 
	., 

	Concerns primarily the work of the Presbyterian missions in Thailand. 
	Suriyabongs, Luang. (Krachang Bun.nag)r. The Buddha's Doctrine of Truth (Dhamma) and Buddhist Religion as Practiced by the tioly Brotherhood in Siam •. Bangkok: Krungdebarnagar Press, 1936. Pp. 4Ł 79; folded table. 
	his book: is a brief survey of the basic concepts in Buddhism, particularly Buddhism in Thailand. The author, a vlester.n-trained medical doctor, suggests that greater appreciation of "quiet self-contemplation" and other such Buddhist values would be an effective antidote to the "remorseless materialism" of the present age. The last chapter of the 
	T

	· book: is devoted to a description of Buddhism in Thailand and is dra1-1.n largely from the author s brief experience as a Buddhist monk. The author, in general, gives too much material in too small scope; better introductior.s to Buddhism and the Thai monkhood exist. 
	I 

	Suwanprasoet, i:/iŁhit. Khumru I(ansuatmon lae Phithi l(anthambun. (A Handbook 
	1 

	of Buddhist Chants and lierit-Łlaking.) Bangkok: Liangchiang Press, 1944. 
	Pp. ix, 372. 
	The author, a Buddhist scholar, is a retired Buddhist monk. This book 4 It contains the texts of Buddhist chants in Pali and in Thair. Instructions on the methods of orGination into the monkhood are also given. 
	is about the methods of making merit on different 
	occasio.nsr


	Vajiranana, Princer. The Buddhist Attitude towards National Defence and Administration: A Special Allocution. Anonymously translated from the Thai. n.p.: n.d., Pp. III, 26; illustration. 
	A sermon by the Supreme Patriarch on the occasion of King Vajiravudhrs birthday, admonishing the k:ing on the basis of the Buddhist scriptures to promote just administration and th8 ·welfare of his people, and praising him for his accomplishments in developing and strengthening the country. 
	1 

	lJales, Horace Geoffrey Quaritch. 0iamese Theory and Ritual Connected with Pregnancy, Birth, and Infancy. Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, Vol. 63, pp. 441-451. 1933. 
	his is a brief but excellent account of the traditional rituals associated witl1 the birth of a Thai childr. Some of the rituals described are falling into disuse. 
	T

	47 
	Wells, Kenneth Elmer. Thai Buddhism, its Rites and Activities. Bangkok: The Bangkok Times Press, 1939. Pp. xii, 284; bibliography; illustrations.d
	· 

	This is the only published study of Thai Buddhism that alms at completeness. Despite many inaccuracies (many of them clue to the fact tl1at the book is outdated), it should be read by all who are interested in the Thai adaptation of Buddhist thought a.nd practice. 1,.ucl1 of the book is devoted to a description of Thai Buddhist rituals. The author was a Christian missionary in Thailand. 
	ART 
	Anuman Rajadhon, Phya. A Brief Survey of Cultural Thailand. Thailand Culture Series, r-Jo. 2 2nd edition. !Jangkol{: lJational Culture Institute, 
	·
	1953. Pp. 16; illustrations. 
	This article is a sumrnary of tl1e principal art forms--archi tecture, sculpture, painting, musical drama, literature, and crafts--of traditional Thailand. The author is Thailand's leading ethnologist; he is a prolific writer on traditional Thai culture, a teacher of Thai literature and customs at Chulalo.ng!{orn University a.nd a member of a number of Thai scholarly. institutionsd. 
	Anuman Rajadhon, Phya. Phra Cedi. Thailand ulture Series, No. 7. 2nd edition, Bangkok: liational Culture Institute, 19.53. Pp. 12; illustrationsd. 
	C

	he Buddhist monument known as pagoda, stupa, oŁ dagoba in other parts of Asia is in its Thai version called a chedi. lhis bell-shaped structure is described, the names of its parts givd its relationship to related structures in other countries indicated. 
	T
	en, an

	Baron. The Dancers of Thailand. Canadian Geographical Journal, Vol. XLVII, pp. 197-201; illustrationsd. 1953. 
	popular, illustrated, short article on the Thai dance. 
	A 

	Black, Harding. Two 3iamese Bowls Refired. Far Eastern Ceramic ulletin,Vol. V, pp. 3-4, Pl. I-IV. 19.53. 
	B

	A short, illustrated report by an American art expert on the refiring of two 14th century Siamese bowls. Of interest to art technicians only. 
	Boribal Buribhand, Luang. (Sastri, P. s. and Adft B. Griswold, trs.). Imagesof the Buddha. Bangkok: Chetanadhara Chakrabandhu, 1952. Pp. 21; illustrations. 
	This booklet, by a prominent Thai scholar, is a discussion of Buddhist sculpture in Thailand from pre-Thai to Bangkok times. Only one pageis devoted to the Bangkok period. 
	Boribal Buribhand, Luang. Thai Images of the Buddhao Thailand Culture Series, No. 9. 2nd editiond. Bangkok: National ulture Institute, 1953. Pp. 12; illustrations. 
	C

	This short article is an excellent historical summary of Thai Buddhist sculpture and also gives valuable insight into the motives of the Thai in fashioning Buddha imagesŁ 
	Boribal Buribhandd, Luang and A. B. Griswoldd. Sculpture of Peninsular Siam in the Ayuthya Periodd. The Siam Society F'iftieth Anniversary Commemorative Publication,· Vol. II, PP• 205-279; illustrationsd. 1954. 
	This is the most detailed and valuable examination available of the Ayutthaya, or National, School of art, with particular attention to the regional variations of the school that appeared in southern Thailand. Mr. Griswold is a collector of and non-professional expert in Thai artd. 
	Chen Duriyanga, Phra. Thai Music. Thailand Culture Series, NoŁ 8. 2nd Ppo 56; illustrations. 
	edition. Bangkok: National Culture Institute, 1953. 

	This essay is a technical and detailed analysis of Thai music--its scale, its instruments, the techniques for playing the instruments-and is of only slight value to the non-musician. The author is a professor of music in the Fine Arts Department of the Thai government. 
	' 
	,
	Georged. Lart de la laque doree au Siam. (The Art of Gold Lacquer Work in Siam) Revue des Arts Asiatiques, Volo 3, PP• J-8; illustrations. 
	Coedesd, 
	1 

	• 
	1925. 

	Illustrated artiŁle on the manufacture of gold-lacquered chests and bookcases. Coedes, one of the foremost scholars on Southeast Asia, describes tha methods used by the artisans in a craft which is no longer practiced in Thailanddo 
	Collis, Mauriceo The Background of Siamese Dancing. Geographical I•1agazine, Vol. 23 , PPŁ 541-544; illustrations. 1951. 
	This brief article, by a writer of several popular books on Asia, deals with the cultural tradition behind the Thai danced. 
	49 
	o Sonakul). he iŁang. Thailand Culture Series, I{o. 12. Bangkok: National Culture Institute, 1954. Pp. 16; illustrartions. 
	Dhaninivat, Princer. (D
	T

	This article discusses the ori;::;in, themes, and manner of pres en ta tion of the Thai shado:-J•··1·)la;?, or .nang, a rapidl:/ c1isapl)earinn; art form in Thailand. The author is a lead.1Łng Thai scholar -Łf traditional Thai culturer. 
	·
	:

	Dhaninivat, Prince (D. Sonakul). Pageantry of tl1e Sian1ese Stage. tJational 
	Geographic rŁ3azine, Vol. 91, pp. 200-212. 1947Ł 
	hie nrticle contains a very detailed description of the dance-drama formsr. It g:.ves the or;Łins of the major epi,:!, the Ramak:ien. It 
	T

	also describes the costmne of the dancers, moven:ents used, and musical accompaniment. 
	Dhaniniva t, Princer. (D. Sonakt1l) and Dhanit YupJ:10r., The Khon. Thailand Culture Series, I\fo. 11. Bang!{ok: iŁB-tional Culture Institute, 1954. Pp. 16; illustrations. 
	Description of a traditional dance-drama form of the Thai in which the actors are masked. he origins, tl1e texts, the ballet steps and training, the r,1usic, a.nd other aspects of this form of drama are all briefly discussed. Dhanit Yupho is an official in the covernment's Fine Arts Department and a writer on Thai theatrical arts •
	T

	• 
	Buddhist'is·che ;_mŁinpelan·la-gen :in:: Siam.,;.; 1.:.{puddhist .. Te1nple.;. 81.tes 
	DBhring, !Carlr
	.. 

	.
	inr.Siam.) Bangkok:.:AŁia Publishing House, 1920. 3 Vols. Ililiustrationsr. 
	Volume 1 of this Ł,ork consists of text; Volumes 2 and 3 contain plates of drawings and photographs. The text is a discussion of traditional Thai architectural styles, and architectural techniques. DŁhring was a German architect i,rho lived n1any years in Thailand. 
	DŁhring, !Carl. I(unst und ICunstgeiverbe in Siam. Berlin: J. Bard, 1925. 3 Vols. Illustrations. 
	A truly magnificent book illustrati�g Thai art work in gold and lacquer.The first volume consists of a short descriptive text, with son8 illuso The other two volumes are given over to plates printed in fold on black paper, which convey marvelously well the beauties of the original gold leaf-black: lacquer work of the 
	trations in black and white

	Thai. 
	50 
	Embree, John F. A IJote on the Vertical and I-Iorizontal as Cultural Traits in Asia. l1an, 1:0. 26. 1950. 
	�rief communication pointing up certain cultural emphases toward the vertical in Thailand (e.g., in architecture and sculpture)d, in contrast to that of the horizontal in Japan. Theauthor, an eminent anthropologist, attempts also to draw some tentative parallels with the social organize. tion of these two countries. 
	.d

	Gerini, Gerolamo Emilio. Siam and its Productions, Arts, and }1anufactures: A Descriptive Catalogue of the Siamese Section at the International Exhibition of Industry and iiabour Held in Turin April 29-�Jovember 19, 1911. English edition. Ifertford: Stephe.n Austin and Sons, 1912d. Pp. lxiv, 359; illustrations; folded map; appendix; indices. 
	his book was designed as a catalogue of the Thai exhibit at the international exhibition held in Turin, Italy in 1911. It contains useful inforrnation on the status of Thai arts and manufadctures in 1911. The 
	T

	book 1t1as 1..rritten in part by its co1npiler, Colonel Gerini, CommissionerGeneral of the Tnai exhibit, in part by various specialists and officials of the Thai government. 
	Kansalak, Nangyai: Fimu• lŁaichang Ek Ratchakan Thi 2. The Arts of Thai Pictures Play: 1:ade in the Reign of I{.Ł,:. I(ing Rania II. (Silhouettes of the Shadow Play: Worlt of the Leading Craftsmen of the Seco.nd l=teign.) Bangkok:ICava Chang, 1953. Pp. iv, 78; illusdtrationsd. 
	Excellent re-::>roduction of 56 silhouettes of the shado\lr-play, an art form rapidly· dying out in hailand. he text is in English and Thai. 
	T
	T

	le I'iay, !1.eginald. A Concise I-iistory of Buddhist Art in Siam. Cambridge:
	Cambridge University l·ress, 1938. Pp. xx, 155; index; bibliography; illustrations; map. 
	This is the best book on tl1e history of :juddhist sculpture a.nd architecture in Thailand. he principal periods in and influences on art in hailand are tr2ced from the early years of the first century A.D. upto 1600, le May was an economic advisor to the Thai government and 
	T
	T

	a long-time resident in South and Southeast Asia. 
	le 11ay, Łeginald. The Culture of. South-east Asia. Lo.ndon: George Allen & Unwin, 1954. Pp. 218; bibliogrr..phy; maps; illustrations. 
	A history of art, sculpture, anc architecture in Southeast Asia up to 1600. The chapters on Thailand are a condensation of le May's book on Buddhist art in Thailand. 
	le May, Reginald. Exhibition of Siamese Art. Oriental Art, Vol. I, pp. 6062; illustrations. 1948. 
	-

	Short article about an exhibition of Thai art held in London in 1948 under the sponsorship of the Thai ambassador to England. 
	Nakon Prah Ram, Phrayai. Tai Pottery. Bangkok: Krungthep Bannakhan, 1937. Pp, 32, 61, Pl. LV; maps; . Also in Journal of the iam Society, Vol. XXDC, pp. 13-37; illustraitionsi. 1936. 
	1 
	1 
	illustratio.ns
	S

	This article b;_;· a hai government official and collector of pottery, who died in 1937, is concerned with the earliest pottery of the hai in Thailand._ The author seeks to prove that the craft of potterymaking in Thailand existed before the importation of Chinese potters around 1300, The first publication of this article, in the Journal of the Siam Society is in Znglish. The second edition, in book form, was issued on the occasion of the author's cremation, and contains his biography; it is in both Englis
	T
	T

	I\!at Phothiprasat. Sa\hapatayakam nai Prathet Thai. (Architecture Jangkolc: Udom, 1946. Pp. 134; illustrationsi. 
	in Thaila.nd.) 

	An excellent survey of the history of arcl1i tecture in baiJa nd by one of the country's leaGing teachers of architecture. 
	T

	lJicolas,Renei. Le Lakhon }Jora ou Lakhon Chatri et les origins du theatre Classique Siamois. (The Lakhc,n lJora or Lakhgn hatri and the Origins of the Classical -$iamese Theater.) . Jour.nal of the Sia1n Society, Vol. XVIII, Pp. 85-110; illustrationsi. 1924. 
	C

	This article is a discussion of an old form of the traditional Thai theater that was developed in southern Thailand. The text 
	is supplemented with illustrations of the dancing styles and other characteristics of this art form. 
	Petit, L.D. Siameesche Bouwkunst. (Sian1ese Architecture.) Amsterdam: 
	N.V. van !•iunster' s Uitr,evers :rt.i.aatschappij, n.d. Illustrations. 
	A collection of illusitrations of Thai temples following a brief introductory discussion of temple architecturei. 
	Rangthong, Jaivid, ed. Souvenir of ,Siam. Eangkol<:: I-latha Dhip, 1952. Pp. 312, :::rv; illustrations. 
	1Thai Articontains valuable essays on many aspects of Thai a.rt, and numerous il
	This book, whicl1 might have been more loeically entitled 
	1
	,
	11 
	-

	52 
	lustrations of the Thai dance, sculpture, etc. The e1uphasis of the book is on the traditiional in art; only brief remarks are made regarding modern trends. The bulk of the book: is devoted to chapters on the hai theater; other chapters deal 1vith the arts in genera�11ith ri:usic, painting, arcl-1iteicture and sculpture, and 1r1ith i1istory. he chapters 
	T
	!-

	are ·written by various Thai authorities, inclucic1g Phya l .. numan ilajadhon, Phra Chen Duriyanga, !-Iai Dhanit Yupho, Professor Silpa tirasri, and the 
	1 

	editor. 
	3ilpa Birasri (C. Feroci)i. :xhibition of Reproductions of Old Thai 1?-ainti.ng. Bangl<ok: Fine Arts University, 1952i. Pp. 20; illustrations.
	·i
	·i
	This guide to a public exhibiition of old Thai paintings in 1952 consists of the text of a short expository talk on the paintinzs--and on the style, techniques, and characteristics of traditional Thai painting in general--by Professor Silpa Birasri, and a few reproductions of some of the works exhibited. A hai version of the text is also given. 
	T


	Silpa Birasrj (C. leroci). ?1odern Art in Thailand. Thailand Culture Series, lTo. 14. Bangkok: National Culture Institute, 1954. Pp. 12; illustrations. 
	·

	In this article, the author, an Italian artist in Thai governmentservice since 1924, briefly surveys recent tendencies in Thai art. 
	He discusses the ·i:estern and traditional Thai influet1ces on modern 
	Thai art, and analyzes the works of a fe1r1 mode.en Tbai artists. Illustrations of some modern and traditional Thai paintings and sculpture are included. This is one of the very fev1 articles on recent artistic trends in Thailand. 
	Silpa Birasri (C. Feroci). 1hai iirchitecture and fainting. The l"..arch of Thailand, pp. 20-35; illustrationsi. :San[;k:ok: Thailand, De)artw..ent of Publicity, 1950. 
	1 
	J.

	A very brief anC sketchy survey of some aspects of traditional Thai architectural styles and painting. 
	Silpa Birasri (C. Feroci). Thai .\rchitecture anc:1 .c·ainting. Thailand ulture Series, 1,fo. 4. 2nd editio.n. Bangkok: lŁational Culture Institute, 19.53. Pp. 24; illustrations. 
	C

	This article includes a brief sketch of the history of Thai architecture, with fuller treatment ziven to the charaicteristics of the principal types of buildings and the main decorative motifs in Thai architecture. Only a fe'{.T remarks on temple painting are given. 
	53 
	3ilpa -Birasri ( C. Feroci). Thai Buddhist Sculpture. Thailand Culture Series, IŁo. 10. 2nd edition. Bangkok: 1'iational Culture Institute, 1953. Pp. 28; illustrationsi. 
	ihis pamphlet contains a disicussion of the principal periods in hai 
	r·, 
	T

	Buddhist sculpture. The general characteristics of images of each scl1ool, tl1e typical Thai techniques a.nd materials, the sources of artistic inspiratio.n are all discussed. 
	Skinner, Carol. .L""epresentative Tl1ai llusical Instruments, ?erformed or Directed by I(amon rretusiri, Recorded and IJarrated by Carol Skinner in hailand. Ithaca, 11. Y.: Corneil University Southeast Asia Program, 1953. Two 12" long-playing records (four sides). 
	T

	Demonstrations of various Thai musical instruments; of interest primarily to students of music. 
	Thailand. Department of Fine Arts. lŁourth National Exhibition of A.rt. Bangkolc, 1953. Pp. 42; illustrations. 
	Contains a short preface, 27 pages of illustrati•.:>ns of contenporary art productions, a list of prize winners, and a list of the artists and their '\-Tor ks. The illustrations nrovide -. valuable criteria of the 
	•

	the influence of the West on Thai art. 
	hailand. Department of Publicity. The I-Łarch of Thailand. Bangkok, 1950. Pp. 88; illustrations. 
	T

	This booklet contains nine short articles on various aspects of modern Thailand. Some of the articles, with slight modifications, have appeared as paniphlets in the Thailand Culture Series. 
	Yupho, hanit. The Preliminary Course of Training in Thai Theatrical Art. Thailand Culture Series, IŁo. 15. BanglŁok: 1Jational Culture Institute, 1954. Pp. 68; illustrations. 
	D

	This is a desicription of the basic training given Thai actors at the government's school in the Department of Fine Arts. The dance postures are described and illustrated, a_nd the types of rhythm are indicated. 
	Xoomsai, Yibbhan. Dawadungs: Dance of the Second Heaven, a Thai Classical Dancei. 16 mm. sound film in color. Ithaca, iJ .Y.: Cornell University Southeast Asia Program. l reel (400 feet)i. 
	A good example of Thai classical dancing performed by a talented amateur. 
	LITZRATURE 
	Anuman Rajadhon, Phya. hai Literature and Swasdi Raksa. Thailand ulture Series, No. 3. Bangkok:: trational Culture Instituter1953. Pp. 20; illustrations. 
	T
	C
	,-
	-

	In the first part of this essay the author briefly discusses ten of the finest and most important works in Thai literature. The second part of the essay contains a discussion and prose translation of the short poem, Sawasdi Raksa, a widely-known didactic poem written in the first teenth century by Sunthorn Bhu, one of Thailand's foremost poets. Phya Anwnan is one of Thailand's outstanding scholars of traditional Thai culturer. 
	haif
	of the nine

	Bidyarle.nke.rana, Prince, nte Pastime of Rhyn1e-lilaking and Singing in Rural 
	t>iam. ·Journal of the Siam Society, Vol. 1)Ł, pp. 101-127. 1926. 
	This.rarticle is the best source of information on the songrfests of rural Tl1ailand, a rapidly declining art. The author, who diea in 1945, was a leading Thai poet and also served.rfor a time as president of the committee of the National library. 
	Chaya, Prem (Prince Prem Burachatra). vlorld Tour. Part One. Bangkok: 
	Chatra Books, 1952e. Pp. 226. 
	Descriptions of :urope by a thoroughly \vesternized Thai prince, now 
	head of the department of raodern languages at Chulalongkorn University. 
	Darnrong Rajanubhab, Prince. Ta.mnan Ru ang Lakh9n Inao. (History of the 
	I 

	Inao Drama.) Bangkok: Thai, 1921. Pp. 172e. 
	The story of Inao, based on an episode in Javanese history, is well known in Thailand as one of the subjects of the traditional drama. This history is not confined to a discussion of this one story; it is rather a general history of the traditional Ttwi theater. Prince Damrong was one of Thailand's foremostr-scholars of Thai culture and traditions. 
	le May, Reginald, tr. Thai Tales Old and News The Four Riddles and Other Storiese London, Noel Douglas, 19300 Pp. 180 
	This oolleotion of tales translated from Tversions written by
	hai 

	Phraya Me.nunet Banhan, is one of the few ooll�ctions of Thai folk stories e.vai:lable in a Western language. The stories give many clues to Thai oharaoter and were used as basic sources by Ruth Benedict in her analysis of Thai culture and behavior. In the last �art of the book are 
	,5 
	some reflections on the tales, presumably by le V.iay, a one-time o!ficial of the Thai government and a scholar of Thai culture. The reflecti,,ns are concerned prir,1aril�y· with Tl1ai religious , hai humor, Thai attitudes tot-1ard life, and although iri1pressionistic and subjective, they quite accurately represent at least some facets of Thai character. 
	belie.ts
	T

	Na Nakh9n, Pluang (l'Jai Tamra Na 1'1uang Tai)t. Prawat '."iannakhadi Thai. (History of Thai Literature.) Bangkok: Thai Watthana Phanit Press, 1952. Pp. 572, ii; illustrations. 
	1 
	1 

	he author is a well-known authority on Thai literature, who has been lecturer in the hai language at Chulalongkorn University for many years. This book, a textbook on Thai literature, contains discussions of and examples from Thai literature from Sukhothai times to re·cent timest. The section dealing with changes in Thai literature during the constitutional era, however, is very brief. 
	T
	T

	Puri, Swami Satyananda and Charoen SarahirŁn. The Ramakirti (Ramakien), or 
	the Thai Version ot the Ramayanat. Bangkok: DharmatshramatBirla Oriental 
	., 

	Series, 1949. Pp. vii, 142; illustrations. 
	This is the onlJŁ translation into English prose of the Thai verstion 
	of the Indian classic, the Ramayana. Although not all parts of the 
	of the Indian classic, the Ramayana. Although not all parts of the 
	epic are translated, the whole of the central story is presented. The specific Thai text used by the translators is not given. The authors supply notes, chiefly concerning points of comparison with the classical Sanskrit text by Valmiki. 
	Schweisguth, P. Etude sur la litte'rature Siarnoiset. (A Survey of Siar,1ese Literature.) Paris: Imprimerie ?lationale, 1951. Pp. 409; bibliographies; index; folded map. 
	This volume by a long-time resident :in Thatiland is the only study or Thai literature in a ŁJester.n language that aims at comprehensiveness. The treatment is mainly historical: trends, writers, stories, literaryforms are discussed as th.ey appear durii1g the reigns of the Thai kings. The introduction is a.n essay containing a ge·neral discussion of Thai culture, literaturetancŁ verse forms. The bibliography is the best available on works in the Thai language. 
	., 

	S'ra Prasot, Khun. Siams!nge: ausgewlhlt, eingeleitetterllutert und Uber
	., 


	tragen aus dem T thai (Siamesischen} durch liellmut Lraws-Tychsen. (Siair.ese 
	tragen aus dem T thai (Siamesischen} durch liellmut Lraws-Tychsen. (Siair.ese 
	Verses: Selected, Zxplained, anc Translated from tl1e Thai {.siarrsse7 by Hellmut Draws-Tychsen.) Leiden: Ł.J. Brill, 1955. Pp. 84; illustrationst. 
	These translations into German give only a limited idea of the spirit or the worl{s of a Thai poet. The illustrations pertain more to the translatorr's personal experiences in Thailand than to the text. 
	Sunthorn Bhu. (Prem Chaya, tr.) The .Story of Phra Abhai f.1ani. Bangkol<:: 
	hatra Eooks, 1952 . Pp. 141; illustrations •i. 
	C

	This is a retelling in prose of a famous Thai _poetic romance cor.1posed during the first half of the nineteenth century. The author is undoubtedly the 1nost well-kno1-1n and v1idel;l appreciated Thai poet. This Englisl1 version of the rornance does not contain all the 1naterial of the original and, of course, lacks the poetry of the original. It is, however, the only versio11 of the story available in English and is valuable for the insight it gives into Thai literaiture and into Thai character. 
	United lŁations :Sducational, 3cientific, and Cultural Orr:;anization. The Daily ?ress: A Survey of the :orld Jituation in 1952 . Reports and Papers on 1.ass Communication, r,Jo. 7. Paris, 1953. I-'p. 45; tables. 
	1 
	1

	This book gives some information on the nuL1l)er of publications, the number of readers, anc the languages uŁed in publications in Thailand. 
	United r.Jations Łduca tiJnal, Scientific, and Cultural Organization. 1-lorld Communications: Press, Radio, anc Film. Paris, 1951. Pp. 220; tables; bibliography. 
	This report gives basic facts on the number of Thai newspapers and periodicals, their circulation arid Ol'Jnersl1ip, a.nd the languages used. It gives similar facts for film and radio facilities. 
	Upakit Sinlapasan, Phraya. hanthalak. (Poetic Rules.) Bangkok: Thai v/atthanaphanit, 1948. Pp. 184. 
	C

	A valuable text on Thai poetic forms by a former professor of la.nguage at Chulalonr,korn U4iversity. 
	IAiiGUAGTI: 
	r.i
	Anuman rtajadhon, Phya. Thai Language. J.hailancl Culture Series, 1-!o. 17. Bangl<:ok: 1!ational Culture Institute, 1954. Pp. 32; map. 
	Good discussion for non-linuists of the Thai language--its generalcharacteristics, its history, including the develoŁments resulting from the influence of foreign languages, and its alphabet. The author is a lending Thai scholar and teacher of Thai literature and customs at Chulalongltorn University. 
	6
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	Benedict, Paul I(. Studies in Thai Kinship Terminology. American Oriental Society, Vol. 63, pp. 168-175. 1943. 
	Jo
	urnal of the 

	An analysis by a linr;uist of the distinctive system of k:inship nomenclature in the Thai languages--.Lao, Shan_. }Jhit.e 1'ai, Black Tai, Dioi, Nung, Thai--which the author conclnoes supports his thesis that Thai is relatec� to the Indonesian rather than the Sino-Tibetan languages. Of interest only to linguists. 
	Benedict, Paul I(. Thai, ICadai, and Indonesian: A ŁTew Alignment in Southeast Asia. American Anthropologist, Vol. 44, pp. 576-601. 1942. 
	The author presents the hypothesis that Thai is not a member of the 
	Łino-Tibetan linguistic stock, but is rather linked with Indonesian and certain 1 Kadai1 languages spoken by small groups of peoples in south Chinad. 
	1
	1

	Burnay, J. and GeoŁge Cocdes. The Origins of the Sukhodaya Script. Journal of the Siam Society, Vol.XX, pp. 49-52. 1926. 
	An article by two leading scholars on Thailand showing that the script of Raml<:amhaeng was actually an adaptation of an earlier Thai script. 
	Gedney, 1'Jilliam J. IrLdic Loanwords in 3poken Thai. Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation. Yale U.r1iv·ersity, 1947. Pp. 613 .. 
	his scholarly study of the Thai words of Sansl(rit and Pali origin is by one of .America's r,1ost qualified students of the Thai language. It is of interest primarily to lingu.ists. 
	T

	Gerini, Gerolamo Emilio. On Siamese Proverbs and Idiomatic Expressions. Journal of the Siam Society, Vol, I, pp. 11-168. 1904. 
	A discussion of the nature and importance of Thai proverbs and a listing of hundreds of proverbs and idiomatic expressionsd. These are given in English translations as well as in Thai, and are compared to similar sayings in other languages. Many Mon and Lao sayings are also given. 
	Guehler, U. Ueber hai prichwŁrter. (On Thai Proverbs.) Journal of the hailand Research Society, Vol. XXXIV, pp. 97-144. 1943. 
	T
	S
	T

	A compilŁtion of Thai proverbs, translated into English, explained, and compared with proverbs in other languagesd. This article supplements the list of proverbs made by Gerini in 1904. 
	American Anthropologist, Vol. 53, pp. 338-344. 1951. 
	Haas, I•Łary Rosamond. 
	Interlingual 
	Word Taboos. 

	Discussion of the problem of bilingual speakers in using words 1.1hen speaking one language that sound like obscene or improper words in another. Many of the examples are drawn from words in Thai that resemble in sound words that are taboo in English. 
	Haas, IŁ::ary Rosamond. The Thai System of Writing. \vashington: American 
	Council of Learned Societies, 1956. Pp. xiv, 115. 
	This book is a full and lucid analysis of the writing system used for the Thai language, by one of the few American experts on Thai. It is a completely revised version of the autl1or' s 1942 work: on the same subject produced for the army in ditto form and used in classes in 11ritten Thai at the University of Michigan and the university of Californiad. 
	·d

	Haas, I:ary Rosamond and Heng R. Subhanka. Spoken Thai. Ne'tv York: llenryHolt and Company, 1945. 2 Vols. 
	An excellent introduction to spoken Thai. Uses a phonetic system 
	of ,vriting Thai developed by Dr. Haas. 
	McFarland, George Bradley. Thai-English Dictionary. 2nd edition. Stanford: Stanford niversity Press, 1944. Pp. xxi, 1019, 39; bibliography; addendad. 
	U

	This is the best hai-English rictionary. he author was a medical 
	T
	T

	missdionary, who spent most of his life in Thailand. 
	Rattanakomut, Łhit, Prawit 1:Jimuktalop a.nd Sa-at Intharasali. Lak Phasa Thai 
	lae Naenam Riangkhwam. (Principles of the Thai Language and Introduction to 
	Writing Compositions.) Bangkok: S.S. Service, 1952. Pp. ix, 308. 
	he authors are instructors in the Thai languaged·dat Chulalongkorn University Preparatory School. This textbook contains a discussion of the principles of the Thai language, an analysis of Thai grammar, and examples and recorrmendations on writing Thai 
	T
	compositio.nsd. 

	Thailand. Royal Institute. A iJotification of the Royal Institute Concerning the Transcription of Thai Characters into the Roman. Journal of the 
	1

	Thailand Research Society, Vol. XXXIII, pp. 49-65. 1941. 
	This article outlines a general anc a :,:>recise system for the phonetic transcription of the Thai languace into Roman lettersd. These systems were officially adopted by the Thai government's Royal Institute on !Łarch 6, 1939. Although the Thai government apparently no longer 
	:sponsors any system of transliteration, the sŁrstems described in this article, especially· the genera.l system, are e:xtremelJr useful. The general systen1 has been used through0ut this bibliography as -c.1ell as in theon Thailand. 
	I-L.1.AF handbook 

	Th9ng, Saeng (Luang Bunyamanop Phanit)i. Phasa Jaie Nangs u. (Language 
	1 
	. 

	and Literature.) Barigkok: Ruam San Publisher, 1953. Pp. vi, J5L .• 
	ha author is a well-known ivriter and a leading scholar of the Thai language. This book is a compilation of his ·writings publisl1ed originally in weekly newspapers from 1948 to 1951. There are a number of short articles on rnany aspects of the Thai lat1guage and Tlw.i literature, including a c'iscussii8n of the changes tl1at have tal<en place in the language ancl. the Thai alphabet since the reigt1 of I(ing ?..a�nkarahaeng. 
	T

	ETHlJIC GROUPS 
	Andrews, James 1:. Łvolutionary Trends in Dody Build, Data from Thailand (Siam)i. Papers of the Peabody I·-Cusewn of P .. n1erican J-1.rchaeology arid Etl1nolor;y, Vol. 20, pp. 102-121; n1ap. 1943. 
	The author, an American anthropologist, has basec. tl1is article on extensive nnthropornetrio measurements he made in Thail:.,nd in 1933-1934. Andretvs concluded that there are no significant 9hysical cha.racteristics perni.itting a clear-cut differentiation of ii:ost ethnic Groups in Thailand. Such differences as can be shown statisticall�r are c1ifferences 
	of n1eans amor1g groups, with co,1sideral)le overlap in the traits of individuals. i�ndretvs suggests diet variations may be the cause for the apparently s01i1ewhat larger body build and greater vigor of tl1e Thai in the Center as compared wit11 Thai in the l-;orth, 11ortheast, and Sout�1. 
	Anuman Rajadhon, Phya. he Cultures of Thailand. Thailand Culture Series, 
	T

	110. 1. 2nd edition. Bangkok: lJational Culture Institute, 1953. Pp. 16; illustrationsi. 
	This is a very brief ethnoGraphic sketch anei cultural history of Thailand, by a leading Thai scholar. 
	Bernatzik, Huco Adolph. Akha uncMeau: Problen1e der angetvandten Vt!>llcerlru.nde in Jiinterindien. (The AlŁha and lŁiao: ?roblen1s of ::thnograpl1y in i.urther India.) Innsbruck:: I(ommissionsverlag, 15,47. 2 Vols. Illustrations; map; 
	1 
	7

	appendix. 
	An extremelJr detailed and beautifully illustratec1 ethnography of two 
	important Triai hill tri1)es, based on the a utr1or rs 01,111 field t1ork in 
	.i
	1936-1937. 
	60 
	Bernatzik, I-Iugo Adolph and immy Bernatzik. rie Geister der gelben Blt!tter: Forschungsreisen in Hinterindien. (Spirits of the Yelloi-1 Leaves: Explorations in Further India.) l�U.nchen: Ver lap; ]f. Bruckinann, 1938. Pp. 240; illustra tiot1s; 1naps; appendix. 
	This is a detaileC: ethno:.;raphy of a nw;1ber of tribes in Thailand. The greater part of the book: deals witl1 tb.e otherwise little lmown and numerically insignificant northeasterq tribe, the so-c�lled Phi Tong Luang, or Spirits of the Yelloi1 .l.Jeaves. tJot all students of ethnic grou1=>s in 'l'hailand have beel1 prepared to acce1)t tl1is illustrated account as conclusive evidence of the existence of such a tribe. }�ore recent field studies. seem to have substantiated tl1e existence of t�1is primitive 
	Blofeld, John. Some I-Iill Tribes of liorth Tliailand (1•:iaos and Yaos). Jot1rnal of tl1e Siam Society, Voli., ALIII, pp. 1--20; illustrations. 1955. 
	A non-scholarly but inforrnative account of the autr1or's sta:;r arr1ong the pri11cil)al tribes of tl1e l,Jorth, describing some of t!1eir customs and beliefs. 
	Coughlin, Richard J. The Chinese in Bangkok. Ar11ericat1 Sociological Review, 
	Vol. XX, PP• .3J.l-316. 1955. 
	An article based on tl1e author s dissertation, for t"1hich he did field work in BanGkok in 1951Ł19$2. Professo1Ł Co,1ghlin, now a merober of the Lepartment of Sociology at Yale University, uses the case study of 
	I 

	the Chinese in Da.ngkok to advance the ger1eralizc: t:i.on that a functioning 
	minority society and culture can indefinitely resist assimilation. 
	Coughlin, 1ichard J. ihe Chirnese in Bangkok, a Study of Cultural Persistence. Unpublished Loctoral Dissertation. Yale University, 1953. Pp. v, 615; appendix; maps; bibliography. 
	A cornprehensive acciount of the cultural life of the Chinese cor,nnul1ity in Bangkok, which ineicentall�r provides mucl1 bacl(ground inforr,1a tion on hai social orr,ar1ization. Tlle stress on the resiistance of tl1e Cl1inese to assiimilation r11a;t have led to undereinphasis of the fact that rr.at1y immigrant Chinese tal:e pride it1 l)ecorrdng assiimilate_c�. to Thai life. 
	1
	T

	·
	Coughlin, Ilichard J. The Pattern of the Chinese in Thailand. Journal of the South Seas Society, Vol. 8, pp. l-3 . 1952 . 
	In this article Co1-1ghlin contrasts the pre-19h9 Chinese immigration of people from South China, attra.ctecŁ or driven to settl.e in Southeast Asia by economic pressure, lJith post-19h9 immigration of politicalrefugees, frequently v1ell-to-do or professionally ed'Jcated. Ile drai-is attention to sori1e possibilities of friction developing bet111eer1 tl1ese . two i11unigrant groups and foreisees a clif.ficul t adjustraent ir.L Thaiiland for the most recent arrivals. 
	·

	61 
	Coughlin, Richard J. The Status of the Chinese lvunority in Thailand. Pacific Affairs, Vol. nv, pp. 378-389. 1952. 
	A concise and informative discussion of governrnent n1easures to control the activities of the Cl1it1ese conira1unity in Thaila11d. 
	Curtis, Lillian Johnson. The Laos of 1,rorth Siam. Philadelphia: \-Jestminister :Łrciss, 1903Ł l:p. xi, 338; api)enC:ix; chart; illustrations. 
	This hichly subjecŁtive account of tl1e peoples of nortl1ern Thailand 
	by an early missionary only worthivhile descrip-,. tions of local customs and practices. 
	occasionally provicl.es 

	Dodd, vlilliam Clifton. The Tai Race: :Xlder Brother of the Chinese. Cedar Rapids: The Torch Press, 1923. ?p. 353.; illustrations; tables. 
	This book on the hai peoplesiof i,iailand, Lurrr.a, and C11ina is valuable principally for the ethnographic data it contains. The l1is:torical theories of the author, i,1ho was a missionary among tl1e 7ha i for 33 years, .are highly questionable, however. 
	T
	· 
	T
	· 

	Zickstedt, Lgon D. von. Rassendynamik von Ostasien. China und apan, Tai und l{mer von der Urzeit bis heute. (aacial Lynari1ics of East Asia. China and Japa11, Thai a1.1d Ehmer frori1 :Prerlistoric Times to the Present.) Berlin: vlalter de Gruyter, 19L,.L.. Pp. xii, 648; illustrations; n1aps; tables; bibliography. 
	J
	·

	A detailed study of the origins of Thai peoples by a Gerrnan anthropologist ·whoSoutheast Ji.sia well. 
	and migratio.ns 
	knoi,.rs 

	Zmbree, John F. and t'lilliam L. Thomas, Jr. Ethnic :tJ1ap and Gazetteer of I1orthern 3outheast Asia. llew llaven; Yale University Southeast Asia Studies, 19?0• Pp. 175; map. 
	This detailed anc1. eŁ:cellent studŁr of ethnic distrioution unfortunatel.y covers onl:r tl1e e);treme north of Tl1aiilanc, so th.at it is of value principally· to the Łtudent of Thai tribes ratl1er thal1 to persons with a general interest in Thailat1d. 
	1 

	1Iorrow, 1954_. Pp. 247. 
	Grondahl, ICathrJrn• The liango Seasor1. i'Jew York: I

	This novel, bj-tlie vvi!'e of a .fo:rn1er n1er:ican official in Thailand, sho'tvS a sensitive unc,erstanding of the life and the problems o;f the vlestern comm.unity in Bangkok:. 
	A
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	o The Lai-Ja i11 lJorthern Sia2i1. Journal of the Sia1i1 Society, Vol. X::VII, pp. lSJ-182; illustrations; mape. 1934. 
	Hutchinson, E.W

	.,.
	Summary ethnography and l:i.nguistic stud;,of the .i.,awa, gathered on a very brief jo,1rney to the tribe by the Łuthor and Erik SeiC:enfaden. Incluc1es an ap:Jendix ot1 tl1e physical characteristics of the .Lawa peoples and two appendices by Seidenfaden on the history and geograph-
	·
	·
	ical distribution of the groupŁ 
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